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This report is a su.mary of herbicide evaluations in soybeans
conducted by the staff of The University of Tennessee, Department of
Plant and Soil Science, in 1986. This publication contains results of
individual experiments which are not sum.arized over time or location:
therefore, data should not be taken out of context or used in any
type of commercial publication. These data may be used in decision
making as to future research and uses of individual herbicides. The use
of any particular herbicide or formulation over another is not to be
construed as an endorsement or recommendation of any specific product.
These data are not to be used in any type of commercial activity or
release without the express written approval of the Dean of the
Agricultural Experiment Station.
Many of the uses of herbicides contained herein have not been
authorized by Federal and State Environ.ental Protection Agencies and
are not recommended by The University of Tennessee Institute of
Agriculture.
We would like to acknowledge the technical support of the following
individuals: Gordon Percell, Ernest Merriweather, and Ji.my Duncan at
the West Tennessee Experiment Station: Marshall Smith at Ames
Plantation; Don Gibson at the Milan Experiment Station: Roy Thompson
at the Middle Tennessee Experiment Station; Ernest Neal at the Plateau
Experiment Station: Bobby McKee at the Knoxville Experiment Station: and
John Oakes, Graduate Student, Department of Plant and Soil Science.
Last, but certainly not least, we would like to thank our secretaries,
Mrs. Gloria Duncan, CPS, and Miss Cheryl Broome.
In addition, we gratefully acknowledge the cooperation and partial
financial support of the following commercial cooperators: American
Cyanamid, BASF Corp., Chevron, Ciba-Geigy Corp., Dow Chemical, E. I.
DuPont, Elanco, FMC Corp., Helena, Hoechst-Roussel, ICI Americas, Inc.,
Mobay Corp., Monsanto, PPG Industries, Rhone-Poulenc, Inc., Riverside-
Terra, Rohm & Haas, Sandoz Crop Protection, Shell Chemical Co., Shell
Development, Stauffer Chemical Co., Union Carbide, Uniroyal, Velsicol
Chemical Co., and Zoecon.
Growing Season in Brief
The 1986 growing season was characterized by an early, warm, drier
than normal spring planting season. Hail damaged wheat at the West
Tennessee Experiment Station in early April. May was an excellent
planting month, but excessive rainfall occurred the first two weeks of
June. This was followed by below normal rainfall and above normal
temperatures the remainder of the growing season. Harvest season was
excellent for corn and cotton, but November was wet and soybean harvest
was delayed at .any locations.
1
EPHMA • spotted spurge
GLXMA ••soybeans
HORPU • little barley
IPOHE ivyleaf morningglory
IPOHG ••.entireleaf morning~lory
IPOLA • pitted morningglory
MOLVE • carpetweed
PANnI ••fall panicum
PHBPU • tall morningglory
POROL ••co••on purslane





































Bu/A = bushels per acre
C.O.C .•• crop oil concentrate
C.V .•• coefficient of variation
OAT = days after treatment
DNMRT ••Duncan's New Multiple Range Test
EP = early postemergence
fb ••followed by
GPA ••gallons per acre
lb/A = pounds per acre
LSD 0.05 = Least significant difference
at 95% confidence level
MOA = method of application
MP ••mid-postemergence
mph = ailes per hour
N.S. or NS ••not significant






PE or PRE ••preemergence
PSI ••pounds per square inch
qt/A ••quarts per acre
RCB = randomized complete block
reps ••replications
RH = relative humidity





GRAND JUNCTION, TENNESSEE 38039
SUPERINTENDENT - Dr. James M. Anderson
Research at the Ames Plantation in made
possible because the University of Ten-
nessee is a beneficiary of a perpetual
trust under the terms of the will of the
late Julia C. Ames.
Rainfall Data for Ames Plantation, Grand Junction, TN for 1986
Date April May June July August Sept.
-----------------------------inches------------------------------
1
2 0.45 0.03 0.58 0.07 0.01
3 0.23 T 0.03 0.03
4 1.08 T
5 T 2.46 0.15
6 T 0.89 T
7 0.28 1.08 0.12
8 T 0.33
9 0.11 0.70 T
10 0.35 0.07 0.07
















27 0.05 0.68 0.02




Total 2.46 4.96 5.81 2.11 2.16 3.17
(4)
Maximum and minimum daily air temperatures at Ames Plantation
Grand Junction, TN, during the 1986 growing season.
April May June July August Sept
Date Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min
----------------------------Degrees F-----------------------------
1 82 48 86 61 87 65 91 72 101 74 77 62
2 81 51 70 55 82 66 92 71 91 66 79 60
3 81 57 70 47 85 67 83 63 85 61 85 64
4 84 61 69 40 85 69 87 62 88 60 90 70
5 82 60 79 51 80 67 90 63 87 57 88 66
6 77 59 82 60 78 69 92 67 93 61 78 54
7 82 61 84 64 83 69 95 70 90 69 89 57
8 83 62 85 65 85 70 94 70 91 65 85 81
9 72 42 90 62 89 70 94 72 79 67 81 53
10 61 36 91 63 86 71 94 73 90 69 90 58
11 65 40 82 64 88 71 92 73 88 69 90 69
12 76 49 76 61 85 67 91 71 85 60 91 59
13 76 48 82 60 85 59 92 74 85 61 82 54
14 82 59 86 62 85 58 93 71 90 62 83 54
15 68 43 87 66 83 62 95 68 93. 66 85 56
16 62 36 80 67 90 64 93 70 93 71 88 58
17 53 32 85 66 91 68 95 70 80 66 90 65
18 66 37 81 63 92 61 95 72 87 68 92 66
19 76 49 70 57 85 61 96 70 90 65 87 67
20 81 57 69 50 91 66 97 71 90 64 90 67
21 68 46 69 44 93 66 99 72 87 64 90 67
22 61 37 73 48 94 66 92 67 90 66 90 66
23 56 32 64 54 95 69 91 67 90 69 84 65
24 69 44 77 64 95 70 94 68 91 66 90 66
25 81 51 85 61 92 68 96 70 93 69 90 68
26 84 51 83 64 91 70 99 74 95 69 90 69
27 84 52 72 57 93 71 100 66 95 69 90 69
28 82 57 82 59 93 70 93 69 92 60 90 67
29 75 46 80 63 86 71 97 71 74 46 195 67
30 84 50 86 61 93 72 100 72 80 48 93 69




















W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION




FERTILITV: ACC. TO U.T. RECCOMEND.
MISC. 1:
MISC. 2:
PLOT SIZE(LxW): 10.0x 30.0 SOIL pH :6.2
SOIL TEXTURE: SILT LOAM SOIL 014%: 1.2
ROW WIDTH: 030 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: RCB




HARVEST DATE : 10/31/86
RESIDUE TAKEN: N
CROP CULTIYAR: ASGROW 5474
SEASONAL RAINFALL DURING EXPERIMENT
EARLV: WET MID: DRV LATE: DRV
================================================================ ============
APPLICATION INFO: APPLIC. 1 : APPLIC. 2 : APPLIC. 3 : APPLIC. 4 APPLIC. 5 :
/
================ =============================================== ============
APPLICATION DATE 05/16/86 I 06/17/86 / / / /
JULIAN DATE/YEAR J136/86 J168/86 J 0/00 J 0/00
GEN. APPLIC TVPE PRE POST
AIR/SOIL TEMP(F) 087/083 / / /
% REL. HUMIDITV t
WIND DIR/VELOC. / / / /
ROOT/LEAF MOIST. OPT/ DRV/DRV / /
INCORP. EQUIP. **NONE**
INCORP. DEPTH in.
SPRAYER TYPE C02BACKPACK C02BACKPACK
SPRAYER GPA/PSI 18.0/32 18.0/32 / /NOZZLE TVPE FLATFAN8002 FLATFAN8002









===== =============== ======================== =================== ----------SPEC. DEN-:APPLIC. 1:APPLIC. 2 APPLI C. 3: APPLIC. 4 APPLIe. S:CODE SPECIES SITY:HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. HTin/STG.:===== ====:::======:= ======================== =================== ----------* ••. * •. * ••. * CROP * • * * * .*.*. *.*111.** •• f •• *.*.*.* ••••• *.* •• *.******* .*.*.** •• ,I I I IGLXMA SOYBEANS I / I / / I / / ,I I I I
*****1**** PEST *.*** t ."*JIr: I ***-***_* 1*****.**. * •• **.***.*.*.*.*** *********.I I I I I IXANST:COMMONCOCKLEBUR: I / I / / I / / II I I IIPOHG: ENTIRELEAF I I / I / / I / / II I I ,
I MORNINGGLORV I I / / / I / /I I I IDIGSA:LARGE CRABGRASS: I / / / I / /I ICIMRA:TRUMPETCREEPER I I / / / I / /I I IAMBEL:COMMON RAGWEED I I / / / I / /I I IEPHMA: SPOTTED SPURGE I I / / / I / /I I I
I I I / / / I / /I I I I





E X PST A T ION
PROJ. NUM.:FILE NAME: APPRES6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
SOYBEAN PRE HERBICIDE EVALUATION-AMES
=============================================================================
EXPERIMENT COMMENTS
KEY TO DATA HEADERS
1&4.%XANST CONTROL=%COMMON COCKLEBUR CONTROL.
2&5.%IPOHG CONTROL=%ENTIRELEAF MORNINGGLORY
CONTROL.
3.%DIGSA CONTROL=%LARGE CRABGRASS CONTROL.
6.%CMIRA CONTROL=%TRUMPETCREEPER CONTROL.
7.%AMBEL CONTROL=%COMMON RAGWEED CONTROL.
8.%EPHMA CONTROL=%SPOTTED SPURGE CONTROL.
9.%MOISTU CALC.=%MOISTURE CALCULATED AT HARVEST.
lO.YIELD BU/ACRE=SOYBEAN YIELD IN BUSHELS PER
ACRE AT 13 PRECENT MOISTURE WITH A TEST WEIGHT
OF 60 POUNDS PER BUSHEL.
SUMMARY
EXCELLENT WEED PRESSURE WAS PRESENT AS EVIDENCED BY THE 50% YIELD
REDUCTION IN THE WEEDY CHECK.COMBINATIONS OF GRASS HERBICIDES WITH
BROADLEAF HERBICIDES PERFORMED VERY WELL.SENCOR AND LOROX PERFORMED
POORLY ON COCKLEBUR,MORNINGGLORY,AND COMMON RAGWEED.THE TOTAL POST
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E X PST A T ION
RESEARCH BY: R.M. HAYES COUNTY: HARDEMAN
COOPERATOR : MARSHAL SMITH LAST UPDATE: 1/16/87
TOTAL REPS: 4 EXPT. STATUS: 4
APPL: PRE =05/16/86 POST =06/17/86
SOYBEAN PRE HERBICIDE EVALUATION-AMES
:::=======:::::::::==::::::.::======.:=::.::::.:=::::8: ••••••:::=::::::a::::a ••::::::::.::::::::=.::::::::: ••:.::::::::::::::::=.a::
PESTICIDE APPlHtXMST ItlPtH ltolGSAItXMST ItlPlR lOll' IUIIlElIW'tllA:
TRT. --------------------CATIOIlICONTR(l:COO. ICOOR(l:CONTR(l:CONTR(l:cumlCl:ClIITRCllCONTROl:
II. IWIE Fa. lIallA TYPE16/17/8616/17/861 6/17/8611118/86 17/18/86: 7118/86171181861 7118/861
ItlllSTUIVIElDI
:CAlC. :BU/ACREI
:10/31/* I10/311·:=======================-::=============.=::::s=:=:aaac •••=.:======:::::::::::::: •••:::.=.:._ •••:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::======
01 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 PRE
02 CANOPY OF 1St 0.38 PRE
03 GEMINI OF 60l 0.75 PRE
04 COIIlANDEC 6 1.0 PRE
05 SENCOR OF 75l 0.38 PRE
06 LOROX FL 4 0.75 PRE
07 PURSUIT SC 2.0 0.125 PRE
08 TURBO EC 8 2.0 PRE
09 PURSUIT SC 2.0 0.063 PRE
SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.063 PRE
10 COIlIIANOEC 6 0.5 PRE
SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.063 PRE
11 POAST EC 1.5 0.1 POSTl
AGRIDEX EC 4 1.00 POSTl
8ASAGRAHSC 4 0.25 POST2
BlAZER SC 2 0.125 POST2
X-77 lA lOOl O.25t POST2
CUlT. 7 DAYS AFTER RAIN
12 CULT. 7 DAYS AFTER RAIN
13 COMMAND EC 6 1.0 PRE
SENCOR OF 1St 0.188 PRE
14 PROWL- EC 2.4 0.87 PRE
SCEPTER
15 CINCH EC 7 1.0 PRE










































































































































W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
SOVBEAN PRE HERBICIDE EVALUATION-AMES
APPL: PRE =05/16/86 POST =06/17/86z::=========================================================::=====:========:::::a ••==============::================a===::::::::::::
PESTICIDE APPlI-ltXMST :tIPCItG ItDIGSA :UMST ItIP0H6 :taURA IWBEL ltEPtIIA :
TRT. -------------------- CATIONICONTROL 1CONTROL ICONTROL ICONTROLICONTROLICONTROlICONTROLICONTROLI
II. !WE F_. IJai/A TYPE16/1718616/1718616/171861 71181861711818617118/86:71181861 7118/86:::::::===================::a:::========= •••••==:••••••• ======= •••••• === ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ===.=:=== ••• =================aa:::::
16 LASSO ME FL 4.0 2.0 PRE
CANOPY OF 75t 0.38 PRE
17 PROWl EC 4.0 0.75 PRE
CANOPY OF 1St 0.188 PRE
18 PROWl OF 4.0 0.75 PRE












































































P. O. BOX 1071
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE 37901-1071






Date April May June July August September
0 0 0 0 .21 .34
2 0 0 .05 • 11 0 .87
3 0 0 0 1.54 0 1.41
4 0 0 .49 0 0 0
5 a 0 0 a 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 .03 a a a .09 a
8 .70 .05 0 a .24 0
9 .10 0 .16 a .08 .01
10 a a .25 a a a
11 a a a 1.35 .46 a
12 a •01 .07 a .62 .40
13 a a a .12 a a
14 a .10 a .41 0 a
15 .04 a a .10 a a
16 a a 0 a 0 .25
17 a a a a .73 a
18 a a a a a a
19 a .10 a a a a
20 a .20 a a .04 .05
21 .50 a 0 a 0 a
22 .16 a 0 a .05 0
23 a .57 0 0 0 0
24 a .53 0 0 0 .02
25 a .28 0 0 0 0
26 a a a 0 0 0
27 a .62 a 0 .56 a
28 a .17 .08 a .62 0
29 .41 .14 0 a .05 a
30 a a .50 a 0 .01
31 a a 0





April May June July August Sept
Date Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min
83 44 84 50 84 60 88 71 83 63 73 62
2 83 47 84 43 85 64 91 75 91 64 71 62
3 81 47 84 43 86 64 85 60 92 65 70 66
4 84 49 65 33 83 64 83 58 90 61 80 67
5 83 48 75 42 78 63 88 65 90 63 80 68
6 83 51 83 47 85 64 90 69 93 65 83 63
7 80 53 84 60 87 68 92 69 94 67 82 54
8 80 58 86 58 89 73 93 68 86 67 82 54
9 69 43 85 52 76 68 94 71 90 68 73 54
10 53 32 86 52 86 68 93 71 86 68 80 56
11 64 32 80 60 86 70 93 66 88 68 84 60
12 71 35 81 61 81 70 90 68 78 64 83 64
13 14 41 71 62 86 63 88 71 81 65 82 56
14 78 45 71 51 85 63 89 68 87 65 79 54
15 79 53 86 57 87 63 88 68 88 68 83 56
16 68 41 83 61 89 63 86 69 91 67 82 58
17 68 37 84 57 89 63 90 69 91 71 81 61
18 51 41 88 60 89 58 95 70 80 68 80 61
19 71 40 80 60 89 55 96 69 85 66 74 65
20 78 46 78 56 90 55 96 10 88 61 18 66
21 78 48 70 48 92 67 96 11 86 68 84 64
22 57 40 68 43 92 60 96 70 81 70 84 59
23 55 26 74 49 92 60 96 70 89 69 87 59
24 61 29 65 49 94 70 95 72 89 70 85 66
25 74 39 81 58 92 60 94 69 89 58 88 64
26 84 50 76 60 90 55 95 69 89 60 88 65
27 89 52 76 64 93 62 95 73 90 65 89 65
28 90 52 82 64 93 67 97 69 85 61 90 64
29 79 48 80 64 95 73 93 71 72 51 91 64
30 79 46 82 65 91 71 98 63 75 52 90 64






EVALUATION OF SOYBEAN PPI/PRE HERBICIDE COMBINATIONS
Conducted at KNoXVILLE,TN by G.N.RHoDES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-KPS-6 with cooperator PLANT SCI FIELD LAB
Experimental Management
DAte Planted 6-13-86 Variety ASGRoW 5474 Row Width 36 IN
Deslgn RCB No. Reps. 4 Plot Size 3 RoWS*30 FT
Fleld Preparation and Plot Maintenance DISK,FIELD CULTIVATOR.
Site Description
Season Moisture SEE RAINFALL TABLES
Soil Texture LOAM





























Sprayer Speed Nozzle Nozzle Nozzle Nozzle Boom
Type MPH Type Size Height Spacing Width GPA Carrier PSI
] CO2 BACKPACK 3 FLAT FAN 8002 19 19 6.3FT 20 WATER 41
Comments
IPOLA=PITTED MoRNINGGLORY; PHPBU=TALL MORNINGGLORY; IPOHG=ENTIRELEAF MoRNING-
GLORY. PREPLANT TMTS WERE INCORPORATED TO A DEPTH OF 2 IN WITH A POWER-DRIVEN
TILLER. ONE PASS. CONDITIONS WERE VERY DRY AFTER PLANTING. AND SOYBEAN




Th~ Un~v~r_~~y ~~ T~nn~ __ ~~
EVALUATION OF SOVBEAN PPI/PRE HERBICIDE COMBINATIONS
Conducted at KNOXVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-KPS-6 with cooperator PLANT SCI FIELD LAB
SUMl'lARY
TRT. PEST. RATE GROW. IPOLA PHPBU IPOHG IPOLA PHPBU IPOHG





















































































































































































































Tn_ Un~~_r_~~y o~ T_nn _
EVALUATION OF SOVBEAN PPI/PRE HERBICIDE COMBINATIONS
Conducted at KNOXVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-69:2-86-KPS-6 with cooperator PLANT SCI FIELD LAB
TRT. PEST. RATE GROW. IPOLA PHPBU IPOHG IPOLA PHPBU IPOHG
i~UM. NAME FORt'1 #ai/A STAGE 7-12-86 7-12-86 7-12-86 9-27-86 9-27-86 9-27-86
================================================================================
19 SURFLAN 4.0L .75 PRE 95.0 91. 3 91.3 68.8 60.0 60.0
19 SCEPTER 1.5L .125 PRE
20 WEEDY 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. (.05)= 15.20 13.97 12.68 26.01 26.81 26.98
STANDARD DEVIATION 10.75 9.878 8.971 18.39 18.95 19.08
COEFF. OF VARIABILITY 14.01 13.87 12.68 35.50 45.07 45.77
(15)
C12-16-1987
Th_ Un~~_r~~ty ~~ EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION FORMT_nn_~~ __
UTILITY OF COMMAND IN SOYBEAN WEED MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Conducted at KNOXVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-KPS-7 with cooperator PLANT SCI FIELD LAB
Experimental Management
Date Planted 6-13-86 Variety ASGROW 5474 Row Width 36 IN
Design RCB No. Reps. 4 Plot Size 3 ROW5*30 FT
Field Preparation and Plot Maintenance DISK, FIELD CULTIVATOR.












Soi 1 Ti 1th
Cr"op Stage










Sprayer Speed Nozzle Nozz 1e NClzz1e Nozzle Boom
Type MPH Type Size Height Spacing Width GPA Cat-rier PSI
l. CO2 BACfTACk 3 FLAT FAN 8002 19 19 6.3FT 20 WATER 41






































Th_ Un:i. ,,_r_i 1:.y o-F T_nn _____
UTILITY OF COI'II'IANDIN SOYBEAN WEED MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Conducted at kNOXYILLE, TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Projrct TII-/o92-8/o-kPS-7 lIith cooprr ator PLAltT SCI FIELD LAB
TRT. PEST. RATE GROll. CRINJ DIGSA IPOLA PHPBU DIGSA PHPBU MACH
HU~. Nm FOR" 'ai/A STAGE 8-2-8/0 8-2-8/0 8-2-8/0 8-2-8/0 9-27-8/0 9-27-8/0 9-27-8/0
:===================================================================================================================================
01 CO""AND /o.OE .75 PRE 0 80.0 40.0 22.5 5/0.3 30.0 41.3
02 LASSO "T 4.0L 2.0 PRE 0 85.0 15.0 15.0 77.5 50.0 85.0
03 CO""AND /o.OE .75 PRE 0 91.3 52.5 35.0 82.5 57.5 91>.3
03 SENCOR 4.0L .38 PRE
04 LASSO "T 4.OL 2.0 PRE 0 90.0 37.5 25.0 72.5 45.0 95.0
04 SENCOR 4.0L .38 PRE
05 CO"mD /o.OE .75 PRE 0 90.0 /03.8 52.5 85.0 /02.5 97.5
05 CANOPY .750 .38 PRE
0/0 LASSO "T 4.OL 2.0 PRE 0 75.0 58.8 51.3 /07.5 50.0 93.8
0/0 CANOPY .750 .38 PRE
07 CO""AND /o.OE .75 PRE 0 8/0.3 87.5 80.0 77.5 73.8 99.5
07 SCEPTER I. 5L .125 PRE
08 LASSO "T 4.OL 2.0 PRE 0 70.0 70.0 /00.0 /02.5 /05.0 97.5
08 SCEPTER 1.5L .125 PRE
09 CmAND /o.OE .75 PRE 0 87.5 71.3 /00.0 80.0 /0/0.3 97.5
09 SCEPTER 1.5L .125 POT
09 1-77 P .25 POT
10 LASSO "T 4.0L 2.0 PRE 0 73.8 58.8 43.8 /02.5 /02.5 98.3
10 SCEPTER 1.5L .125 POT
10 1-77 P .25 POT
II CO""AND b.OE .75 PRE (I 85.0 7/0.3 72.5 78.8 /05.0 91.3
II CLASSIC .2511 .008 POT
II 1-77 P .25 POT
12 LASSO "T 4.OL 2.0 PRE 0 70.0 81.3 70.0 70.0 /07.5 93.8
12 CLASSIC .2511 .008 POT
Ii: 1-77 P .25 POT
13 CO""AND /o.OE .75 PRE 0 87.5 97.5 95.0 83.8 82.5 98.8
13 C08RA 2.0E 0.2 POT
13 H7 P .25 POT
14 LASSO "T 4.OL 2.0 PRE 0 /08.8 9/0.3 9/0.3 43.8 81.3 98.8
14 COBRA 2.0E 0.2 POT
14 H7 P .25 POT
(17)
02-16-1987 SUllmy
Th_ Univ_.- •.ity C3-f= T_nn_ •.•.__
UTILITY OF COMMAND IN SOYBEAN WEED MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Conducted at KNOXYILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-KPS-7 with cooperator PLANT SCI FIELD LAB
TRT. PEST. RATE GROW. CRINJ DIGSA IPOLA PHPBU DIGSA PHPBU AmH
NUll. Nm FORII hi fA STAGE 8-2-86 8-2-86 8-2-86 8-2-86 9-27-86 9-27-86 9-27-86
============:.=======================================================================================================================
15 COllmD 6.0E .75 PRE 0 91.3 45.0 40.0 86.3 48.8 89.5
15 SENCOR 4.OL .25 PRE
16 CDIIIIAND boOE .75 PRE 0 90.0 60.0 47.5 81.3 60.0 97.5
16 CANOPY .750 .25 PRE
17 COIIMND 6.0E .75 PRE 0 75.0 76.3 65.0 75.0 bl.3 98.8
17 SCEPTER 1.5L .094 PRE
18 COIIIIAND 6.0E .75 PRE 0 90.0 47.5 35.0 76.3 47.5 95.8
18 &EIIINI .bOW .5 PRE
19 WEEDFREE 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
20 WEEDY 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. (.051= 16.84 19.21 19.16 20.60 16.80 16.84
STANDARDDEYIATION 11. 90 13.58 13.55 14.56 11.88 11. 91
com. OF YARIABILITY 15.01 22.00 25.42 20.53 20.21 13.49
I) 1--<) 1-198'7
Th~ U~~~~r_~~y O~
EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION FORMT~nn~ __ ~~
EVALUATION OF CINCH COI'IBINATIONS IN SOYBEANS
Conducted at KNOXVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-KPS-8 wlth cooperator PLANT SCI 'FIELD LAB
Experimental Management
D3te Plco,',ted6-13-86 V.r-iety ASGRm.,J5474 Rc.w Width 36 HI
Design RCB No. Reps. 3 Plot Size 3 ROWS * 30FT
Fli?ld F'repai-Clt1('1' c:<;',d Plc.t Ma intena·•..•ce DISK, FIELD CUL TIV"'-iTOR.
Site Description
Season Moisture SEE RAINFALL TABLtS
SOli Te~ture LOAM












So 1 I Til th
C,-eopStage

















Sp,'ayer Speed Ne,zzle Nozzle Ncozz lt~Nozzle Boc,m
Type MPH Type SI ze Height Spacing ~.,JidthGPA Can- ier' p~:::.:
l- CO2 BAD<PACV 3 FLAT FAN 8002 19 19 6.3FT 20 WATER 41
Comments




Th~ U~~~~r~~~y o~ T~~~~~~~~
EVALUATION OF CINCH COMBINATIONS IN SOYBEANS
Conducted at KNOXVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-KPS-8 with cooperator PLANT SCI "FIELD LAB
SUM~1AF'Y
TRT. PEST. RATE GROW. CRINJ DIGSA PHPBU CRINJ DIGSA PHPBU



































































LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. (.05)= 5.297
STAr~D..4FWDEVIATIm~ 3.128
















































EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION FORMT_nn_~~ __
SALVAGE CONTROL OF BROADLEAF WEEDS IN SOYBEANS
Conducted at KNOXVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-KPS-9 with cooperator PLANT SCI FIELD LAB
Experimental Management
Date Planted 6-3-86 Variety ASGROW 5474 Row Width 36 IN
Design RCB No. Reps. 4 Plot Size 3 ROWS*30 FT
Field Preparation and Plot Maintenance DIS~~,FIELD CULTIVATOR.
Site Description
Season Moisture SEE RAINFALL TABLES
Soil Texture LOAM
Soil Series STATLER I. OM 1. 0 pH 6.0
Application Information










Soi 1 Ti 1th
Crop Stage































1. C02 BACKPAD 19 6.3FT 20 WATER3 FLAT FAN 8002 19
Comments
XANST=COMMON COCKLEBUR; DATST=JIMSONWEED; AMACH=SMOOTH PIGWEED; PHPBU=TALL
MORNINGGLORY; IPOHE=IVYLEAF MORNINGGLORY. CONDITIONS WERE OPTIMUM FOR PERFOR-




Tn_ Un~~_r_~~y ~~ T_nn _
SALVAGE CONTROL OF BROADLEAF WEEDS IN SOVBEANS
Conducted at kNOXVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-KPS-9 with cooperator PLANT SCI FIELD LAB
SUMMARY
TRT. PEST. RATE GROW. CRINJ XANST DATST AMACH PHPBU IPOHE





































































































































































Th_ Un~v_r_~ty ~~ EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION FORMT_nn _
SOYBEAN POST-GRASS HERBICIDE EVALUATION
Conducted at KNOXVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-KPS-5 with cooperator PLANT SCI FIELD LAB
Experimental Management
Date Planted 6-3-86 Variety ASGROW 5474 Row Width 36 IN
Design ReB No. Reps. 4 Plot Size 3 ROWS*30 FT






















1. C02 BACKPACK 3
Site Description
I. 011 1. (I pH 6.0
DIGSA=LARGE CRABGRASS. C.O.C. WAS ADDED TO ALL TREATMENTS, EXCEPT WHIP, AT THE
RATE OF 1 QT/AC. ON 7-12-86,FIRST DIGSA RATING IS FOR 2-3 LF GRASS, AND SECOND
liIGSA RATING IS FOR GRASS WITH 1-2 TILLERS. DIGSA RATING ON 8-2-86 IS A
C(1i"1PDSITE. TEST WAS HARVESTED ON 10-30-86.
Application Information

















Nozzle Nozz 1e Nozzle Boom
Size Height Spacing Width GPA Car-t- 1 E't- PSI





Th_ Un~v_r_~ty o~ T_nn _








Conducted at KNOXVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-KPS-5 with cooperator PLANT SCI FIELD LAB
TRT. PEST. RATE GROW. CRINJ DIGSA DIGSA DIGSA

























12 DP620231 0.8E .063
1.0E .15
1 POT o 89.5
















14 WEEDY 0 0.0


























































EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION FORMT~nn~ __ ~~
SICKLEPOD MANAGEMENT IN SOYBEANS
Conducted at KNOXVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-K-2 with cooperator SMALL GRAINS FARM
Experimental Management
Date Planted 6-2-86 Variety FORREST Row Width 30 IN
Deslgn RCB No. Reps. 3 Plot Size 3 ROWS*25 FT
Fleld Preparation and Plot Maintenance DISK, FIELD CULTIVATOR.
Site DE'scription
Season Moisture SEE RAINFALL TABLES.
5011 Texture SILT LOAM
Soil Series EMORY % 01'11.0 pH 6.0
Application Information
123 4 5
Date Treated 6--2-86 6-23-86 7-21-86 8-7-86
Time Treated PM PM PI'1 PM
ClOLld Cover 50% 50/; CLEAR 50%
~ii r Temperature 85 88 89 85
F:elat ive Humidity 78% 60% 66% 62%
L'!l nd ~;peed/Direct ion 3MPH-SE 3MPH-S CALM 2MPH-S
SOlI Temperature 90 92 104 100
Soil/Leaf Surface I'10isture DRY DRY DRY DRY
Soil Subsurface Moisture MOIST MOIST DRY MOIST
t:io i 1 Tilth FINE N/A N/A N/A
Crop Stage PRE V, V8 Vl0~.
Pest Name, Stage g, Density




Sprayer Speed Nozz 1e Nozzle Nozzle Nozzle Boom
Type I'1PH Type Size Height Spacing Width GPA Carrier PSI




" " " "~,.
4. " "
Comments
CASOB=SICKLEPOD. PDIR TMTS WERE APPLIED WITH 2 NOZZLES/ROW. AT 30 PSI AND
20 GPA. APPROXIMATELY 0.5 IN OF RAIN OCCURRED IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING APPLICA-





02-16-1987 SUMMAR VTh_ Un~v_r_~ty O~ T_nn-----SICKLEPOD MANAGEMENT IN SOYBEANS
Conducted at KNOXVILLE,TN by G.N.RHOOES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-K-2 with cooperator SMALL GRAINS FARM
TRT. PEST. RATE GROW. CRINJ CASOB










































































































































MIDDLE TENNESSEE EXPERIMENT STATION
BOX 160
SPRING HILL. TENNESSEE 37174
SUPERINTENDENT - Dr. Joe W. High. Jr.
RAINFALL
Middle Tennessee Experiment Station
Spring Hill, TN 1985
;.
Date April May June July August Se-ptember
0 0 0 0 .01 .19
2 0 .10 0 1.03 0 .llll
3 0 0 0 .12 0 .26
4 .02 0 .52 0 0 .1l0
5 0 0 .17 0 0 .17
6 0 0 .28 0 0 0
7 .01 0 .41 .02 .05 0
8 • ll1 0 .30 0 .10 0
9 .16 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 .27 0 0
11 0 .03 0 0 .86 0
12 0 .02 .Oll .32 0 .57
13 0 .12 0 .60 0 0
14 0 0 0 .10 0 0
15 .01 0 0 .08 0 0
16 0 0 0 .09 0 0
17 0 0 0 0 1. 31 0
18 0 .06 0 0 0 0
19 0 .88 0 0 0 1.00
20 .15 .03 0 0 0 .Oll
21 .20 0 0 0 0 0
22 .10 0 0 0 0 .07
23 0 .02 0 0 0 0
24 0 0 0 0 0 0
25 0 .1l9 0 0 0 0
26 0 .20 0 • 13 0 0
27 0 .62 0 .80 .02 .20
28 0 1.ll3 0 0 .82 0
29 .05 .58 .10 0 0 0
30 0 0 0 0 0 0
31 0 0 0




Middle Tennessee Experiment Station
Spring Hill, TN 1986
April May June July August Sept
Date Max Min Max Min Max Min r~ax Min Max Min Max Min
84 43 88 48 85 62 90 67 96 70 66 62
2 81 51 74 44 87 64 94 67 91 66 70 64
3 85 53 70 44 84 63 80 63 83 58 82 67
4 82 52 65 31 85 63 83 56 88 59 85 69
5 80 61 78 39 74 64 88 59 89 55 86 68
6 78 57 84 52 80 66 91 65 94 60 79 54
7 85 57 83 59 80 68 94 66 91 63 82 54
8 81 59 89 58 85 72 94 66 95 63 79 - 54
9 73 42 89 59 88 70 94 67 88 66 74 51
10 59 34 88 52 86 70 92 69 92 65 86 51
11 67 34 86 59 87 68 94 73 93 64 82 67
12 74 38 77 60 86 68 91 59 86 62 86 62
13 78 42 82 57 83 61 91 65 84 62 77 52
14 81 47 84 58 79 60 89 67 87 62 77 51
15 76 40 86 67 86 59 93 67 91 65 84 55
16 65 39 84 63 86 58 87 61 93 66 85 62
17 52 36 87 59 90 61 95 68 85 71 85 61
18 57 35 87 66 88 57 93 71 85 67 85 61
19 73 44 76 55 83 56 97 71 86 65 78 63
20 77 53 67 49 91 62 97 70 86 64 85 63
21 70 43 66 39 91 60 101 71 86 64 88 64
22 57 38 69 42 93 64 94 68 87 68 87 64
23 56 25 73 47 95 65 92 66 91 67 85 63
2~ 64 31 78 59 94 62 96 66 90 68 88 67
25 77 43 84 61 88 64 99 66 84 62 89 66
26 87 48 78 63 87 56 95 61 90 62 88 58
27 87 46 70 64 94 60 99 70 93 68 89 62
28 87 50 79 65 95 66 93 68 91 64 90 64
29 79 43 76 64 83 71 97 70 71 49 93 66
30 81 44 85 63 89 68 96 68 71 51 93 66
31 85 61 97 68 78 60
EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION FORMT.nn.,.,. ••
SOYBEAN PPI/PRE EVALUATION
Conducted at SPRING HILL,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-M-2 with cooperator MIDDLE TN EXPT STA
Experimental Management
Date Planted 6-18-86 Variety ESSEX Row Width 36 IN
Design RCB No. Reps. 4 Plot Size 3 ROWS*30 FT
Field Preparation and Plot Maintenance DISK, FIELD CULTIVATOR.
Site Description
Season Moisture SEE RAINFALL TABLES
Soil Texture SILT LOAM





























Sprayer Speed Nozz Ie Nozzle Nozz 1e Nozzle Boom
Type MPH Type Size Height Spacing Width GPA Carr i er PSI
1. CO2 BACKPACf· 3 FLAT FAN 8002 19 19 6.3FT 20 WATER 41
Comments
PHPBU=TALL MORNINGGLORY. PREPLANT TREATMENTS WERE INCOPORATED TO A DEPTH OF
2 IN WITH A POWER-DRIVEN TILLER, ONE PASS.
(30)
6
Th~ Un~v~r_~ty ~~ T~nn~ __ ~~
SOVBEAN PPI/PRE EVALUATION
Conducted at SPRING HILL,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-M-2 with cooperator MIDDLE TN EXPT STA
TRT. PEST. RATE GROW. CRINJ PHPBU CRINJ PHPBU
i~UM. NAME FORM #ai/A STAGE 7-15-86 7-15-86 8-5-86 8-5-86
SUMt1AR'{
('1 CANOPY .750 0.29
~;=~~============================================================================
02 CANOPY .75D 0.38
u3 LEXONE .75D 0.29
04 LEXONE .75D 0.38
05 PURSUIT 1.92L .063
06 PURSUIT 1.92L .094
07 PURSUIT 1.92L 125
08 SCEPTER 1.5L 125
09 CANOPY .750 0.29
10 CANOPy .75D 0.38
11 LEXONE .75D 0.29
12 LEXONE .75D 0.38
13 PURSUIT 1.92L .063
14 PURSUIT 1.92L .094
15 PURSUIT 1.92L .125
10 SCEPTER 1.5L .125
17 GEMINI .60W 0.5









































































Th_ Un~v_r~~ty a~ EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION FORMT_nn_~~ __
POST-BROADLEAF COMBINATIONS IN SOYBEANS
Conducted at SPRING HILL,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR."
Project TN-692-86-M-6 with cooperator MIDDLE TN EXPT STA
Experimental Management
Date Planted 6-18-86 Variety ESSEX Row Width 36 IN
Design RCB No. Reps. 4 Plot Size 3 ROWS*30 FT
Field Preparation and Plot Maintenance DISK, FIELD CULTIVATOR.
Site Description
Season Moisture SEE RAINFALL TABLES













Pest Name, Stage & Density
PHPBU,IPOHG 1/3FT
% OM 1.0 pH 6.0
Application Information
1 2 3 4 5
Application EqLlipment
Sprayer Speed Nozzle Nozzle Nozz 1e Nozzle Boom
Type MPH Type Size Height Spacing Width GPA Cat"Tier PSI















PHPBU=TALL MORNINGGLORY; IPOHG=ENTIRELEAF MORNINGGLORY. ALL TREATMENTS INCLUDED
(-77 SURFACTANT AT 0.25% IV/V).
(32)
12-09-1986 SUMMAR'y'
Th_ Un:!.v_r-_:I. t:.y C)-f= T_nn _____
POST-BROADLEAF COMBINATIONS IN SOYBEANS
Conducted at SPRING HILL,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Pr-oject TN-692-86-M-6 with cooper-ato•...MIDDLE TN EXPT STA
TF:T. PEST. RATE GROW. CRINJ PHPBU IPOHG CRINJ PHPBU IPOHG
NUt'l. NAl'lE FORM #ai/A STAGE 7-22-86 7-22-86 7-22-86 8-5-86 8-5-86 8-5-86
================================================================================
01 PURSUIT 1.92L .063 POT 3.8 71. 3 50.0 0 73.3 71.3
02 PUF:SUIT 1.92L .094 POT 1.3 67.5 57.5 0 80.5 76.8
03 PURSUIT 1.92L .125 POT 2.5 61.3 45.0 0 78.8 71.3
04 SCEPTER 1.5L .094 POT 2.5 71.3 47.5 0 60.0 56.3
05 SCEPTER 1.5L 125 POT 2.5 75.0 62.5 0 85.5 85.5
06 SCEPTER 1.5L .094 POT 5.0 75.0 60.0 0 82.0 77.0
06 2,4-DB 2.0L .03 POT
07 SCEPTER 1.5L .094 POT 16.3 91. 3 78.8 0 80.8 79.5
07 BLAZER 2.0L 0.5 POT
08 CLASSIC 0.25W .008 POT 6.3 68.8 57.5 0 83.8 78.8
09 CLASSIC O.25W .012 POT 10.0 76.3 57.5 0 81.3 75.0
10 CLASSIC 0.25W .008 POT 20.0 87.5 72.5 0 77.5 71.3
10 BLAZER 2.0L 0.5 POT
11 CLASSIC 0.25W .008 POT 17.5 81.3 65.0 0 81.3 76.3
11 8LAZEF: 2.0L 0.25 POT
12 CLASSIC O.25W .008 POT 15.0 86.3 75.0 0 90.0 88.8
12 BLAZER 2.0L .125 POT
13 CLASSIC 0.25W .008 POT 13.8 78.8 62.5 0 75.0 70.0
1:.2,4-DB 2.0L .03 POT
14 8LAZER 2.0L 0.5 POT 20.0 91.3 81. 3 0 93.0 89.3
15 BLAZER 2.0L 0.5 POT 23.8 93.3 85.0 0 86.3 86.3
15 2,4-DB 2.0L .03 POT
10 C08RA 2.0E 0.2 POT 23.8 88.8 73.8 0 85.0 82.5
17 C08RA 2.0E 0.2 POT ,..,.., C' 88.8 75.0 0 80.5 78.0":"L.~
17 2,4-DB 2.0L .03 POT
18 COBRA 2.0E 0.2 POT 12.5 86.3 67.5 0 83.8 80.018 CLASSIC O.25W .008 POT
19 WEEDFREE 0.0 100.0 100.0 0 100.0 100.0
(33)
12-09-1986 SUt1MARY
Tn_ Un~v_r_~~y o~ T_nn _
POST-BROADLEAF COMBINATIONS IN SOYBEANS
Conducted at SPRING HILL,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-M-6 with cooperator MIDDLE TN EXPT STA
TRT. PEST. RATE GROW. CRINJ PHPBU IPOHG CRINJ PHPBU IPOHG
NUM. NAME FORM #ai/A STAGE 7-22-86 7-22-86 7-22-86 8-5-86 8-5-86 8-5-86
==================================================================~=============
20 WEEDY 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 0.0
LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. (.(5)= 5.454 16.20 18.62 18.32 18.88
STANDARD DEVIATION 3.856 11.45 13.17 12.95 13.35
COEFF. OF VARI AB ILITY 35.26 14.88 20.68 16.63 17.88
(34)
12-09-1986 Tn_ Un~~_r_~~y ~~ EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION FORMT_nn _
MANAGEMENT OF JOHNSONGRASS IN SOYBEANS
Conducted at SPRING HILL,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-M-l with cooperator MIDDLE TN EXPT STA
Experimental Management
D~te Planted 6-3-86 Variety ESSEX Row Width 36 IN
Design RCB No. Reps. 3 Plot Size 3 ROWS*30 FT
Field Preparation and Plot Maintenance DISK, FIELD CULTIVATOR.
Season Moisture SEE RAINFALL TABLES

















I. OM 1. (I pH 6.0
Application Information
123
App 1icati ~n Equipment
Sprayer Speed Nozzle Nozzle Nozzle Nozzle Boom
Type t1PH Type Size Height Spacing Width GPA Car-riet- PSI
1 • CO2 BACKPACK .,.. FLAT FAN 8002 19 19 6.3FT 20 WATER 41-'



































SORHA=JOHNSONGRASS; DIGSA=LARGE CRABGRASS. ALL GRASS HERBICIDES WERE APPLIED
WITH C.O.C. AT lQT/A. ENTIRE TEST WAS TREATED WITH BLAZER (0.38 LB AI/AI ON
6-18-86 FOR THE CONTROL OF SMOOTH PIGWEED.
18-20 IN 20-22 IN





Tn_ Uni ,,_r-_i1:.y o-F T_nn _____
I'IANAGEI'1ENTOF JOHNSONGRASS IN SOYBEANS
CondLtcted at SPRING HILL,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-M-l with cooperator MIDDLE TN EXPT STA
n'T. F'EST. RATE GROW. CRINJ SORHA DIGSA CRINJ SORHA DIGSANUt'1. NAME FORM #ai/A STAGE 7-22-86 7-22-86 7-22-86 8-5-86 8-5-86 8-5-86==~==================================================================~==========
01 POAST 1.5E O. 1 POTl 0.0 70.0 55.0 0 53.3 46.7
02 F'OAST 1.5E O. 1 POll 0.0 78.3 68.3 0 61.7 53.3
02 AMS 1.OW 2.5 POTl
03 POAST 1.5E 0.2 POTl 0.0 72.7 70.0 0 82.7 80.0
.~ 04 F'OAST 1.5E 0.2 POll 0.0 85.0 71.7 0 85.0 76.7
I
04 AMS 1.OW 2.5 POTl
05 BAS-517 1.67E O. 1 POll 0.0 82.7 75.0 0 90.0 80.0
06 BAS-517 1.67E O. 15 POTl 0.0 86.7 78.3 0 91. 7 88.3
07 BAS-517 1.67E O. 1 POTl 0.0 80.0 76.7 0 95.0 93.307 BAS-517 1.67E O. 1 POT2
08 F:E-45601 2.0E ·125 PRE 0.0 45.0 48.3 0 23.3 26.7
<:;9 F:E-45601 2.0E ""0:- PRE 0.0 23.3 26.7 0 6.7 13.3• "'..J
10 RE-45601 2.0E ·125 POll 0.0 86.7 78.3 0 95.7 90.0
1 1 RE-45601 2.0E ·125 POTl 0.0 90.0 83.3 0 96.7 93.31 1 RE-45601 2.0E .06 POT2
12 RE-45601 2.0E 125 POTl 0.0 86.7 76.7 0 97.0 93.312 RE-45601 2.0E ·125 POT2
1~ VERDICT 2.0E 125 POll 0.0 81.7 70.0 0 90.0 88. 3"-' ·
14 VERDICT 2.0E "'0:- POTl 0.0 81. 7 73.3 0 91. 7 88.3• .:.....J
15 ASSURE 0.8E 125 POTl 0.0 91.7 81. 7 0 93.3 75.0
16 ASSURE 0.8E ""0:- POTl 0.0 90.0 82.7 0 92.7 82.7_4."')
17 DF'620231 0.8E .063 POTl 0.0 85.0 75.0 0 93.3 76.7
18 DF'620231 0.8E ·125 POTl 0.0 90.0 83.3 0 94.7 92.3
1<.! ~JH IF' 1.0 E .15 POTl 0.0 76.7 63.3 0 56.7 41.7
20 WHIF' 1.0 E .15 POTl .':;' .. .::' 63.3 45.0 0 56.7 28.3
20 TACklE 2.0l 0.5 POTl
12-<)9-1986 SUMMAR','
Th_ Un~~_r~~~y ~~ T_nn_~~ __
MANAGEMENT OF JOHNSONGRASS IN SOYBEANS
Conducted at SPRING HILL,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-M-1 with cooperator MIDDLE TN EXPT STA
TRT. PEST. RATE GROW. CRINJ SORHA DIGSA CRINJ SORHA DIGSA
NUM. NAME FORM #ai/A STAGE 7-22-86 7-22-86 7-22-86 8-5-86 8-5-86 8-5-86
================================================================================
21 WHIP 1.0E o. 15 POT1
21 TACkLE 2.0E 0.5 POT2
21 X-77 P 0.25 POT2
'"":'I'"'") rus 2000 1.0E 188 POT1
..,..,. WEEDY,L.-_'
LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. <'(5)=
STANDARD DEVIATION
COEFF. OF VARIABILITY
15.0 90.0 71.7 0 70.0 50.0
0.0 85.0 71.7 0 92.3 85.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 0.0
1.986 20.81 20.94 16.72 21. 19
1.203 12.61 12.69 10.13 12.84





SUPERINTENDENT - Mr. John F. Bradley
(38)
Rainfall Data for Milan Experiment Station, Milan, TN in 1986
Date April May June July August Sept.
-----------------------------inches------------------------------



































Apr 11 Hay June July AUlU8t Sept
Date Max Hin Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Hin Max Hin
72 55 86 64 94 75 90 71
2 76 56 69 42 83 69 83 71 86 68 85 64
3 80 60 66 43 86 65 86 65 82 61 88 634 83 54 74 66 90 58 82 58 86 725 80 58 82 68 78 66 94 62 90 54 78 606 74 55 81 65 82 72 96 67 83 60 86 527 71 61 86 62 84 72 94 74 92 68 79 55
8 68 49 89 61 87 72 95 70 78 68 76 569 59 41 88 63 81 73 92 75 88 66 88 5010 62 34 85 61 88 71 94 76 86 70 86 6811 70 35 74 66 87 70 92 74 82 59 89 6912 76 42 79 62 85 66 90 69 82 53 79 5513 78 48 85 57 83 59 92 69 87 56 82 4714 70 47 87 68 86 59 91 70 . 90 62 87 47
I




W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87





















FERTILITY: ACC. TO UT. RECCOMEND.
MISC. 1:
MISC. 2:
PLOT SIZE(LxW): 10.0x 30.0 SOIL pH :6.0
SOIL TEXTURE: LORING SIL SOIL OM%: 1.0
ROW WIDTH: 030 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: RCB




HARVEST DATE : 10/01/86
RESIDUE TAKEN: N
CROP CULTIVAR: ASGROW A5474
SEASONAL RAINFALL DURING EXPERIMENT
EARLY: WET MID: DRY LATE: DRY












RAIN / IRRIG. in
0-24 hr/1-3 days
4-7 days/2nd wk















































CODE : SPECIES------------------------------------ --------- ----------------------------------------------------------------- --------- -----------------------------•• * •• 111:111:*111:*111:*111:111:**** I *********. **.***.**
I I
/ : / : /
*****:**** CROP
GLXMA:SOYBEAN
------------------ =============================:DEN-:APPLIC. 1 APPLIC. 2 APPLIC. 3:APPLIC. 4:APPLIC. 5
:SITV:HTin/STG. HTin/STG. HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG.




* :* •.••. III: :lit • * PEST .. ... ... •••• ,********* 1 ••• ·.**** , •• *** •• ** I *******lIt • .*.** •• *., IXANST COCKLEBUR / / / / /
POLPY PA SMARTWEED / / / / /
CHEAL LAMBSQUARTERS / / / / /
DIGSA LRG. CRABGRASS / / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /




W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
SOYBEAN PPI HERBICIDE EVALUATION-N41
=============================================================================
EXPERIMENT COMMENTS





5.YIELD BU/ACRE= SOYBEAN YIELD IN
BUSHELS PER ACRE AT 13 PERCENT
MOISTURE WITH A TEST WEIGHT OF
60 POUNDS PER BUSHEL,(MOISTURE
WAS 14.5% AND TEST WEIGHT WAS
53.8 POUNDS AT HARVEST).
SUMMARY
COCKLEBUR WAS THE PREDOMINANT WEED IN THIS TEST.VERY INTENSE AND
PROLONGED RAINFALL RESULTED IN A LOSS OF COCKLEBUR CONTROL BY
MID-JUNE.SCEPTER AND PURSUIT COMBINATIONS GENERALLY PROVIDED EXCELLENT
CONTROL.CANOPY COMBINATIONS WERE GENERALLY GOOD,WHILE THE COMBINATIONS





W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
SOYBEAN PPI HERBICIDE EYALUATION-N41
RESEARCH BY: R.M. HAYES
COOPERATOR : JOHN BRADLEY









PESTICIDE APPLHlXMST lftPY :lOEAl. llOlGSA IYIELD I
TRT. -------------------- CATIONICONTROL:CONTROllCONTROL:CONTROLl8U/ACREl







01 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125PPI
TREFlAN EC 4 0.75 PPI
02 CANOPY OF 1St 0.38 PPI
TREFlAN EC 4 0.75 PPI
03 GEMINI DF 60l 0.5 PPI
TREFlAN EC 4 0.75 PPI
04 PRONl- FL 2.4 0.87 PPI
SCEPTER
05 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125PPI
SONAlAN EC 3.0 0.75 PPI
06 C_NO EC 6 0.56 PPI
TREFLAN EC 4 0.75 PPI
07 SEHCOR OF 75% 0.38 PPI
TREFLAN EC 4 0.75 PPI
08 PURSUIT SC 1.95 0.125PPI
TREFLAN EC 4 0.75 PPI
09 SENCOR OF 1St 0.19 PPI
COMMAND EC 6 1.0 PPI
10 CANOPY OF 75% 0.25 PPI
COMMAND EC 6 1.0 PPI
11 CANOPY OF 75% 0.38 PPI
SOMAtAN EC 3 0.75 PPI
12 CANOPY DF 75% 0.38 PPI
CINCH EC 7 1.0 PPI
13 COMMAND EC 6 0.56 PPI











































W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
SOYBEAN PPI HERBICIDE EVALUATION-N41
APPL: PPI =05/09/86a::::=======:::a:======:===:ca:=:========:=========::a::=:===:.a:a::::._::::::c ••:::•••:•••::::::: ••:::::::::::::::::===::::::::::::
PESTICIDE APPlI-IWNST :WPY :aau. IU>IGSA lYIELD I
TRT. -------------------- CATIONICOMTROLICOMTROlICONTROlICOMTROlIBU/ACREI
NO. IWlE FORIII. lJaiiA TYPEI6/13/86:6/13/8616/1318616/13/861101011*:a::::==:::================.::::===.:=.=======:::a ••••========:a.a:::.:.:::::::: •••••::".":::::::::::::::::::::::::::::===:::::::::
14 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 PPI 88 99 99 95 25.1
LASSO ME FL 4 2.0 PPI
15 ~EEDY CK 0 0 0 0 15.7
16 WEEDFREE 99 99 99 99 27.1
LSD(O.05) = 15 7 1 17 4.5
STANDARD DEVIATION = 11 5 1 12 3.1




W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION




















FERTILITY: ACC. TO UT RECCOMEND.
MISC. 1:
MISC. 2:
PLOT SIZE(LxW): 10.0x 30.0 SOIL pH :6.0
SOIL TEXTURE: LORING SIL SOIL OM%: 1.0
ROW WIDTH: 030 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: RCB




HARVEST DATE : 10/01/86
RESIDUE TAKEN: N
CROP CULTIVAR: AS GROW A5474
SEASONAL RAINFALL DURING EXPERIMENT
EARLY: DRY MID: WET LATE: DRY
================================================================ ------------------------APPLICATION INFO: APPLIC. 1 : APPLIC. 2 : APPLIC. 3 : APPLIC. 4 APPLIC. 5 :----------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- ------ -----------APPLICATION DATE 05/09/86
JULIAN DATE/YEAR J129/86
GEN. APPLIC TYPE PRE
AIR/SOIL TEMP(F) 086/088
l REL. HUMIDITY %
WIND DIR/VELOC. SE/03




SPRAYER GPA/PSI : 18.0/032
NOZZLE TYPE :FLATFAN8002
RAIN / IRRIG. in:-----------
0-24 hr/1-3 days: . /0.30
4-7 days/2nd wk: . /0.70















:DEN-:APPLIC. l:APPLIC. 2:APPLIC. 3:APPLIC. 4:APPLIC. 5










------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------- -------- ---*****:**** CROP
GLXMA:SOYBEAN
. / . / . /
**.*. I *.*. I * •• ** •• *. I **.** •••• I **.*.***. I ********* I *********










*.***, •••• PEST * * * *: " * •• * J *******Illl* *******J1l:* I ********* ********* I ***.**.** II IXANST:COCKLEBUR / / I / / /tDIGSA:LARGE CRABGRASS / / / / /
I / / / / /I
I / / / / /I
t / / / / /t
I / / / / /I
I / / / / /I
I / / / / /I







W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
SOVBEAN PRE EMERGENCE HERBICIDE TRIAL-N41
=============================================================================
EXPERIMENT COMMENTS
KEY TO DATA HEADERS
1.%XANST CONTROL=tCOMMON COCKLEBUR CONTROL.
2.%DIGSA CONTROL=tLARGE CRABGRASS CONTROL.
3.YIELD BU/ACRE=SOYBEAN YIELD IN BUSHELS PER ACRE AT 13 PERCENT
MOISTURE WITH A TEST WEIGHT OF 60 POUNDS PER BUSHEL,(MOISTURE WAS
17.1% AND TEST WEIGHT WAS 51.2 POUNDS AT HARVEST).
SUMMARY
THE PREDOMINANT WEED SPECIES IN THIS EXPERIMENT WERE COMMON
COCKLEBUR AND LARGE CRABGRASS. ALL TREATMENTS IN THIS EXPERIMENT,EXCEPT
CULTIVATION 7 DAYS AFTER RAIN AND THE WEEDY CHECK PROVIDED EXCELLENT
CONTROL OF LARGE CRABGRASS.SCEPTER,GEMINI,COMMAND,AND THE COMBINATIONS
OF PURSUIT-SCEPTER AND COMMAND-SCEPTER PROVIDED GOOD CONTROL OF COMMON
COCKLEBUR.CANOPY,SENCOR,LOROX,AND TURBO DID NOT PROVIDE ADEQUATE
COCKLEBUR CONTROL.YIELDS FOR THESE TREATMENTS WERE LOWER DUE TO THE
POOR COCKLEBUR CONTROL.THE BEST TREATMENT IN THIS EXPERIMENT WAS THE
TOTAL POST TREATMENT,CONSISTING OF POAST FOLLOWED BY A TANKMIX OF
BASAGRAN-BLAZER FOLLOWED BY CULTIVATION.
=============================================================================
APPROVED BY: SUBMITTED BY:
DATE: DATE:
(46)
SOYBEAN PRE EMERGENCE HERBICIDE TRIAL-N41
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
PROJ. NUM.: N41
FILE NAME: MESPRES6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
RESEARCH BY: R.M. HAYES
COOPERATOR : JOHN BRADLEY





ST: TN COUNTRY: USA
INITIATED: 05/09/86
COMPLETED: 10/01/86
==:::::::::=====::za::====:::==::::=== ••======:a:::::==========a.=a:a.:: •••• ::::::_:_.:::.a:::::::::::::::::::::::::::a==::::::::::
PESTICIDE IWlI-:txMST ltoIGSA : IYIElD II
TRT. -------------------- CATION:COITROl:CONTROll :eu/ACRE:
•.M FM. IJIi/A TVPEl6/18186:6/18186: :101011*:~:====:z:=====::::.======= ••==.:=.========.a:.=sz.=••••=••==•••••••••••••••• :: •• :::::::::::::::::::::: ••••• ::::::::: •••• :::::::
01 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 PRE 80.0 98.0 21.2
02 CANOPY OF 1St 0.38 PRE 56.3 94.5 19.2
03 GEMINI OF 60\ 0.75 PRE 86.0 98.0 21.3
04 CotlIM) EC 6 1.0 PRE 84.8 98.0 21.2
OSSENCOR OF 75l 0.38 PRE 35.0 98.0 15.6
06 lOROX Fl 4 0.75 PRE 27.5 97.0 17.5
07 PURSUIT SC 1.95 0.125 PRE 50.0 98.0 19.4
08 TURBO EC 8 2.0 PRE 45.0 98.0 17.0
09 PURSUIT SC 1.95 0.063 PRE 82.0 99.0 20.6SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.063 PRE
10 Cl»IIAHO EC 6 0.5 PRE 82.5 97.0 23.1SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.063 PRE
11 POAST EC 1.5 0.1 POSH 96.0 99.0 23.1
AGRIDEX EC 4 1.00 POSH
WAGRAM SC 4 0.25 POST2
8L~ZER SC 2 0.125 POST2
X-77 lA 100l 0.25l POST2CUlT. 7 DAYS AFTER R~IN
12 CUlT. 7 D~YS ~FTER RAIN 0 0 16.3
13 IIEEOYCK 0 0 15.9
14 WEEDFREE 99.0 99.0 19.8
LSO(0.05) = 33.6 2.7 3.2
STANDARD DEYI~TION = 23.3 1.8 2.2




W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION




















FERTILITV: ACC.TO UT RECCOMEND.
MISC. 1:
MISC. 2:
PLOT SIZE(LxW): 10.0x 30.0 SOIL pH :6.5
SOIL TEXTURE: LORING SIL SOIL OM%: 1.3
ROW WIDTH: 020 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: RCB




HARVEST DATE : 10/01/86
RESIDUE TAKEN: N
CROP CULTIVAR: ESSEX
SEASONAL RAINFALL DURING EXPERIMENT
EARLV: WET MID: DRV LATE: DRV
==================================================== ===========-============
APPLICATION INFO: APPLIC. 1 : APPLIC. 2 : APPLIC. 3 APPLIC. 4 APPLIC. 5 :==================================================== =========== ============
APPLICATION DATE
JULIAN DATE/VEAR










RAIN / IRRIG. in
0-24 hr/1-3 days
4-7 days/2nd wk
































































CODE : SPECIES======================================================== ===================
*****:**** CROP
GLXMA:SOVBEANS
:DEN-:APPLIC. l:APPLIC. 2:APPLIC. 3 APPLIC. 4:APPLIC. 5
:SITV:HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. HTin/STG. :HTin/STG.




****. I **." I •• "."""". 1*.****·** I "*,,-,.._,,.
'I I I: : / :008/V4: / / /









/ : / /
/ : / /
/ : / /
/ : / /
/ : / /
/ : / /
/ : / /
(48)
•••• __ "A • .. __ ... _ .
PROJ. NUM.:
FILE NAME: MNTSPES6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
WEED CONTROL-FULL SEASON SOYBEANS N-41
=============================================================================
EXPERIMENT COMMENTS
KEV TO DATA HEADERS
1.%CRINJU VISUAL=tVISUAL CROP INJURV.
2.%XANST CONTROL=tCOMMON COCKLEBUR CONTROL.
3.%DIGSA CONTROL=tLARGE CRABGRASS CONTROL.
4.VIELD BU/ACRE=SOVBEAN VIELD IN BUSHELS PER ACRE AT 13 PERCENT
MOISTURE,(MOISTURE WAS 14.8t AT HARVEST).
SUMMARV
THE PREDOMINANT WEED SPECIES IN THIS EXPERIMENT WERE COMMON
COCKLEBUR AND LARGE CRABGRASS AND WEED PRESSURE WAS MODERATE.SCEPTER
PREEMERGENCE DID NOT PROVIDE ADEQUATE(GREATER THAN 70t)CONTROL OF
COCKLEBUR.CANOPV AT 0.19 AND 0.28 LBai/A,COMMAND,SENCOR,TURBO,AND
GEMINI ALSO WERE POOR IN CONTROLLING COCKLEBUR.TURBO,PROWL-SCEPTER
AND BRONCO DID NOT PROVIDE ADEQUATE CONTROL OF LARGE CRABGRASS.GEMINI+
ROUNDUP VISUALLY INJURED SOYBEANS IN EXCESS OF 20%.PARAQUAT PRE,
FOLLOWED BV POAST POSTEMERGENCE,FOLLOWED BV SCEPTER PROVIDED THE
HIGHEST CROP VIELD IN THIS EXPERIMENT.
=============================================================================






W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
WEED CONTROL-FULL SEASON SOYBEANS N-41
RESEARCH BV: R.M. HAVES COUNTY: GIBSON
COOPERATOR: JOHN BRADLEV LAST UPDATE: 3/15/87
TOTAL REPS: 4 EXPT. STATUS: 4
APPL: PRE =05/15/86 POST1=06/25/86 POST2=06/27/86
ST: TN COUNTRY: USA
INITIATED: 05/14/86
COMPLETED: 10/01/86
• ::==:==:===::::======za=========-======a.============aa== •••• ==sa.:::: ••::.::::: •••••••••••••••• :::••••••••• :=::::::::::::::::::::::• PESTICIDE APPlI-lURIIfJUIUMST lU>IGSAlVIELD I
TRT. --------------------CATIOIIVISUALlCOlTROLICOITROLIBU/ACREI
11).IW( F_. LSai/A TYPEl7I17186l711718611117186I101011*:::::a:====================== ••==:.=: •••• ======.aa ••======== •••••••• =========== •••••=a=====c:===============================:::::::::
01 COMMAHD EC 6 1 PRE
CANOPY Of 1St 0.38 PRE





EC 6 1 PRE
OF m 0.19 PRE
SC 4 1 PRE





EC 6 1 PRE
SC 1.5 .0625PRE
SC 4 1 PRE
~A 100~ O.~ PRE
04 COMMAND EC 6 1 PRE
IGNITE SC 1.67 0.75 PRE
SENCOR OF 75~ 0.25 PRE
05 TURBO EC 8 2 PRE
IGNITE SC 1.67 0.75 PRE
06 CANOPY Of 75~ 0.38 PRE
ROUNOUP SC 4 1 PRE
X-77 tA 100~ 0.5~ PRE
07 GEMINI OF 60~ 0.75 PRE
ROUNDUP SC 4 1 PRE





SC 1.5 0.125 PRE
EC 4 0.75 PRE
SC 4 1 PRE
~A 100~ 0.5~ PRE




SC 4 1 PRE
~A 100~ 0.5~ PRE
96 18.9
3 51 90 19.6
o 54 70 19.3
15 55 93 15.2
o 66 15.528
14 94 20.176
23 67 70 18.4
3 31 18.470




E X PST A T ION
WEED CONTROL-FULL SEASON SOYBEANS N-41
APPL: PRE =05/15/86 POST1=06/25/86 POST2=06/27/86aa=:::::::::::====::::==:::==:::::s==:::==========a:=:==:=.==========.=======:a& ••••••• a:::=============::==============:=:=======
PESTICIDE APPlI-:acRIIUUIUMST :lOIGSA :VIElO I





10 COOllY DF 75t 0.28 PRE
CINCH EC 7 1 PRE
ROOIlDUPSC 4 1 PRE
H7 \A lOOt 0.5t PRE
11 BRONCO EC 4 3 PRE
SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 PRE
, 12 BRONCO EC 4 3 PREI CNIPY DF 151 0.28 PRE
13 SELECT EC 2 .25 PRE
I SCEPTER SC 1.5 .125 PREPA~T SC 2 0.25 PRE, X-77 tA lOOt 0.5t PRE
14 PROlll. EC 4 0.75 PRE
PARAQUATSC 2 0.25 PRE
X-11 tA 100\ 0.5t PRE
X-77 \A lOOt 0.5t POST2
• 15 PRO*. EC 4 0.75 PRE
I PARAQUATSC 2 0.25 PREX-17 tA lOOt 0.5\ PRECLASSIC Of 25\ .0078POST2
I, 1-)) 1.11001 0.51 POST2. 16 PARAQUATSC 2 0.25 PRE
I
X·77 tA 100\ 0.5\ PRE
PURSUIT SC 2 .094 POST2
X-77 \A 100\ 0.5\ POST2
I 11 PARAQUATSC 2 0.25 PREX-77 \A 100\ 0.5t PREPOAST EC 1.5 .10 POSTl
X-77 \A 100\ 0.25\ POSTl
aASAGRANSC 4 0.25 POSTl
BLAZER SC 2 0.125 POSTl
18 PARAQUATSC 2 •25 PRE
X-77 tA lOOt 0.5\ PRE
POAST EC 1.5 .05 POSTl
AGRIDEX EC 4 1 POSTl
SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.06 POST2
X-77 \A 100\ 0.25\ POST2
3 67 96 20.1
o 8 60 16.0
5 46 71 19.6
3 10 81 14.2
13 92 97 23.8
13 89 94 19.6
15 97 95 22.3
o 81 95 21.5
4 95 95 25.2
PROJ. NUM.:
FILE NAME: MNTSPES6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
WEED CONTROL-FULL SEASON SOYBEANS N-41
APPL: PRE =05/15/86 POST1=06/25/86 POST2=06/27/86:::z========::::========::a::::::a:====::::c=========.== ••••••• =========.===# •••••••• =========================================::::::
PESTICIDE APPlI-ltcRINJUllXANST llOIGSA IYIELD :
TRT. -------------------- CATIONIVISUAl :CONTROLlCOlTROL:8U/ACREI
II. !WI FIMJ. LBai/A TVPE11I17/8617117/8617117/86110I01r:
I
I,,,
, I I , I , ,
==============:=:===:=.:szaaaa::a::a::aa:aa.s •••••••••••••• :aaz=:••=a=:a::a::••••••••aa••••=:::::::.==:::::::=::::==::::::::::::::::
19 PRlM. EC 4 0.75 PRE
PARAQIJAT SC 2 0.25 PRE
X-77 lA 100' 0.5' PRE
DYNIAP EC 3 1.5 POST2
BUTYRAC SC 2 .06 POST2
20 ROUM)UP SC 4 2 PRE
LSD(O.05) :
STANDARD DEYIATION :
COEFF. OF YARIABILITY :
















W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION




CANOPY GAVE VIRTUALLV COMPLETE WEED CONTROL.
SCEPTER GAVE VERY LITTLE ELEUSINE INDICA(GOOSEGRASS) CONTROL.
COMMAND GAVE POOR CONTROL OF NIGHTSHADE,GROUNDCHERRV,JIMSONWEED,
MORNINGGLORV,AND COCKELBUR.
INCORPORATION TOOLS SEEMED TO INFLUENCE WEED CONTROL LESS WITH
CANOPY THAN THEV DID WITH COMMAND OR SCEPTER.
1.%ELEIN CONTROL=PERCENT GOOSEGRASS CONTROL.
2.tCRINJU VISUAL=PERCENT VISUAL CROP INJURV.
3.VIELD BU/ACRE=SOVBEAN VIELD IN BUSHELS PER ACRE AT 13 PERCENT
MOISTURE.
=============================================================================





W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
INCORPORATION STUDY AT MILAN
RESEARCH BY: R.M.HAYES
COOPERATOR: JOHN F.BRADLEY





ST: TN COUNTRY: USA
INITIATED: OS/20/86
COMPLETED: 11/21/86
===a:=======:============::===::::aaz:z==&===== ••• _.aa.==a:=:aa.::s.::: ••::::::: •••••• :::::::::::::::::::::::::::.a:::::::::::::::::
PESTICIDE APPlI-ltELEII l'CRIIJUIVIELD I
TRT. --------------------CATIONICONTROlIVISUAL lSU/ACREI•• IWlf FORIlJ.L8allA TYPE:6/27186:6n7I86l1U21r:
===a:::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ••:a:aa:::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::_::::::::::::::::::::a:=a::::::::::::::::




























0.125 81 4 15.6
0.125 82 5 14.4
0.125 73 2 18.7
0.125 78 6 16.9
0.125 87 10 18.4
0.125 73 1 19.2
0.125 75 8 14.9
97 12 18.5
0.38 99 18 17.5
0.38 99 15 13.5
0.38 98 14 20.2
0.38 98 15 20.0
(55)
INCORPORATION STUDY AT MILAN
PROJ. NUM.:
FILE NAME: MINCORP2
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
APPL: PPI =05/20/86
:::::::::=============:=========:=::::::===================a.a=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::_::::::a=:::::::::::::::
PESTICIDE APPLI-ltElEIN ItcRINJUlVIElO :
TRT. --------------------CATIONICOlJROlIVISUAl lBU/ACRE:




















































E X PST A T ION













=============================================================================PREVIOUS CROP: NO-TILL CORN
PREVIOUS TILL: NO-TILLAGE
FERTILITY: Ace. TO UT RECCOMEND.
MISC. 1:
MISC. 2:
PLOT SIZE(LxW): 10.0x 30.0 SOIL pH :6.0
SOIL TEXTURE: SILT LOAM SOIL OM%: 1.2
ROW WIDTH: 020 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: RCB
NUMBER OF REPS: 4
REPORT TVPE: INTERIM
=============================================================================PLANTING DATE: 05/14/86




SEASONAL RAINFALL DURING EXPERIMENT
EARLY: WET MID: DRY LATE: DRY
======================= =======================-===========












RAIN / IRRIG. in
0-24 hr/1-3 days
4-7 days/2nd wk























































:DEN- APPLIe. l:APPLIC. 2:APPLIC. 3:APPLIC. 4:APPLIC. 5:






*********' ********* I ********* I ******.*. I *********.
I I I I I
/ : / : / : / : / :
* * ••• III III * * PEST * :* * * * **** I ***.**.** ********* ********* **** •• *** *********1I IERICA HORSEWEED :012/ / / / / IISORHA JOHNSONGRASS :012/ / / / / IDIGSA LARGE CRABGRASS '001/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /




W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/APRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
FULL SEASON NO-TILL SOYBEANS CORN STALKS
=============================================================================
EXPERIMENT COMMENTS
KEY TO DATA HEADERS
1.%BRNDWN VISUAL=%VISUAL BURNDOWN.
2.%CRINJU VISUAL=%VISUAL CROP INJURY.
3.%ERICA CONTROL=%HORSEWEED CONTROL.
4.YIELD BU/ACRE=SOYBEAN YIELD IN BUSHELS PER ACRE AT 13% MOISTURE
WITH A TEST WEIGHT OF 60 POUNDS PER BUSHEL,(MOISTURE WAS 14.5% AT
HARVEST) .
SUMMARY
SUMMER ANNUAL WEED PRESSURE IN THIS EXPERIMENT WAS MINIMAL.THE
PREDOMINANT WEED SPECIES IN THIS TEST WAS HORSEWEED(MARESTAIL).WHEN
HUR~twttD IS PRESENT INITIAL BURNDOWN CAN BE DIFFICULT.TREATMENTS IN
WHICH HORSEWEED WAS NOT ADEQUATELY(GREATER THAN 70%)CONTROLLED
PRODUCED LOWER CROP YIELDS. TREATMENTS CONTAINING ROUNDUP CONTROLLED
HORSEWEED SIGNIFICANTLY BETTER THAN TREATMENTS CONTAINING PARAQUAT~
A VISUAL INJURY RATING WAS MADE DURING MID-SEASON.GEMINI AND CANOPY
TREATMENTS RESULTED IN A SOYBEAN HEIGHT REDUCTION. THIS HEIGHT
REDUCTION DID NOT RESULT IN A YIELD LOSS.
=============================================================================





W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
FULL SEASON NO-TILL SOYBEANS CORN STALKS
RESEARCH BY: R.M. HAYES COUNTY: GIBSON
COOPERATOR: JOHN BRADLEY LAST UPDATE: 3/15/87
TOTAL REPS: 4 EXPT. STATUS: 4
APPL: PRE =05/14/86 POST1=06/25/86 POST2=06/27/86




P£STICIDE APPlI-:__ :OINJUltERICA IYIELD :
TRT. --------------------CATIONIVISUAL IVISUAL :CONTROLlSU/ACREI
11).IWI F_. LBI;JA TYPEIS/30/86:711718617l17186110/02r::::a::::.-====================:========.========= •••a========a======a=a:::::=:::::::::::::: ••:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::==:::
01 SCEPTER SC 1.5 .0625PRE
ROUNDUP SC 4 1 PRE
X-77 ~A 100~ .5~ PRE
02 SCEPTER SC 1.5 .125 PRE
ROUNOUP SC 4 1 PRE
X-77 ~A 100~ .5~ PRE
03 CANOPY OFm .188 PRE
ROUNDUP SC 4 1 PRE
X-77 ~A 100~ .5~ PRE
04 CANOPY OFm .38 PRE
ROUHOUP SC 4 1 PRE
X-77 ~A 100~ .5~ PRE
05 GEMINI OF 60~ 0.5 PRE
ROUNDUP SC 4 1 PRE
X-77 ~A 100~ .5~ PRE
06 GEMINI OF 60~ 1 PRE
ROUNDUP SC 4 1 PRE
X-77 ~A 100~ .5t PRE
07 COMMAHO EC 6 1 PRE
ROlJlDIJPSC 4 1 PRE





EC 6 1 PRE
OF 7~ .25 PRE
SC 4 1 PRE
tA lOOt .5~ PRE
09 SENCOR OFm .38 PRE
ROUNDUP SC 4 1 PRE
X-77 tA lOOt .5t PRE
10 LOROX FL 4 1 PRE
LASSOME FL 4 2 PRE
ROUNDUP SC 4 1 PRE
X-77 tA lOOt .5t PRE
90 o 89 28.7
96 o 95 32.0
84 o 96 30.0
85 20 97 27.7
71 10 91 27.5
85 23 95 26.6
88 o 91 31.1
68 3 83 27.0
76 o 85 28.5




W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
FULL SEASON NO-TILL SOYBEANS CORN STALKS









PESTICIDE APPlI-:"'IWtIIIJUltERICA lVIELD I
TRT. -------------------- CATIONIVISUAl :VISUAL lCONTROLI8U/ACRE:
II. • flMtJlU. L8allA TYPE1S/30,'a6 I711718617117186110/021* I
11 ROIIIlUP SC 4 1 PRE
X-77 tA 100l .5\ PRE
POAST EC 1.5 .1 POSTl
~IDEX EC 4 1 POSTl
BASAGRNi SC 4 .25 POST2
BLAZER SC 2 .125 POST2
X-77 tA 100\ .5\ POST2
12 ROUNOUP SC 4 1 PRE
X-77 \A 100\ .5\ PRE
13 lIEEDfREE
BRONCO EC 4 4 PRE
6ASAGRANSC 4 .75 POSTl
FUSILAOE EC 1 .188 POST2
X-77 \A 100\ .5\ POST2
14 CANOPY DF 75\ 0.38 PRE
PARAQUATSC 2 .5 PRE
, X-77 \A 100l .5\ PRE
I
) 15 SCEPTER SC 1. 5 .125 PREPARAQUATSC 2 .5 PRE
X-77 tA 100\ .5\ PRE
16 COMMANDEC 6 1 PRE
PARAQUATSC 2 .5 PRE




95 0 97 32.4
97 6 95 27.1
26 5 59 22.0
74 0 71 21.5
60 0 43 20.0









W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION



















FERTILITY: ACCORD. TO UT RECCOMEND
MISC. 1:
MISC. 2:
PLOT SIZE(LxW): 10.0x 30.0 SOIL pH :6.3
SOIL TEXTURE: LORING SIL SOIL OM%: 1.2
ROW WIDTH: 020 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: RCB




HARVEST DATE : 10/02/86
RESIDUE TAKEN: N
CROP CULTIVAR: ESSEX
SEASONAL RAINFALL DURING EXPERIMENT
EARLY: WET MID: DRV LATE: DRY
============================================================================
APPLICATION INFO: APPLIC. 1 : APPLIC. 2 : APPLIC. 3 : APPLIC. 4 : APPLIC. 5====================================================-=======================
APPLICATION DATE
JULIAN DATE/YEAR










RAIN / IRRIG. in
0-24 hr/1-3 days
4-7 days/2nd wk


























































:DEN-:APPLIC. l:APPLIC. 2:APPLIC. 3:APPLIC. 4:APPLIC. 5:
:SITV:HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG.:
***** I **** I ********. I .**** •• *. I ***.*.**. IlIr**.***** I ********* I
I I I I I I I
: : / : / : I : / : / :
* * * * til * * * * PEST * * * * * **** I ***-***** ********* ********* I *** •• ***. I *********IXANST COMMONCOCKLEBUR I / / / / /IDIGSA LARGE CRABGRASS I / / / / /I
I / / / / /I
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /




W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
NO-TILL SOV8E~NS IN OLD SOV8EAN STU8BLE
=============================================================================
EXPERIMENT COMMENTS
KEY TO DATA HEADERS
1.\CRINJU VISUAL=\VISUAL CROP INJURY.
2.YIELD BU/ACRE=SOYBEAN YIELD IN BUSHELS PER ACRE AT 13\ MOISTURE,
(MOISTURE AT HARVEST WAS 13.7%).
SUMMARY
WEED PRESSURE IN THIS TEST WAS VERY LIGHT.NO WEED POPULATIONS WERE
PRESENT IN SUFFICIENT QUANTITIES TO BE RATED.A VISUAL CROP INJURY
RATING WAS TAKEN,AND YIELD DATA ALSO WERE TAKEN.GEMINI AND CANOPY
TREATMENTS REDUCED THE HEIGHT OF THE SOYBEAN PLANTS.THESE TREATMENTS
ALSO PRODUCED THE LOWEST CROP YIELDS IN THE EXPERIMENT.
=============================================================================





W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
NO-TILL SOYBEANS IN OLD SOYBEAN STUBBLE
RESEARCH BY: R.M. HAYES COUNTY: GIBSON
COOPERATOR: JOHN BRADLEY LAST UPDATE: 3/15/87
TOTAL REPS: 4 EXPT. STATUS: 4
APPL: PRE =05/14/86 POST1=06/25/86





TRT. -------------------- CATIONIVISUAl leu/ACRE:







01 SCEPTER SC 1.5 .0625 PRE
ROUNOOP SC4 1 PRE
X-77 tA lOOt .5t PRE
02 SCEPTER SC 1.5 .125 PRE
ROUNOUP SC 4 1 PRE
X-77 tA lOOt .5t PRE
03 CANOPY OF 1St .188 PRE
ROUHOUP SC 4 1 PRE
X-77 tA lOOt .5t PRE
04 CANOPY OF 1St .38 PRE
ROUNDUP SC 4 1 PRE
X-77 tA lOOt .5t PRE
05 GEMINI OF 60t 0.5 PRE
ROtJm SC 4 1 PRE
X-77 tA lOot .5t PRE
06 GEMINI OF 60t 1 PRE
ROUNOOP SC 4 1 PRE
X-77 tA 11m .5t PRE
07 COMIWlO EC 6 1 PRE
ROIJNOIJPSC 4 1 PRE
X-77 tA lOOt .5t PRE
08 COI4MANO EC 6 1 PRE
SENCOR DF 1St .25 PRE
R~ SC 4 1 PRE
X-77 tA lOOt .5t PRE
09 SENCOR DF 1St .38 PRE
ROUNDUP SC 4 1 PRE
X-77 tA lOOt .5t PRE
10 LOROX FL 4 1 PRE
LASSO ME FL 4 2 PRE
ROUNDUP SC 4 1 PRE












TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87




NO-TILL SOYBEANS IN OLD SOYBEAN STUBBLE
APPL: PRE =05/14/86 POST1=06/25/86
::=====:==========:========z:===:::::============= •••• ======::===:=:=====-========:zea===================================a::a:::::::
PESTICIDE APPlI-ltcRllJU:VIElD I
TRT. -------------------- CATION IVISUAl leu/ACRE:






I I==:==:================sas.===========a:aa::: ••••••••• ======.=======a.=:._.:=- ••• :::::::._ ••_:::::::::::: ••=:::::::::::::::::::==::::
11 ROIMOUP SC4 1 PRE 0 31.1
X-77 lA 100l .5l PRE
POAST EC 1.5 .1 POSTl
AGIHDEX EC 4 1 POSTl
BASAGRAH SC 4 .25 POST2
BLAZER SC2 .125 POST2
X-77 lA 100l .5l POST2
12 ROUIlOOP SC4 1 PRE 0 30.0
X-77 lA 100l .5l PRE
13 IIEEDfREE 5.0 28.1
BRONCO EC 4 1 PRE
BASAGRAH SC 4 .75 POSTl
FUSIlAOE EC 1 .188 POST2
X-77 lA 100l .5l POST2
LSD(0.05) = 9.1 3.1
STANDARD DEVIATION = 6.3 2.1




W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION



















FERTILITY: ACC. TO UT RECCOMEND
MISC. 1:
MISC. 2:
PLOT SIZE(LxW): 10.0x 30.0 SOIL pH :6.0
SOIL TEXTURE: HENRY SIL SOIL 014%: 1.0
ROW WIDTH: 030 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: RCB
NUMBER OF REPS: 4
REPORT TYPE: INTERIM
=============================================================================PLANTING DATE: 05/09/86
HARVEST DATE : 10/01/86
RESIDUE TAKEN: N
CROP CULTIVAR: ASGROW A5474
SEASONAL RAINFALL DURING EXPERIMENT
EARLY: DRY MID: WET LATE: DRY
============================ ================================================APPLICATION INFO: APPLIC. 1 APPLIC. 2 : APPLIC. 3 : APPLIC. 4 : APPLIC. 5 :================-=========== ================================================APPLICATION DATE 05/30/86
JULIAN DATE/YEAR J150/86
GEN. APPLIC TYPE POST2
AIR/SOIL TEMP(F) 091/








RAIN / IRRIG. in:-----------
0-24 hr/1-3 days: . /
4-7 days/2nd wk: /


































:DEN-lAPPLIC. l:APPLIC. 2:APPLIC. 3:APPLIC. 4:APPLIC. 5
:SITYlHTin/STG. lHTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG.============================================================================*****:**** CROP
GLXMA:SOYBEANS
***** I **.* I ***.***** J ********* I ****** ••• J *_111******, *********I I I I , I
: :005/V2 : / : / : / : /
.• * * • * * :Ill: :Ill: :Ill: PEST * • * * * .**. I ***-***.* **-*-**-* *****-*** *.******* *********1I IXANST COMMONCOCKLEBUR :004/5LF / / / / I!IPOHE IVYLEAF MG :002/3LF / / / / IIPOLPY PA.SMARTWEED :002/4LF / / / / IIDIGSA LARGE CRABGRASS I / / / / / II I, / / / / / II I
I / / / / / II I
I / / / / / II I
I / / / / / II I




W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
POST BROADLEAF CONTROL IN SOVBEANS-N41CT
=============================================================================
EXPERIMENT COMMENTS
ENTIRE EXPERIMENT TREATED WITH POAST (0.5PT/A) PLUS AGRIDEX (2 PT/A)
FOR ANNUAL GRASS CONTROL.
KEV TO DATA HEADERS
1.%IPOHE CONTROL=%IVYLEAF MORNINGGLORY CONTROL.
2.%XANST CONTROL=%COMMON COCKLEBUR CONTROL.
3.%POLPY CONTROL=%PENNSYLVANIA SMARTWEED CONTROL.
4.%DIGSA CONTROL=%LARGE CRABGRASS CONTROL.
5.YIELD BU/ACRE=SOYBEAN YIELD IN BUSHELS PER ACRE AT 13 PERCENT
MOISTURE WITH A TEST WEIGHT OF 60 POUNDS PER BUSHEL,(MOISTURE WAS
14.5% AND TEST WEIGHT WAS 55 POUNDS AT HARVEST).
SUMMARY
THE PREDOMINANT WEEDS IN THIS EXPERIMENT WERE COMMON COCKLEBUR,
IVYLEAF MORNINGGLORY,PENNSYLVANIA SMARTWEED,AND LARGE CRABGRASS.WEED
PRESSURE WAS MODERATE IN THIS EXPERIMENT.TREATMENTS WERE APPLIED AT
THE OPTIMUM TIME FOR WEED CONTROL.AT APPLICATION,AIR TEMPERATURE WAS
HIGH,SOIL WATER WAS ADEQUATE,AND BOTH SOYBEANS AND WEEDS WERE SHOWING
RAPID GROWTH.ALL TREATMENTS PROVIDED ADEQUATE CONTROL OF COMMON
COCKLEBUR AND PENNSYLVANIA SMARTWEED.THE COBRA+SCEPTER COMBINATION DID
NOT PROVIDE ADEQUATE CONTROL OF IVVLEAF MORNINGGLORY.COBRA+X-77,TACKLE
+SCEPTER,BASAGRAN+BLAZER,AND CLASSIC AT O.0078LB AI/A DID NOT PROVIDE
ADEQUATE CONTROL OF LARGE CRABGRASS. YIELDS OF COBRA TREATMENTS WERE








W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
POST BROADLEAF CONTROL IN SOVBEANS-N41CT
RESEARCH BY: R.M.HAYES
COOPERATOR : JOHN BRADLEY









PESTICIDE APPlI-IUPCH :txMST lVOlPV :tDIGSA IYIElD :
TRT. -------------------- CATIONlCONTROLICOMTROLICONTROLlCONTROLIBU/ACRE:







01 PURSUIT SC 2 .063 POST2
X-77 tA lOOt O.25t POST2
02 PURSUIT SC 2 .094 POST2
X-77 tA loot 0.25t POST2
03 PURSUIT SC 2 .063 POST2
SCEPTER SC 1.5 .063 POST2
X-77 tA loot 0.25t POST2
04 PURSUIT SC 2 .063 POST2
ARSENAL SC 2 .004 POST2
X-77 tA lOOt O.25t POST2
05 COBRA EC 2 0.2 POST2
X-77 tA lOOt 0.25tPOST2







07 COBRA EC 2
BASAGRANSC 4
AGRIDEX EC 4
08 COBRA EC 2 0.15 POST2
SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125POST2
X-77 tA lOOt O.25t POST2
09 TACKLE SC 2 0.5 POST2
X-77 tA lOot 0.25t POST2
10 TACKLE SC 2 0.38 POST2
SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.063 POST2
X-77 tA lOOt 0.25t POST2
11 CLASSIC DF 25t .0039POST2
X-77 lA lOOt 0.25tPOST2
88 97 88 27.6
89 95 98 98 25.8
84 99 98 98 24.8
84 96 99 98 25.9
79 90 88 54 23.9
86 88 57 86 22.5
80 92 99 84 25.3
69 97 99 91 27.0
97 78 99 97 26.7
93 89 99 67 29.7








E X PST A T ION
POST BROADLEAF CONTROL IN SOVBEANS-N41CT
::===::::======:====:::_===============.:====::=:===============================z================================:a:::=:::=:::::::::
PESTICIDE APPlI-:lIPM ItxMST :KPV :tl>IGSA:YIELD :
TRT. -------------------- CATIONICONTROlICONTROl:OONTROlIOONTROl:8U/ACRE:







12 CLASSIC Of 25l .0078POST2
X-77 tA 100l 0.25l POST2
13 CLASSIC OF 2st .0117POST2
X-77 tA lOOt O.25t POST2
14 CLASSIC Of 25l .0078POST2
BUTYRAC SC 2 .03 POST2
X-77 lA 100l 0.25l POST2
15 CLASSIC OF 25t .0078 POST2
BLAZER SC 2 0.38 POST2
X-77 tA 100l O.25l POST2
16 BASAGRANSC 4 0.5 POST2
BLAZER SC 2 0.25 POST2
X-77 tA 100l O.25t POST2
17 BLAZER SC 2 0.38 POST2
BUTVRAC SC 2 0.03 POST2
X-77 lA 100l O.25t POST2
18 BASAGRANSC 4 0.5 POST2
6UTYRAC SC 2 0.03 POST2

























































E X PST A T ION















FERTILITY: ACC. TO UT RECCOMEND.
MISC. 1:
MISC. 2:
PLOT SIZE(LxW): 10.0x 30.0 SOIL pH :6.5
SOIL TEXTURE: GRENADA SIL SOIL OMt: 1.2
ROW WIDTH: 030 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: RCB
NUMBER OF REPS: 4
REPORT TVPE: INTERIM
=============================================================================PLANTING DATE: 05/09/86
HARVEST DATE : 10/02/86
RESIDUE TAKEN: N
CROP CULTIVAR: ASGROW 5474
SEASONAL RAINFALL DURING EXPERIMENT
EARLV: WET MID: DRV LATE: DRY
=============================================================================












RAIN / IRRIG. in
0-24 hr/1-3 days
4-7 days/2nd wk












































:DEN-:APPLIC. l:APPLIC. 2:APPLIC. 3:APPLIC. 4:APPLIC. 5:
:SITY:HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. lHTin/STG. :HTin/STG.:=============================================================================
*****:**** CROP
GLXMA:SOYBEANS
*****. **** I **l1li****** I ****.**** I .******** I ********* I ••••••••• I
I I I I I I I
: :005/V2 : / : / : / : / :
• * * * .• * * * * PEST .• * * * lit * III * * ****JlI.*** I ••••• - •• _ 1 ******.**, ••••• *111:.* *****··**1
IXANST COMMONCOCKLEBUR 003/4LF / / / / IIIPOHG ENTIRELEAF MG 002/3LF / / / / IIIPOHE IVYLEAF MG 002/3LF / / / / IIAMACH SMOOTH PIGWEED 003/4LF / / / / IIELEIN GOOSEGRASS 0.5/2-3LF / / / / II
/ / / / / II
/ / / / / II
/ / / / / I!




W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
POST BROADLEAF CONTROL IN SOVBEANS-S6
=============================================================================
EXPERIMENT COMMENTS
ENTIRE EXPERIMENT TREATED WITH POAST (O.SPT/A) PLUS AGRIDEX (2 PT/A)
FOR ANNUAL GRASS CONTROL.
KEV TO DATA HEADERS
1.%CRLFBU VISUAL=%VISUAL CROP LEAFBURN.
2&7.tXANST CONTROL=%COMMON COCKLEBUR CONTROL.
3&8.%IPOHG CONTROL=%ENTIRELEAF MORNINGGLORY CONTROL.
4&9.%AMACH CONTROL=%SMOOTH PIGWEED CONTROL.
5&10.%ELEIN CONTROL=%GOOSEGRASS CONTROL.
6.%CRINJU VISUAL=%VISUAL CROP INJURY.
11.YIELD BU/ACRE=SOYBEAN YIELD IN BUSHELS PER ACRE AT 13% MOISTURE
(MOISTURE AT HARVEST WAS 16%).
SUMMARY
WEEDS PRESENT IN THIS EXPERIMENT WERE COMMON COCKLEBUR,ENTIRELEAF
MORNINGGLORY,SMOOTH PIGWEED,AND GOOSEGRASS.POAST AT 0.5PT/A WAS
APPLIED OVER THE ENTIRE EXPERIMENT WHEN GOOSEGRASS WAS IN THE 1-2 LEAF
STAGE.THERE WERE NO OTHER GRASS HERBICIDES APPLIED TO THE EXPERIMENT.
PURSUIT AT O.094LB AI/A,COMBINATIONS OF PURSUIT-SCEPTER AND CLASSIC-
BLAZER GAVE EXCELLENT SEASON-LONG CONTROL OF ALL WEEDS PRESENT.COBRA,
COBRA-BASAGRAN,AND BLAZER-BUTYRAC BURNED THE SOYBEAN FOILAGE IN EXCESS
OF 20% AFTER APPLICATION. YIELDS RANGED FROM 12.1 aUlA IN THE WEEDY
CHECK,TO 30.4 BU/A,WITH THE PURSUIT-SCEPTER COMBINATION. TREATMENTS IN
THIS EXPERIMENT WERE APPLIED AT THE OPTIMUM TIME FOR MAXIMUM CONTROL.
=============================================================================
APPROVED BY: SUBMITTED BY:
DATE: DATE:
(70)
PRUJ. NUM.: INTERIM DATA
FILE NAME: MPOES6S6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
POST BROADLEAF CONTROL IN SOYBEANS-S6
RESEARCH BY: R.M.HAYES
COOPERATOR : JOHN BRADLEY









PESTICIDE APPLI-:tcRlfSU:tXANST :tlPOHG :tAMACH :tElEIN :tCRINJU:tXANST :tIPOHG :tAMACH :tElEIN :VIElD :
TRT. -------------------- CATIOH:VISUAl :CONTROl:CONTROl:CONTROl:CONTROl:VISUAl:CONTROl\CONTROl:CONTROl:CONTROl:8U/ACRE:
NO. NAME fORMU. lBa;/A TYPE:S/29/86:6/10/86:6/10/86:6/10/86:6/10/86:6/10/86:6/27/86:6/27/86:6/27/86:6/27/86:10/02/*:
01 PURSUIT SC 2 .063 POST2
X-77 %A 100% 0.25% POST2
o 91 89 99 o
=================================================================================================================:==================
99 86 28.099
02 PURSUIT SC 2 .094 POST2
X-77 %A 100% 0.25% POST2
o 96 96 99 99 o
03 PURSUIT SC 2 .063 POST2
SCEPTER SC 1.5 .063 POST2
X-77 %A 100% 0.25% POST2
96 95 99 o991
04 PURSUIT SC 2 .063 POST2
ARSENAL SC 2 .004 POST2
X-77 %A 100% 0.25% POST2
o 95 99 1094 99
05 COBRA EC 2 0.2 POST2
X-77 %A 100% 0.25% POST2
15 97 9890 99







24 86 97 9899




08 COBRA EC 2 0.15 POST2
SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 POST2
X-77 %A 100% 0.25% POST2
96 99 9911 97
09 TACKLE SC 2 0.5 POST2
X-77 %A 100% 0.25% POST2
13 87 77 99 99
10 TACKLE SC 2 0.38 POST2
SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.063 POST2
X-77 %A 100% 0.25% POST2
9 94 99 99 99
11 CLASSIC DF 25% .0039 POST2
X-77 %A 100% 0.25% POST2
























80 87 59 18.4
84 97 91 28.3
96 89 24.294




PROJ. NUM.: INTERIM DATA
FILE NAME: MPOES6S6
W EST ERN TEN N E 5 SEE A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X P 5 TAT ION
APPL: POST2=05/29/86
POST BROADLEAF CONTROL IN SOYBEANS-56
====================================================================================================================================
PESTICIDE ~PPLI-:tCRlF6U:tXANST:tIPOHG:tAM~CH :tELEIN:tCRINJU:tXANST:tIPOHG :tAMACH:tELEIN:VIELD :
TRT. --------------------C~TION:VISU~ :CONTROL:CONTROL:CONTROl:CONTROL:VIS~:CONTROL:CONTROl:CONTROL:CONTROL:6U/~RE:
NO. NAME FORMU. L6ai/~ TVPE:S/29/86:6/10/86:6/10/86:6/10/86:6/10/86:6/10/86:6/27/86:6/27/86:6/27/86:6/21/86:10/02/":
12 CLASSIC DF 25t .0078POST2
X-77 tA 100% 0.25t POST2
13 CLASSIC OF 25% .0117POST2
X-77 tA lOOt 0.25t POST2
14 CLASSIC OF 25% .0078POST2
BUTYRAC SC 2 .03 POST2
X-77 tA lOOt 0.25t POST2
15 CLASSIC OF 25t .0078POST2
BLAZER SC 2 0.38 POST2
X-77 %A 100% 0.25% POST2
16 BASAGRANSC 4 0.5 POST2
BLAZER SC 2 0.25 POST2
X-77 %A 100% 0.25% POST2
17 BLAZER SC 2 0.38 POST2
BUTYRAC SC 2 0.03 POST2
X-77 %A 100% 0.25% POST2
18 BASAGRANSC 4 0.5 POST2
BUTYRAC SC 2 0.03 POST2











































































93 78 28.898 80
86 71 25.197 78
99 99 27.899 99
90 82 22.799 74
97 90 20.699 99



















W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
POST BROADLEAF CONTROL IN SOV8EANS-S6-2
RESEARCH BY: R.M.HAYES
COOPERATOR : JOHN BRADLEY













FERTILITY: ACC. TO UT RECCOMEND.
MISC. 1:
MISC. 2:
PLOT SIZE(LxW): 10.0x 30.0 SOIL pH : .
SOIL TEXTURE: GRENADA SIL SOIL OM%:
ROW WIDTH: 030 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: RCB




HARVEST DATE : 10/02/86
RESIDUE TAKEN: N
CROP CULTIVAR: ASGROW 5474
SEASONAL RAINFALL DURING EXPERIMENT
EARLY: WET MID: DRY LATE: DRY
=======================================================================-~--~~






t; REL. HUMIDITY :080%
WIND DIR/VELOC. : /






RAIN / IRRIG. in -----------
0-24 hr/1-3 days 00.8/
4-7 days/2nd wk /











:DEN- APPLIC. l:APPLIC. 2:APPLIC. 3:APPLIC. 4:APPLIC, 5:




========================== ===========================================~==~~~.-••••• :•••• CROP
GLXMA:SOYBEANS


























********.1 .• *.***llt** I * •• " •••••.•• * •••• ** I _*.*_t:.*. I•
I I I I010/V4 I / I / I / I /I I I I
********* I **.*.lk.** * •• ******1 *:11 •• *111**:111 * .•.*t.I:':"":·~_<t-,
I007/8LV I / / / /I029/13LV I / / / II029/13LV I / / / /I009/9LV I / / / /I
/ I / / / /I
/ I / / / /I
/ I / / / /I
/ I / / / /I




W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
POST BROADLEAF CONTROL IN SOYBEANS-S6-2
=============================================================================
EXPERIMENT COMMENTS
ENTIRE EXPERIMENT TREATED WITH POAST (0.5PT/A) PLUS AGRIDEX (2 PT/A)
FOR ANNUAL GRASS CONTROL.
KEY TO DATA HEADERS
1.%CRLFBU VISUAL=%CROP LEAF BURN.
2.%CRINJU VISUAL=%CROP INJURY.
3&9.%AMACH CONTROL= %SMOOTH PIGWEED CONTROL.
4&8.%IPOHG CONTROL= %IVYLEAF MORNINGGLORY CONTROL.
5&7.%XANST CONTROL= %COMMON COCKLEBUR CONTROL.
6.%DIGSA CONTROL= %LARGE CRABGRASS CONTROL.
10.%EPHMA CONTROL= %SPOTTED SPURGE CONTROL.
11.%ELEIN CONTROL = %GOOSEGRASS CONTROL.
12.YIELD BU/ACRE=SOYBEAN YIELD IN BUSHELS PER ACRE AT 13 PERCENT
MOISTURE,(MOISTURE AT HARVEST WAS 16%).
SUMMARY
THE MAIN OBJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WAS TO EVALUATE CONTROL OF
NEW SOYBEAN HERBICIDES ON WEEDS AT A LARGER STAGE THAN WHERE OPTIMUM
CONTROL IS NORMALLY OBTAINED.WEED PRESSURE WAS EXCELLENT IN THIS
EXPERIMENT.NONE OF THE TREATMENTS PROVIDED ADEQUATE CONTROL OF GOOSE-
GRASS.POOR CONTROL OF ENTIRELEAF MORNINGGLORY AND LARGE CRABGRASS ALSO
WAS OBTAINED FROM MOST TREATMENTS. TREATMENTS CONTAINING COBRA RESULT~C'
IN CROP INJURY GREATER THAN 20%.HOWEVER THESE TREATMENTS PROVIDED ~H[
HIGHEST LEVEL OF OVERALL CONTROL OF THE WEED SPECIES PRESENT.CRCP
YIELDS ALSO WERE HIGHEST FROM THESE TREATMENTS.
=======================================================================~===;=





W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
POST BROADLEAF CONTROL IN SOVBEANS-S6-2
RESEARCH BY: R.M.HAYES
COOPERATOR : JOHN BRADLEY









PESTICIDE APPlI-:mfBU:.cRINJUIUMCH ItIP0H6 :tllMST ltoIGSA ItllMST ItlP0H6 IUMCH :W.EIIl :
TRT.--------------------CATIOIlIVISUAL:VISUAL ICOIlTROLlCONTROLlCONTROLlCOllTROLICOIlTROLlCONTROllCOllTROLICOIlTROL:





01 PURSUIT SC 2 .063 POST4
X-77 tA 100l 0.2St POST4
02 PURSUIT SC 2 .094 POSH
X-77 tA lOOt 0.25t POST4
03 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.063 POSH
X-77 tA loot 0.25t POST4
04 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 POSH
X-77 tA lOOt 0.25t POST4
os COBRA EC 2 0.2 POST4
X-77 tA loot 0.25t POST4










( ~ COBRA EC 2 0.15 POST4
SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 POST4
X·77 tA lOOt O.25t POST4
09 TACKLE SC 2 0.5 POSH
X·77 tA loot 0.2St POST4
10 TACKLE SC 2 0.38 POSH
SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.063 POST4
X-77 tA loot 0.25t POST4
11 ClASSIC DF 25t .0039 POSH
X-77 tA lOOt 0.25t POST4
12 CLASSIC DF m .0078 POSH




























































































































E X PST A T ION
POST BROADLEAF CONTROL IN SOVBEANS-S6-2
::::===========:=====:===a.:==c=:=:===.====== ••=:aa:=:aa=.:.:a~=.=a==:: •••••• :::••••• :.:::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::===::::::
PESTICIDE APPlI-:aFBUI&CRINJUlWACH ItIJl(HjIWMST ItDIGSAItxMST ItIJl(HjIWIACH :tElEIN:
TRT. -------------------- CAnON: VIM :VISUM. :alT.: COflTROL:CONTRftICONTROl.ICONTRft ICONTROl.:CONTROl.:CONTROl.:




13 CLASSIC OF 25l .0117POST4
X-77 lA 100l 0.25t POST4
14 ClASSIC OF 25l .0078POST4
BUTYRAC SC 2 .03 POST4
X-77 lA 100l 0.25' POST4
15 CLASSIC OF 25l .0078POST4
BlAZER SC 2 0.38 POST4
X-77 lA 100l 0.25' POST4
16 BASAGRANSC 4 0.5 POST4
BLAZER SC 2 0.25 POST4
X-77 lA 100l 0.25l POST4
17 BLAZER SC 2 0.38 POST4
BUTVRAC SC 2 0.03 POST4
X-77 \A 100l O.25l POST4
18 BASAGRANSC 4 0.5 POST4
BUTYRAC SC 2 0.03 POST4
















































































































W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION




















FERTILITY: ACC. TO UT RECCOMEND
MISC. 1:
MISC. 2:
PLOT SIZE(LxW): 10.0x 30.0 SOIL pH :6.5
SOIL TEXTURE: GRENADA SIL SOIL OM%: 1.3
ROW WIDTH: 020 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: RCB




HARVEST DATE : 10/01/86
RESIDUE TAKEN: N
CROP CULTIVAR: ESSEX
SEASONAL RAINFALL DURING EXPERIMENT
EARLY: DRY MID: WET LATE: DRY
============================-=========== ======:======:===============:=::==:













RAIN / IRRIG. in -----------
0-i4 hr/1-3 days
4-7 days/2nd wk :








































- - ------ -- =======================================================================
SPEC.
CODE
lDEN-:APPLIC. l:APPLIC. 2:APPLIC. 3:APPLIC. 4lAPPLIC. 5:
:SITVlHTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG.:SPECIES===== =======================================================================***** **** CROP
GLXMA SOYBEANS
***1111111111111111* '.111**111111*** I ****.* •• 111_******** I * •••• *.*. 1*.*.***** ft
I I I I I I I
: : / : I : / : / : I :
*****1**** PEST III • * * * 111.*.1111******** .*.* •••• * **.* •••• * 1 *.111* ••••• , * •••• *_.* jI I I I 5XANSr:COMMONCOCKLEBUR I / / / I I I /I I I ,SIDSP:PRICKLY SIDA I / / / I / I / ~I I I
I I / / / I I /I I I
I / / / I I /I I
t I / / / I /I I
I / / / I I /I I
t / / / / I /I I
I / / / / I /I I
I / / / / I II I
(77)
PROJ. NUM.:FILE NAME: MPONTSS6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/APRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
APPROVED BV: SUBMITTED BV:
DATE:





ENTIRE EXPERIMENT TREATED WITH ROUNDUP AT 1 QT/A AT PLANTING TO
CONTROL EXISTING VEGETATION. FUSILADE 2000 AT 1.5 PT/A FOR GRASS
CONTROL.
KEV TO DATA HEADERS
1.%XANST CONTROL=%COMMON COCKLEBUR CONTROL.
2.%SIDSP CONTROL=%PRICKLV SIDA CONTROL.
3.YIELD BU/ACRE=SOYBEAN VIELD IN BUSHELS PER ACRE AT 13% MOISTURE WITH
A TEST WEIGHT OF 60 POUNDS PER BUSHEL.{MOISTURE WAS 12.8% AND TEST
WEIGHT WAS 53.76 POUNDS AT HARVEST).
SUMMARY
THE PREDOMINANT WEED SPECIES IN THIS EXPERIMENT WERE COMMON
COCKLEBUR AND PRICKLY SIDA.ALL TREATMENTS IN THIS TEST EXCEPT TACKLE
AND CLASSIC TREATMENTS PROVIDED ADEQUATE(GREATER THAN 70%)CONTROL OF
COCKLEBUR.PURSUIT AT 0.063 LBSai/A AND CLASSIC AT 0.0078 L8Sai/A
PROVIDED POOR CONTROL OF TEAWEED.SCEPTER AT 0.063 LBai/A PROVIDED THE
HIGHEST LEVEL OF WEED CONTROL OF THE WEEDS PRESENT AND WAS ALSO ONE










TEN N E SSE E A G R I E X PST A T ION
POST BROADLEAf CONTROL NO-TILL SOYBEANS
RESEARCH BV: R.M.HAVES
COOPERATOR JOHN BRADLEV





ST: TN COUNTRY: USA
INITIATED: 05/14/86
COMPLETED: 10/01/86
PESTICIDE IlPPlI-IUMST lasIOSPIYIElO I
TRT. --------------------CATIONlCONTROllCONTROll8UIACREl










01 PllSUIT SC 2 .063 POST2
X-77 'A 100' 0.1St POST2
02 PURSUIT SC 2 .094 POST2
X-77 tA 11m 0.25' POST2
03 SCEPTER SC 1.5 .063 POST2
X-77 'A 100' 0.25t POST2
04 SCEPTER SC 1.5 .125 POST2
X-77 'A lOOt 0.25' POST2
05 COBRA EC 2 0.2 POST2
X-77 'A loot 0.25' POST2










08 COBRA EC 2 0.15 POST2
SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 POST2
X-77 tA loot 0.25' POST2
09 TACKLE SC 2 0.5 POST2
X-77 tA loot 0.1St POST2
10 TACKlE SC 2 0.38 POST2
SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.063 POST2
X-77 tA 100' 0.25' POST2
11 ClASSIC OF 25t .0039POST2
X-77 tA lOOt 0.25' POST2
12 CLASSIC OF 25' .0078POST2














W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
f;if




POST BROADLEAF CONTROL NO-TILL SOYBEANS
PESTICIDE APPlI-ltXANST :tSIOSP lVIELD :
TRT. -------------------- CATIONICONTROL:CONTROllBU/ACREl
II. IWIE FORMU. L8ai/A TYPE:7/17l86l7l17l86:10/01r:~===:========:=======:================:==========::.===::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::;:===================
13 CLASSIC DF 1St .0117 POST2 92 70 21.4
X-77 tA lOOt 0.25t POST2
14 CLASSIC DF 25t .0078 POST2 85 79 22.5
BUTYRAC SC2 .03 POST2
X-77 tA lOOt 0.25t POST2
15 CLASSIC DF 25t .0078 POST2 73 94 14.4
BLAZER SC 2 0.38 POST2
X-77 tA lOOt 0.25t POST2
16 BASAGRAN SC 4 0.5 POST2 82 82 19.4
BLAZER SC 2 0.25 POST2
X-77 tA lOOt 0.25t POST2
17 BLAZER SC 2 0.38 POST2 90 92 19.9
SUTYRAC SC 2 0.03 POST2
X-77 tA lOOt 0.25t POST2
18 BASAGRAN SC 4 0.5 POST2 98 97 21.9
BUTYRAC SC 2 0.03 POST2
X-77 tA lOOt 0.25t POST2
19 WEEDY CK 21 43 13.2
I
20 VEEDFREE 26 43 17.3
LSD(O.05) : 30 38 7.8
STANDARD DEVIATION : 21 26 5.4







PR 0 J. NUM .:
FILE NAME; MCASOBS6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
























FERTILITY: ACC. TO U.T. RECCOMEND.
MISC, 1:
MISC. 2:
PLOT SIZE(LxW): 10.0x 30.0 SOIL pH : •
SOIL TEXTURE: SILT LOAM SOIL OM%:
ROW WIDTH: 020 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: RCB




HARVEST DATE : 10/01/86
RESIDUE TAKEN: N
CROP CULTIVAR: ASGROW 5474
SEASONAL RAINFALL DURING EXPERIMENT
EARLY: WET MID: OPT LATE: DRY
========================================-=============================::=====













I RAIN / IRRIG. in ------------------------------------------------------------
I ~:::~~~~~2::::~:=::::~~~~!==~:~::~~~~!==~:~~:~======~~~::~===========~=======
! SCPODECE',,: :DEN-:APPLIC. l:APPLIC. 2:APPLIC. 3:APPLIC. 4:APPLIC. 5:
i SPECIES :SITY:HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG.:~ =============================================================================
*.* •• :*.*. CROP
GLXMA:SOYBEANS
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W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
SICKLEPOD CONTROL IN SOYBEANS AT MES
=====================~~==~==~================================================
EXPERIMENT COMMENTS
KEY TO DATA HEADERS
1&3.%CRSTUN VISUAL=%VISUAL INJURY ON SOYBEANS.
2&4.%CASOB CONTROL=%SICKLEPOD CONTROL.
S.MOISTUR %AT HARVEST=%MOISTURE MEASURED AT HARVEST.
6.YIELD BU/ACRE=SOYBEAN YIELD IN BUSHELS PER ACRE
WITH THE YIELD CORRECTED TO 13% MOISTURE WITH A
TEST WEIGHT OF 60 POUNDS PER BUSHEL.
SUMMARY
SOYBEANS WERE STUNTED WITH CANOPY PRE AT 0.38 LB.AI/A,ESPECIALLY
WHERE SEQUENTIAL APPLICATIONS OF SCEPTER OR CLASSIC WERE APPLIED.
SICKLEPOD PRESSURE WAS UNIFORM AND INTENSE.THE MOST EFFECTIVE PROGRAM
WAS THE "OLD PROGRAM" RECOMMENDED BY U.T. CONSISTING OF LASSO+SENCOR
PRE FOLLOWED BY SENCOR+2,4-DB POST-DIRECTED. TREATMENTS WITH CANOPY
PROVIDED THE BEST EARLY SEASON CONTROL,BUT THIS DID NOT HOLD UNLESS
FOLLOWED WITH CLASSIC POST.SENCOR PRE FOLLOWED BY SCEPTER POST
PROVIDED EXCELLENT CONTROL.CONTROL WITH SCEPTER ALONE WAS ONLY FAIR
AT BEST,BUT BY STUNTING THE SICKLEPOD,SOYBEAN YIELD REDUCTIONS WERE
ONLY 20-25% COMPARED TO 37% IN THE WEEDY CHECK.
========~===========================~======~================================~





W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
RESEARCH BY: R. M. HAYES
COOPERATOR : JOHN BRADLEY
TOTAL REPS : 4
APPL: PPI =05/20/86 PRE
SICKLEPOD CONTROL IN SOYBEANS AT MES
COUNTY: GIBSON ST: TN COUNTRY: USA
LAST UPDATE: 3/15/87 INITIATED: OS/20/86









PESTICIDE APPlI-:teRSTUN:\CAS«I :ttRSTIIl:\CASOB :
TRT. -------------------- CATION:VISUAl :CONTROL:VISUAl lCONTROL:
NO. NAME FORMU.LBallA TVPE:6/13/86:6/13/86:9/11/86:9/11/86:
01 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 PPI
02 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.25 POST1
03 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 POST1
04 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 PRE
SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 POST1
05 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.25 POST1
06 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 PPI
SENCOR DF 75t 0.38 PPI
07 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 PPI
SENCOR DF 75t 0.38 ?PI
SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 POST1
08 CANOPY DF 75% 0.38 PPI
SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 POST1
09 CANOPY DF 75t 0.38 PPI
10 CANOPY OF 75t 0.38 PRE
CLASSIC OF 25t O.OOB POST1
11 CLASSIC OF 25t 0.008 POST1
CLASSIC OF 25t 0.008 POST2
12 SEHCOR OF 75t 0.5 PPI
SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 POST1
13 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 PPI
COBRA EC 2.0 0.2 POST1
14 LASSO ME FL 4.0 2.5 PPI
SENCOR OF 75% 0.38 PPI
SENCOR OF 75t 0.25 POO

































































W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
SICKLEPOD CONTROL IN SOYBEANS AT MES
APPL: PPI =05/20/86 PRE =05/20/86 POST1=06/12/86 POST2=06/25/86
::::::::::=:::::::================:::==================:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::======================
PESTICIDE APPlI-:tcRSTUN:tcAS08 :tcRSTUNltcAS08 :
TRT. -------------------- CATIONlVISUAl :CONTROl:VISUAL lCONTROl:


















STANDARD DEVIATION = 2





















Date April May June July August September
0 0 0 0 .56 .66
2 0 0 .16 .42 0 .33
3 0 0 0 1.08 0 .47
4 0 0 .42 0 0 1.66
5 0 0 .09 0 0 .20
6 .05 0 0 0 0 0
7 .28 0 .03 0 .02 0
8 .41 0 .14 .13 .01 0
9 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 .72 .06 0 0
11 0 0 .02 1.09 .68 0
12 0 0 .08 .06 0 .34
13 0 .06 0 0 0 0
14 0 0 0 .13 .01 0
15 .08 0 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 0 0 0 0 .34 0
18 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 0 .05 0 0 .02 0
20 .06 .38 0 0 0 .70
21 .48 0 0 .08 0 .07
22 .22 0 0 0 .42 0
23 0 .79 0 0 0 0
24 0 • 11 0 0 0 0
25 0 .38 0 0 0 0
26 0 .04 0 0 0 .48
27 0 1.52 0 0 .38 0
28 0 2.93 0 0 .63 .03
29 .24 .10 .20 0 0 0
30 0 0 .01 0 0 0
31 0 0 .03






April May June July August Sept
Date Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min
78 51 82 51 81 58 87 66 83 61 62 57
2 76 51 72 44 82 60 84 67 84 62 65 62
3 76 50 65 36 81 59 79 57 84 60 71 64
4 78 55 61 36 79 60 78 54 83 59 75 64
5 77 56 73 40 72 61 82 64 82 57 78 63
6 77 56 79 59 79 62 84 64 87 61 77 55
7 74 54 80 58 81 62 85 64 88 62 77 51
8 76 55 84 55 82 68 88 65 85 62 79 . 53
9 69 38 83 53 85 67 89 68 87 63 71 51
10 50 32 84 52 85 65 87 68 84 64 78 54
11 58 35 80 56 80 66 83 63 89 65 73 65
12 65 40 76 55 82 66 84 66 81 59 72 62
13 70 45 71 59 79 58 84 68 82 61 74 51
14 74 49 80 59 77 56 85 65 84 62 79 52
15 72 40 80 60 82 61 87 65 85 65 80 55
16 60 33 76 60 81 57 84 65 87 64 77 60
17 44 35 80 60 84 59 86 65 84 64 79 59
18 46 35 82 65 83 52 90 66 80 66 76 59
19 71 45 70 59 79 55 92 68 82 63 68 61
20 75 52 66 50 85 61 92 67 84 60 75 60
21 60 43 63 39 87 65 93 64 83 62 83 62
22 53 32 63 39 89 61 89 66 80 65 83 60
23 49 24 70 47 89 62 89 67 85 64 81 60
24 59 32 70 53 89 66 90 68 85 66 82 65
25 74 50 78 58 85 58 92 67 83 54 83 61
26 80 52 72 58 83 55 90 70 86 65 83 62
27 84 57 69 61 86 55 92 66 83 67 84 62
28 85 54 72 62 90 64 90 65 85 56 84 62
29 69 43 71 62 88 69 91 67 67 42 83 64
3C 74 48 81 59 83 65 91 62 71 44 84 65
31 82 60 91 59 71 52
1:'-08-1986
Th_ Un~v_r~~ty a~ EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION FORMT_nn_~~ __
SCEPTER COMBINATIONS FOR SOVBEAN WEED MANAGEMENT
Conducted at CROSSVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.






Variety ESSEX Row Width 36 IN
No. Reps. 4 Plot S~ze 3 ROWS*30 FT
and Plot Maintenance DISK,ROTERRA,POWER-DRIVEN TILLER. CULTI-
Site Description
Season Moisture SEE RAINFALL TABLES
Soil Texture SILT LOAM
Soil Series TILSIT /.OM 1.6 pH 6.0
Application Information
123 54
Date Treated 6-18-86 6-19-86 7-17-86
Time Treated PM PM AM
Cloud Cover CLEAR CLEAR 50/.
Air Temperature 70 83 85
Relative Humidity 64/. 56/. 74/.
Wind Speed/Direction CALM CALM IMPH-S
Soil Temperature 78 92 100
Soil/Leaf Surface Moisture DRY DRY DRY
Soil Subsurface Moisture MOIST MOIST MOIST
Soil Tilth FINE FINE N/A
Crop Stage PPI PRE V4
Pest Name, Stage 8< Density
AMACH 2/FT PRE PRE 2-3 LF
CYPES 4/FT PRE PRE 3-4 IN
MOLVE 5/FT PRE PRE 2-3 IN
EPHMA, IPOHE 11FT PRE PRE 3 IN,4LF
Application Equipment
Sprayer Speed Nozzle Nozzle Nozzle Nozzle Boom
Type MPH Type Size Height Spacing Width GPA Carrier PSI
1. CO2 BACKPACK 3 FLAT FAN 8002 19 IN 19 IN 6.3FT 20 WATER 41
2. CO2 BACKPACK 3 FLAT FAN 8002 19 IN 19 IN 6.3FT 20 WATER 41.,. CO2 BACKPACK 3 FLAT FAN 8002 19 IN 19 IN 6.3FT 20 WATER 41~'.
Comments
CRINJ=CROP INJURY;AMACH-SMOOTH PIGWEED;CYPES-YELLOW NUTSEDGE;MOLVE-CARPETWEED;







.~ Th •• Un:l.....,•••••..• :1. ty ct-f= T_nn •••• _ ••~~ SCEPTER CDf'lBINATI ONS FOR SOVBEAN WEED MANAGEMENT
I Conducted at CROSSVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.Project TN-692-86-F'--3 with cooperator PLATEAU EXPT STA
I
TFT. PEST. RATE GROW. CRINJ AMACH CYPES MOLVE EPHt-1A IPOHEt,IUM. NAME FORM #ai/A STAGE 7-17-86 7-17-86 7-17-86 7-17-86 7-17-86 7-17-86
===============================================================================~
01 SCEPTER 1.5L .063 PF'I ,-, '" 100.0 77.5 100.0 90.0 82.5..::. • ..J
I ;')2 SCEPTER 1.5L 125 F'F'I 5.0 100.0 93.8 100.0 88.8 88.8
03 F'ROVJL 4.0E .75 F'PI 0.0 91. :::: 6~~,.8 100.0 80.0 "', '"J/ •• ..J
04 SCEPTER 1.5L .063 PPI ..., '" 100.0 78.8 100.0 88.8 80.0L •..J1)4 PF\oWL 4.0E .75 PF'I
1)=:; SCEPTER 1.5L 1"t::. PPI 13.8 100.0 81.3 100.0 90.0 8::::.8· "':":'..JU::, PROWL 4.0E .75 PF'I
Ob SCEPTER 1.5L .063 PF'I 12.5 100.0 87.5 100.0 95.0 87.506 PROWL 4.0E .75 PPI
06 TACkLE 2.0L ,-,'" POT• .:;.w
06 X-77 P ...,'" POT• .L......J
(/7 SCEPTER 1.5L .063 PPI 5.0 100.0 82.5 100.0 87.5 86.3
1,)7 PROWL 4.0E .75 PPI
()7 TACkLE 2.0L .38 POT
(17 X-77 P .•..•••L_- POT.'::'--J
08 SCEPTER 1.5L 125 PPI 8.8 100.0 88.3 100.0 88.8 87.508 PROWL 4.0E .75 PF'I
('8 TACkLE 2.0L ...,'" POT. ..::.....;
08 X-77 F' '"'''' POT.L..J
(lei SCEPTER 1.5L ·125 PPI 6.3 100.0 87.5 98.8 91. 3 86.309 PF:OWL 4.0E .75 PPI
09 TACkLE 2.0L .38 POT
,)9 '1.,-77 P '"'''' POT• .L..J
1(,SCEPTER 1.5L .094 PRE 7.5 100.0 63.8 100.0 78.8 71.3
11 SCEPTER 1.5L 1'"''''PRE 3.8 97.5 78.8 100.0 88.8 76.3.L...J
1 :~ SCEPTER 1.5L 156 PRE t;; ,.. 100.0 81. :::: 100.0 85.0 75.0· J •. tj
L~ SCEPTER 1.5L .094 PRE 5.0 98.8 66.3 100.0 7-:''" 80.0... ...--J
1~', SCEPTER 1.5L ·156 POT1:',X-77 P '"'''' POT.":';'--.1
14 SCEPTER 1.5L ·125 PRE 0.0 98.8 85.0 100.0 87.5 77.514 SCEPTER 1.5L ·125 POT14 ,,-77 P ,-,'" POT. ..::. •...•
(89)
1:'::--08-1986 SUMl'lARY
Th_ Un~~_r_~~y o~ T_nn _
SCEPTER COMBINATIONS FOR SOYBEAN WEED MANAGEMENT
Conducted at CROSSVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-P-3 with cooperator PLATEAU EXPT STA
TRT. PEST. RATE GROW. CRINJ AMACH CYPES MOLVE EPHMA IPOHE











1.3 97.5 82.5 100.0 85.0 83.8
16 PURSUIT 1.92L .063 PRE 0.0 98.3 72.5 98.8 83.8
17 PURSUIT 1.92L .094 PRE 1.3 98.8 83.8 100.0 91.3 87.5
18 PURSUIT 1.92L .125 PRE 6.3 100.0 82.5 100.0 90.5 81.3
19 WEEDFREE 0.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
20 WEEDY 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0






















Th •• Un:l.",_.-,.:1. ty e:t-f= T_nn_,. ___
SCEPTER COMBI NATI DNS FOR SOVBEAN WEED MANAGEMENT
CondLlcted at CROSSVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-P-3 with cooperator PLATEAU EXPT STA
TF:T. PEST. RATE GROW. CRINJ AMACH CYPES MOLVE EPHMA IPOHE
NUt'1- NAME FOR!"l #ai/A STAGE 8-5-86 8-5-86 8-5-86 8-5-86 8-5-86 8-5-86================================================================================
01 SCEPTER 1.5L .063 PPI 0.0 95.0 60.0 97.5 67.5 57.5
02 SCEPTER 1.5L 125 PPI 7 '" 100.0 85.0 100.0 77.5 78.8· • ,J
03 PROWL 4.0E .75 PPI 0.0 76.3 17.5 97.5 27.5 25.0
04 SCEPTER 1.5L .063 PPI " '" 85.0 67.5 100.0 68.8 66.3.L • ....,J04 PROWL 4.0E .75 PPI
05 SCEPTER 1.5L 125 PPI 1~''" 98.8 73.8 100.0 75.0 70.0· ..:: • ...J05 PROWL 4.0E .75 PPI
06 SCEPTER 1.5L .063 PPI 11.3 100.0 85.0 100.0 95.0 97.5
(16 PROWL 4.0E .75 PPI
06 TACKLE 2.0L .25 POT
00 X-77 P ,,"" POT• .::....J
0:" SCEPTER 1.5L .063 PF'I 10.0 100.0 81. 3 100.0 87.5 95.007 PROWl.,. 4.0E .75 PPI
07 TACkLE 2.0L .38 POT
07 X-77 P ,,"" POT• .L..,J
08 SCEPTER 1.5L .125 PPI 8.8 100.0 76.3 100.0 86.3 91. 308 PROWL 4.0E .75 PPI
,)8 TACKLE 2.0L ,,"" POT• ..::.....J
08 X-77 P ,..,"" POT• ..;:;...,J
(,9 SCEPTER 1.5L .125 PPI 15.0 100.0 81.3 100.0 91.3 9"" c'.:: • ..J09 PROWL 4.0E .75 F'PI
09 TACkLE 2.0L .38 POT
1)9 X-77 P ,..,"" POT• .L...J
1')SCEPTER 1.5L .094 PRE ,.., '" 97.5 45.0 95.0 50.0 45.0L • ...J
1 1 SCEPTEF: 1.5L ·125 PRE 6.3 98.8 70.0 100.0 65.0 67.5
1~:'SCEF'TER 1.5L 156 PRE 5 ..0 97.5 68.8 100.0 60.0 "",.., <=· ...J..:.. • ..J
13 SCEPTER 1.5L .094 PRE 3.8 100.0 65.0 100.0 56.3 72.51cc SCEPTER 1.5L .156 POT,,'
13 X-77 P '""l"" POT•••••.•.•.• J
14 SCEPTER 1.5L 1......s:::. PRE 1.3 100.0 78.8 100.0 77.5 72.5"::-J14 SCEPTER 1.5L .125 POT
14 X-77 P ,..,<= POT• .,.;;....J
12-08-1986 SUI'11'1ARY
Th_ Un~~_r~~ty ~~ T_nn_~~ __
SCEPTER COMBINATIONS FOR SOYBEAN WEED MANAGEMENT
Conducted at CROSSVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-P-3 with cooperator PLATEAU EXPT STA
TRT. PEST. RATE GROW. CRINJ AMACH CYPES MOLVE EPHMA IPOHE











3.8 100.0 81.3 100.0 58.8 73.8
16 PURSUIT 1.92L .063 PRE 1.3 99.3 67.5 87.5 70.0 67.5
17 PURSUIT 1.92L .094 PRE 3.8 100.0 77.5 100.0 73.8 63.8
18 PURSUIT 1.92L 125 PRE 100.0 75.0 98.8 68.8 70.0
19 WEEDFREE 0.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
20 WEEDY 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. (,05)= 5.623
STANDARD DEVIATION 3.976
















Th_ Uni.V'_..-tai.~y C)4= T_nn_tata __
SCEPTER COI'1BI NATI DNS FOR SOYBEAN WEED MANAGEMENT
Conducted at CROSSVILLE, TN by 6.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-P-3 Nith cooperator PLATEAU EXPT STA
TRT. PEST. RATE 6RON. CRINJ AIIACH CYPES 1I0LVE EPHIIA IPOHE YIELD
NUll. NAIIE FOR" hi IA STA6E 8-18-86 8-18-86 8-18-86 8-18-86 9-18-86 8-18-86 BU/A
: =;:: = = = == = === == :.::: :::::::: ====== =============:===========z: =====:==============:I:I:===Z:============ =====1:======================== ==:=
01 SCEPTER I. 5l .063 PPI 3.8 96.3 70.0 91.3 70.0 62.5 39.30
02 SCEPTER I. 5L .125 PPI 5.0 100.0 79.8 100.0 76.3 75.0 46.57
03 PROWL 4.0E .75 PPI 0.0 6B.9 20.0 8b.3 27.5 15.0 36.35
04 SCEPTER I. 5L .063 PPI 0.0 98.8 62.5 100.0 67.5 56.3 49.7B
04 PROWL 4.0E .75 PPI
05 SCEPTER 1.5L .125 PPI 7.5 99.3 75.0 9B.8 86.3 65.0 39.IB
05 PROWL 4.0E .75 PPI
06 SCEPTER 1.5L .063 PPI 6.3 100.0 91.3 100.0 92.5 91.3 46.25
06 PROWL 4.0£ .75 PPI
06 TACKLE 2.01. .25 POT
06 1-77 P .25 POT
07 SCEPTER 1.5L .063 PPI 3.8 100.0 68.B 100.0 BO.O 91. 3 46.2B
07 PROWL 4.OE .75 PPI
07 TACKLE 2.0L .38 POT
07 1-77 P .25 POT
OB SCEPTER I. 5L .125 PPI 7.5 98.B 8b.3 100.0 88.8 92.5 43.25
09 PROWL 4.0E .75 PPI
OB TACKLE 2.OL .25 POT
08 1-77 P .25 POT
09 SCEPTER 1.5L .125 PPI B.B 100.0 82.5 100.0 81.3 BB.8 43.25
09 PROWL 4.0E .75 PPI
09 TACKLE 2.0L .38 POT
09 1-77 P .25 POT
10 SCEPTER I.5L .094 PRE 0.0 9B.B 45.0 90.0 57.5 40.0 45.53
11 SCEPTER I. 5L .125 PRE 0.0 97.5 72.5 98.8 70.0 68. B 42.53
12 SCEPTER 1.5L .156 PRE 2.5 97.5 72.5 100.0 60.0 45.0 46.23
13 SCEPTER I.5L .094 PRE 2.5 100.0 61.3 100.0 60.0 73.B 47.30
13 SCEPm: 1.5L .156 POT
13 1-77 P .25 POT
14 SCEPTER I.5L .125 PRE 0.0 100.0 75.0 98.8 67.5 71.3 47.30
14 SCEPTER I.5L .125 POT
14 1-77 P .25 POT
(94)
12-06-19B6
Th_ Un~~_r_~~y o~ T_nn _
SCEPTER COMBINATIONS FOR SOYBEAN WEED MANAGEMENT
Conducted at CROSSVILLE,TN by 6.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-092-Bo-P-3 with cooperator PLATEAUEXPT STA
TRT. PEST. RATE GROW. CRINJ A"ACH CYPES "OLUE EPH"A IPOHE Y[ELD
NU". Nm FOR" Iii IA STAGE B-1B-Bo B-IB-Bo B-IB-Bo B-IB-Bo 8-1B-Bo B-18-Bo 8U/A
================::===========================&::;:::1::&:=========&====:11======:&.====:::1::===============:::;:=================::==========
15 SCEPTER 1.5L .150 PRE 2.5 100.0 80.0 100.0 55.0 77.5 51.18
15 SCEPTER 1.5L .094 POT
15 1-77 P .25 POT
16 PURSUIT 1.92L .003 PRE 0.0 98.8 83.8 96.3 85.0 75.0 4B.53
17 PURSUIT I.m .094 PRE 3.8 100.0 80.3 100.0 85.0 67.5 47.83
16 PURSUIT 1.92L .125 PRE 1.3 100.0 82.5 100.0 87.5 78.8 45.35
19 lIEEDFREE 0.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 45.70
20 WEEDY 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 31.95
LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. <.05) = 4.729 8.149 23.17 7.660 19.59 21. 50 9.409
STANDARDDEV[ATlON 3.344 5.762 16.39 5.420 13.85 15.20 6.653
COEFF. OF VARIAB[LITY 121.6 6.215 23.51 5.828 [9.82 22.77 14.97
EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION FORMT_rlrl_tata __
MANAGEMENT OF ANNUAL GRASSES IN SOYBEANS
Conducted at CROSSVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.






Variety ESSEX Row Width 36 IN
No. Reps. 4 Plot Size 3 ROWS*3u FT
and Plot Maintenance DISf<,ROTERRA,POWER-DRIVEN TILLER,
Site Description
Season Moisture SEE RAINFALL TABLES













Pest Name, Stage & Density
[,IGSA 81FT
F'Ht,m] :::./ FT





Sprayer Speed Nozzle Nozzle Nozzle Nozzle Boom
Type MPH Type Size Height Spacing Width GPA Carrier PSI
1. CO::' BACfF'ACf ..:.:. FL{2\TFAN 80U:" 19 19 6.3FT 20 WATEFi 41
















III13S,,"'LARGECRABGRASS; PAND I=FALL PAN ICUI"!.
CLAE~IC + X-77 (.008 LB AI/AC + .25% V/VI
PIGWEED_ TEST WAS HARVESTED ON 12-12-86.
ENTIRE TEST WAS TREATED WITH




Tn••.Uni", •.r--.ity ~-f= T•.nn_ •.•.••.e
MANAGEMENT OF ANNUAL GRASSES IN SOYBEANS
Conducted at CROSSVILLE, TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-P-8 with cooperator PLATEAU EXPT STA
TRT. PEST. RATE GROW. CRINJ DIGSA PANDI CRINJ DIGSA PANDI YIELD
NUM. NA"E FOR" hi fA STAGE 8-5-86 8-5-86 8-5-86 8-18-86 8-18-86 8-18-80 8U/AC
=:::::: == == == == == =:: ==:::::::: == == ====== == == == == ====== ==================== ============================ ==== == ======== ======== == == == == ::::::::::::
Cd RH5601 2.0E .125 PRE 0.0 7.5 7.5 0.0 21. 3 20.0 45.35
(;2 ~:E-4560 1 2.0E .25 PRE 0.0 23.8 23.8 0.0 50.0 57.5 46.07
03 RH5001 2.0E ~ PRE 0.0 30.0 32.5 0.0 48.8 47.5 43.18.J
(14 RE-45601 2.0E .06 POT 2.5 100.0 100.0 0.0 99.3 100.0 51.40
0:, RH5601 2.0E .125 POT 0.0 100.0 100.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 43.95
06 WHIF 1.0E .15 POT 0.0 98.8 100.0 0.0 98.3 99.5 45.73
07 ASSURE 0.8E .125 POT 2.5 100.0 100.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 46.30
08 VERDICT 2.0E .125 POT 0.0 100.0 100.0 0.0 99.3 100.0 44./,3
09 WHI P 1. OE .15 POT 5.0 97.0 100.0 0.0 96.5 94.5 44.23
09 TACr,LE 2.0L .38 POT
I:) ASSURE 0.8E .125 POT 6.3 98.8 100.0 0.0 97.3 100.0 44.45
10 TAC/,LE 2.0L .38 POT
11 VERDICT 2.0E .125 POT 8.8 99.3 100.0 2.5 98.5 100.0 41.33
II TACKLE 2.0L .38 POT
1: VERDICT 2.0E .125 POT 7.5 96.3 100.0 0.0 96.8 100.0 U.75
12 SCEPTER 1.5L.125 POT
13 VERDICT 2.0E .125 POT 5.0 98.8 100.0 1.3 99.3 100.0 42.05
13 CLASSIC .25W .008 POT
14 VERDICT 2.0E .125 POT 11.3 97.5 100.0 0.0 98.0 100.0 41.13
14 COBRA 2.0E .2 POT
15 FUS 2000 1. OE .19 POT 0.0 99.3 100.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 44.63
1t POAST 1.5E .1 POT 0.0 100.0 100.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 45.88
17 POAST 1.5E .L POT 2.5 100.0 100.0 0.0 98.0 100.0 42.78
18 POAST 1. 5E .1 POT 0.0 100.0 100.0 0.0 99.3 100.0 46.10
16 A~S 1. OW 2.5 POT
19 POAST 1. 5E .2 POT 0.0 100.0 100.0 0.0 99.5 100.0 44.28
19 A"S LOW 2.5 POT
Th~ Univ_r~ity ~~ T_nn_~~ __
MANAGEMENT OF ANNUAL GRASSES IN SOYBEANS
Conduchd al CROSSVILLE,TN by 6.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-P-8 Mllh cooperalor PLATEAU EXPT STA
iFT. PEST. RATE GROW. CRINJ DI6SA PANDI CRINJ DIGSA PANDI YIELD
Nll". Nm FOR" IaJiA STA6E 8-5-86 8-5-86 8-5-86 B-IB-B6 8-18-86 8-18-86 BU/AC
:(; WEEDY 0.0 0.0
:::::::::::::::::== == == ==:::: == == :::::::::: == == == == == == =: ==== == == :::: ====:::: ==== ====== ==:: ::======== == == ;::: == == == == :::::::::: == == ==:::::: === == == ==:::.:::;::::::::::: ==
LEA;T SI6NIFICANT DIFF. (.05)= 5.257
STANGARD DEVIATION 3.717
















POST-BROADLEAF COMBINATIONS IN SOYBEANS
Conducted at CROSSVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.






Variety ESSEX Row Width 36 IN
No. Reps. 4 Plot Size 3 ROWS*30 FT
and Plot Maintenance DISK,ROTERRA,POWER-DRIVEN TILLER, CULTI-
Site Description
Season Moisture SEE RAINFALL TABLES

















I. OM 1.6 pH 6.0
Application Information
123 4 5 6
Sprayer Speed Nozzle Noz z 1E~ Nozzle Nozzle Boom
Type MPH Type 5ize Height Spacing Wldth GPA Cc:,rr i er- PSJ

















CRINJ=CROP INJURY;AMACH=SMOOTH PIGWEED; IPOLA=PITTED MORNINGGLORY.AMACH1 REFERS
TO 2-3 LF SMOOTH PIGWEED, AND AMACH2 REFERS TO 6-8 LF SMOOTH PIGWEED. X-77




Th_ Un:l.'V_r_:l.ty e::t-f= T_nn _____
POST-BROADLEAF COI'IBINATI ONS IN SOYBEANS
Conduchd at CROSSVILLE,TN by 6.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-P-7 Mlth cooperator PLATEAUEXPT STA
TRT. PEST. RATE GROW. CRINJ A"ACH1 A"ACH2 IPOLA CRINJ AMCHI A"ACH2 IPOLA
NU". Nm FOR" lallA STAGE 7-22-86 7-22-86 7-22-B6 7-22-86 8-5-86 8-5-86 8-5-86 8-5-86
::::== ==:::: == == == == == ======== ====== ======== =====:======c=== ==::: ==== == == ====== ===========::::::=::1:==== ==== :_===:======== ==== == ============::::
01 PURSUIT I. 92L .063 POT 7.5 83.8 66.3 31.3 7.5 98.8 88.8 56.3
02 PURSUIT 1.921 .094 POT 6.3 85.0 63.8 33.8 6.3 100.0 91.8 72.5
03 PURSUIT 1.921.125 POT 8.8 87.5 67.5 32.5 6.3 100.0 95.5 65.0
04 SCEPTER 1.5L .094 POT 6.3 8U 68.8 35.0 5.0 100.0 90.0 58.8
05 SCEPTER I. 5L .125 POT 10.0 8id DO.O 37.5 5.0 100.0 97.5 72.5
06 SCEPTER l.SL .094 POT 7.5 80.0 55.0 31.3 8.8 99.3 85.0 66.3
Ob 2,4-0B 2.0L .03 POT
07 SCEPTER 1.5L .094 POT 21.3 100.0 100.0 98.8 10.0 100.0 100.0 92.5
07 BLAZER 2.0L 0.5 POT
08 CLASSIC o.m .008 POT 7.5 90.0 71.3 37.5 1.3 92.5 78.8 65.0
09 CLASSIC 0.25W .012 POT 12.5 85.0 61.3 38.8 6.3 97.5 82.5 55.0
10 CLASSIC 0.25W .008 POT 18.8 100.0 100.0 95.0 5.0 100.0 97.5 95.0
10 BLAZER 2.0L 0.5 POT
11 CLASSIC 0.25W .008 POT IB.8 100.0 96.8 73.8 5.0 100.0 95.0 78.8
11 BLAZER 2.0L 0.25 POT
12 CLASSIC 0.25W .008 POT 17.5 98.8 78.8 56.3 6.3 100.0 85.5 62.5
12 BLAZER 2.0L .125 POT
13 CLASSIC O.25W .008 POT 7.5 80.0 57.5 36.3 3.8 93.8 68.8 67.5
132,4-DB 2.OL .03 POT
14 BLAZER 2.0L 0.5 POT 21.3 100.0 98.8 97.5 6.3 100.0 98.5 91.8
15 BLAZER 2.0L 0.5 POT 22.5 100.0 100.0 100.0 8.8 100.0 100.0 93.8
15 :,4-0B 2.0L .03 POT
16 COBRA 2.0E 0.2 POT 27.5 100.0 100.0 93.8 10.0 100.0 96.3 85.0
17 COBRA 2.0E 0.2 POT 28.8 100.0 100.0 100.0 16.3 100.0 99.3 95.5
17 2,4-0B 2.0L .03 POT
18 COBRA 2.0E 0.2 POT 30.0 100.0 100.0 95.0 16.3 100.0 100.0 88.0
18 CLASSIC 0.25W .008 POT
19 WEEOFREE 0.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
: === =:: ==== == == == == ==== == ====== ==========t================_== ::::= =:::2::&=::==11:=== :11==_=:2====_====_====== ===a===aa:::z ::::=:= :=S:: == ::=:::::=
20 NEEDY
SlJIIlIARY
Th~ Un~v~r~~ty O~ T~nn~~~~~
POST-BROADLEAF COMBINATIONS IN SOYBEANS
Conducted at CROSSVILLE, TN by 6.N.RHODES,JR.
Proiect TN-692-86-P-7 Mith cooperator PLATEAU HPT STA
TRT. PEST. RATE GROll. CRINJ AIIACHI AIIACH2 IPOLA CRINJ AIIACHI AllACH2 IPOLA
NUll. NAIIE FOR" lallA STAGE 7-22-80 7-22-86 7-22-86 7-22-86 8-5-86 8-5-86 8-5-86 8-5-86
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. (.051= 5.666 5.754 8.848 12.86 5.924 3.289 8.240 11>.92
STANDARDDEVIATION 4.006 4.069 US6 9.100 4.189 2.320 5.826 11.96
COEFF. OF VARIABILITY 28.61 4.b17 8.096 14.87 62.64 2.472 6.657 16.37
(l00)
SUMMARY
Th_ Un~~_r_ity ~~ T_nn _
POST-BROADLEAF COMBINATIONS IN SOYBEANS
Conducted at CRoSSVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-P-7 with cooperator PLATEAU EXPT STA
TRT. PEST. RATE GROW. CRINJ AMACHI AMACH2 IPoLA YIELD
I'JUI'1. N,"Il'lEFORM "e:\l fA STAGE 8-18-86 8-18-86 8-18-86 8-18-86 BUfA
01 PURSUIT 1.92L .063
===============================================================================~
39.52
02 PURSUIT 1.92L .094
03 PURSUIT 1.92L .125
04 SCEPTER 1.5L .094





07 SCEPTER 1.5L .094
07 BLAZER 2.0L 0.5
08 CLASSIC 0.25W .008
09 CLASSIC 0.25W .012
10 CLASSIC 0.25W .008
10 BLAZER 2.0L 0.5
11 CLASSIC 0.25W .008
11 BLAZER 2.0L 0.25
12 CLASSIC 0.25W .008
12 BLAZER 2.0L .125
13 CLASSIC 0.25W .008
13 2,4-DB 2.0L .03
14 BLAZER 2.0L 0.5
15 BLAZER 2.0L 0.5
15 2,4-0B 2.0L .03
16 COBRA 2.0E 0.2
17 COBRA 2.0E 0.2
17 2,4-DB 2.0L .03
18 COBRA 2.0E 0.2















































































































Th_ Univ_r~ity ~~ T_nn_~~ __
POST-BROADLEAF COMBINATIONS IN SOYBEANS
Conducted at CROSSVILLE,TN by G.N.RHODES,JR.
Project TN-692-86-P-7 with cooperator PLATEAU EXPT STA
T~l. PEST. RATE GROW. CRINJ AMACH1 AMACH2 IPOLA YIELD
NUM. NAME FORM #ai/A STAGE 8-18-86 8-18-86 8-18-86 8-18-86 BU/A
~~==============================================================================
2(1 WEEDY 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 22.88
LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFF. (.05) = 4.188 1.157 8.726 19.34 8.567
STANDARD DE\/lATION 2.961 .8186 6.170 13.67 6.058
CClEFF. OF VARIABILITY 197.4 .8638 6.866 18.23 l~L 19
(102)
(103)
WEST TENNESSEE EXPERIMENT STATION
605 AIRWAYS BLVD.
JACKSON, TENNESSEE 38301
SUPERINTENDENT - Dr. James F. Brown
(04)
Rainfall data for West Temlessf'f' Experiment Station. Jackson. TN
for 19R6. (inches)
Day April May JUlie Jllly August September October November
I 0.05 T 0.06
2 0.76 2.22 0.0/, 0.0/, 0.03
) o .or) T T 0.58
4 0.02 0.01
5 1.52 0.9/t T 0.20 0.74
6 o .O/t 0.12 T T 0.02
7 0.04 O. J I 0.11 0.02 0.07
8 1.22 0.52 O. 1'J 0.18 It.68
':) 0.7J T 0.39
10 I. 2') 0.0') 0.97
I I 0.5H O. I'} T O. :2] 0.95
12 T T o .l!, 0.12
1) 0.36 0,1,2
14 0.11 I. 27 0.02
15 0.01 T 1.60 T 0.10




20 O,ld 0.23 0.25
21 0.27 0.53
22
23 0.77 T T
24 0.02 T 0.55 0.08
25 0.55 1.20 0.09
26 0.20 0.04 0.57
27 0.08 0.81 0.26 0.02 0.01





TOTAL 3.73 ).6/, 6.99 1'.56 1.93 J.09 3.20 7.90
Temperature Data [or West TelllleS~-;Pf'Experimellt S L'l tiUlI, Jackson, TN
[or 1986. (maximum/minimum)
Day April May .1\"'f' .July August Sf'ptember October November
1 85/')0 P,7/6S 8H/hf) 'JI/7 S 100/7/, 81/ f,2 91/72 77 / SI,
2 80/56 72/ I, 7 R'l/ f,J '11/72 '10/69 7(J/62 88/65 78/55
3 80/60 h8/1,8 R,I,/ () ') R/I/ f, 7 8') / (d 8h/f,h 87/h8 77/53
4 85/60 67/40 81,/70 F)F) / (.0 R5/h2 W)/72 89/75 (,1,/1,5
5 8)/59 7fJ/')3 7 I, /6 7 <i' 1/ (, '2 87/58 P,8/G') 87/(,9 h2/53
6 76/57 83/62 7'1/70 ')2/71 9/~ /62 79/51, 87/55 hI/ '))
7 81/61 8) /6/, Rl/7'2 fJ/,171 86/6/, 88/')') 62/45 59/ '11,
8 78/hO 86/6') 81, /72 'll /7 I 'n / ()F) R2/'l4 70/113 70/ S6
9 6'J/42 88/66 RR/7 I 'II, /76 80/6') 80/S'l 70/1,8 66/52
10 60/38 89/65 P,O/7 I 92/76 'lO / h9 8') / (,I, 77/S5 62/1,0
11 64/)9 81,/(,') ,'<,t,/71 ')'2/76 R7/t,'1 RH/7 3 75/5 II ')h/ liS
12 7] / 1,8 ll/f,] RS/ t, 7 fJ2 /7 I, 8/1/ (.0 '10 /'iH 7'1/55 47/38
13 78/51 80/61 RII/f. 2 ')O/fJ') 8/,/62 81/52 65/53 47/19
,14 60/18 8/, /6 7 i'll/hi 91/ft') 88/67 Rl/S I 5/,/42 29/1 7
15 71 /36 86/70 R 3 /6/, 'n /(,9 92/fiR R7/h2 61/35 /13 /2/,
16 59/36 77/62 8R / f,(, '12/71 90/7) 88/68 62/35 4/,/40
17 52/)3 85/65 90/69 'llfll 88/73 90/ (J6 69/39 59/1,2
18 64/45 81/61 90/61 '1/'/75 . Rr.,/68 91/70 75/45 62/1,6
19 75/5) 68/56 R'l/60 95/71, R8/67 RS/66 75/1,/~ 66/37
20 79/57 69/50 90/ ()f, 97/71, 89/65 8/, /6'J 75/42 50/41
21 65/47 69/45 ')3/67 'J? /7 I, 87/6') <)0/69 75/1,5 5/,/)0
22 61/40 7] /53 ')I, /69 WJI (,Ii 89/70 89/69 78/1,9 59/29
2) 55/)2 68/55 95/72 '10/68 (JO /71 86/69 72/52 59/30
2/~ 67/4) 75/63 '31, /71 ')3/70 92/69 89/70 70/56 56/38
25 81/53 81/6/~ 'JI/t,'1 'J/I/7'2 l)() /7 1 'JO /7 3 6/, /5 5 49/1,1
26 86/5/, 80/66 89/67 %/76 fj2/71 ')0 /7 2 6/,/56 64/ I~7
27 85/52 72/59 9.1/7] ') 7/ f)'I 'j/,/7I ,)0/6'~ 60/4/, 51/4)
28 8']/62 R1/65 92/72 'II / 7') ')) /61 ') 2/(, ') 66/ld 1,8/ld
29 74/11f) RO/f," R(J/70 'H,/H) 71/50 'J/t /70 7l/1~5 51/37
30 85/5 I, 86/61 ')"2/75 ')'-, /7 I, 78/ ')8 ')2/72 75/M3 /,8/ /13




W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION



















MISC. 1: TEMIK 0.5 LB AI/A IN
MISC. 2:
PLOT SIZE(LxW): 10.0x 30.0 SOIL pH :6.0
SOIL TEXTURE: COLLINS SIL SOIL OM%: 01.1
ROW WIDTH: 030 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: RCB




HARVEST DATE : 10/07/86
RESIDUE TAKEN: N
CROP CULTIVAR: ASGROW A5474
SEASONAL RAINFALL DURING EXPERIMENT
EARLY: WET MID: DRY LATE: DRY
=======~=========================================================;==:==~=====





























INCORP. DEPTH in:3 IN
SPRAYER TYPE :C02BACKPACK
SPRAYER GPA/PSI : 18.0/032 / / /
NOZZLE TYPE :FLATFAN8002 : I I
RAIN / IRRIG. in:-----------------------------------------------------------
0-24 ht'Il-3 days: . / : / : / /: /
4-7 days/2nd wk :0.56/0.76: / : / /: /














:DEN-:APPLIC. 1:APPLIC. 2:APPLIC. 3:APPLIC. 4:APPLIC. 5:
:SITY:HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG.:SPECIES==~==============================~===========================================••••• :•••• CROP
GLXMA:SOYBEANS
1Il***. I **.*llIl*JrI.*.JIlJll.lll1 **:A:1Ic*.**. I .:11 ••• ***. 1:11**** •• *. I ****.**** I
I I I I I I I: : / : / : / : / : / :
*,Itlil**t,It*k* PEST * •• A* I ***. I ** •• 1Il**1Il* 11Il******** ***.*.*.*1 **.**.* •• I "'*******.,IXANST COMMONCOCKLEBUR: / / / / /
IPOHG ENTIRELEAF MG I / / / / /IAMACH SMOOTH PIGWEED I / / / / /ICHEAL C.LAMBSQUARTER I / / / / /IELEI N GOOSEGRASS I / / / / /I
I / / / / /I
I / / / / /I
I / / / / /I








HERBICIDE EVALUATION FOR SOYBEANS-PPI
=============================================================================
EXPERIMENT COMMENTS
KEY TO DATA HEADERS
1.%CRSTUN VISUAL=%VISUAL CROP STUNTING.
2&7.%XANST CONTROL=%COMMON COCKLEBUR CONTROL.
3.%IPOHG CONTROL=%ENTIRELEAF MORNINGGLORY CONTROL.
4.%AMACH CONTROL=%SMOOTH PIGWEED CONTROL.
5.%CHEAL CONTROL=%COMMON LAMBSQUATERS CONtROL.
6.%ELEIN CONTROL=%GOOSEGRASS CONTROL.
8.YIELD BU/ACRE=SOYBEAN YIELD IN BUSHELS PER ACRE AT 13 PERCENT
MOISTURE WITH A TEST WEIGHT FO 60 POUNDS PER BUSHEL,(MOISTURE WAS
15% AT HARVEST).
SUMMARY
WEED PRESSURE WAS HEAVY,AS EVIDENCED BY THE 53% YIELD REDUCTION OF
THE WEEDY CHECK.COMMON COCKLEBUR WAS THE PREDOMINANT WEED SPECIES IN
THIS TEST.SINCE IT WAS THE PREDOMINANT SPECIES IT WAS THE ONE RATED AT
PRE HARVEST.CLIMATIC CONDITIONS WERE OPTIMUM WHEN THIS TEST WAS
APPLIED.EXCESSIVE AND PROLONGED RAINFALL,IN LATE-MAY AND EARLY-JUNE.
MAY HAVE ADVERSELY AFFECTED SOME TREATMENTS IN THIS TEST.11 OF 20
TREATMENTS IN THIS EXPERIMENT PROVIDED ADEQUATE SEASON-LONG CONTROL OF
COCKLEBUR.PUI~SUIT LOOKED GOOD ALONE ON GRASSES AS WELL AS ON BROADLEAF
WEEDS.SENCOR-TREFLAN WAS WEAK ON COCKLEBUR AND LAMBSQUARTERS.CANOPY-
CINCH SHOWED EARLY-SEASON CROP STUNTING BUT THIS DID NOT AFFECT YIFLD.
PURSUIT-TREFLAN WAS THE HIGHEST YIELDING TREATMENT.NO YIELD DATA WERE
TAKEN ON REP ONE BECAUSE SANDY AREAS AFFECTED YIELDS IN THAT REP.
========================~===========================================~========





W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION












PESTICIDE APPlI-:lCRSTUN:lX~T :llPOHG :lAMACH :lCHE~L :lELEIN :lXAHST :VIELO :
TRT. -------------------- C~TIOH:YISU~l :CONTROl:CONTROL:CONTROl:CONTROL:CONTROL:CONTRDlleu/ACRE:
NO. NAME FORNO. l8ai/~ TYPE:6/04/86:6/04/86:6/04/86:6/04/86:6/04/86:6/04/86 l9/25/86:10/07/":
::;::;;;;:;;;::;;:::;::;;::;;:::::::::::;:;;:::::;::;::;:;;;:::;;::::::::::::;:::::::::::::;:;:;:::::;::::::========================
01 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 PPI
TREFlAN EC 4 0.75 PPI
02 CANOPY OF 75l 0.38 PPI
TREFLAN EC 4 0.75 PPI
03 GEMINI DF 60~ 0.5 PPI
TREFLAN EC 4 0.75 PPI
04 PROWl- FL 2.4 0.87 PPI
SCEPTER
05 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 PPI
SONALAN EC 3.0 0.75 PPI
06 COMMAND EC 6 0.56 PPI
TREFLAN EC 4 0.75 PPI
07 SENCOR DF 75~ 0.38 PPI
TREFLAN EC 4 0.75 PPI
08 PURSUIT SC 2.0 0.125 PPI
TRE'LAN EC 4 0.75 PPI
09 SENCOR DF 75% 0.19 PPI
COMMAND EL 6 1.0 PPI
10 CANOPY Dr 75% 0.25 PPJ
COMMAND EC 6 1.0 PPl
11 CANOP\ DF 75% 0.38 PPJ
SJNA'AN [r 3 0.75 pp;
12 (MiOPI [;: 75% 0.38 PPJ
CINCH EC j 1.0 pp;
13 leHMAN) EC 6 0.56 PPI















































































PRO,:. N lJ M • :
FIL~ NAME: WTPPIS6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
HERBICIDE EVALUATION FOR SOYBEANS-PPI
APPL: PI'I =05/13/86
::::::=========::::::===::====:::::::::====:::=:=:=:::======:====::::::::::====::===:::=========:::====:=:::::::::========::::::::::
PESTICIDE APPlI-:~CRSTUN:tXANST:tIPOHG :~AMACH :~CHEAl :~ELEIN :~XANST :VIElD :
TRT. --------------------CATION:VISUAL :CONTROl:CONTROl:CONTROl:CONTROl:CONTROl:CONTROl:BU/ACRE:





14 SCE~TER SC 1.5 0.125 PPI 0
lAS~O ME FL 4 2.0 PPI
15 PURSUIT SC 2.0 .0625 PPJ 0
16 PUR3U:T SC 2.0 .094 PPI 0
17 PUR~~I~ SC 2.0 0.125 PPI 0
18 MFR~3327 EC 4.0 1.125 PPI 0
20 WEE~FREE 0
LSD(0.05) : 5
STANDARD DEVIATION = 3









































RE [ARCH flY : R .M. HAYES
COOPERATUR :
rOTAL REPS : 4









PROJ. NUM.: INTERIM DATA
FIL E NAME: WTPRES6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNlTS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION





MISC. ]: TEMIK 0.5 LB AI/A IN
MISC. 2:
PLOT SIlE(LxW): 10.0x 30.0 SOIL pH :6.0
SOIL TEXTURE: COLLINS SIL SOIL OM%: 01.0
ROW WIDTH: 030 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: RCB
FURROW NUMBER OF REPS: 4
REPORT TYPE: INTERIM
PLANTING DATE: 05/13/86
HARVEST DATE : 10/07/86
RESiDUE TAKEN: N
CROP CULTIVAR: ASGROW A5474
SEASONAL RAINFALL DURING EXPERIMENT
EARLY: WET MID: DRY LATE: DRY
==~=~==::==============~============~===============================~=========
~~=~=::=~==================~~==========~==== ========================~=======~
APPLICATION INFO: APPLIC. 1 : APPLIC. 2 : APPLIC. 3 : APPLIC. 4 : APPLIC. 5 :
:~===~:~~~: ======~======::=========~~==~~=~~~~=====================~==========~
APPLICATION DA TE 05/13/86 / / / / / I / /JULIAN DAfE/YEAR J133/86 J 0/00 .J 0/00 J 0/00 J 0/00
GEN. APPLIC TYPE PRE
A1f</SOIL TE M P (f' ) 082/082 / / / /
" REL. HUMIDITY '\,<- '0
WIND DIR/VELOC. W/05 / / / /ROOT/LEAF MOIST.,OPT/ / / / /INCORP. U)UIP. **NONE**
IN ee, R P . [Jf.PTH In
SPRAYER TYPE C02BACKPACK:
SPRAYER l':;PA/PSI 18.0/0'32 I 18.0/ / / /INOZZLF TYPE FLATFAN8002 :
RAIN / IRRIG. i n - - ~- ... -, - - - - ~.- -- .- - - - -- -. -,- -------------_._-------------- ---.-------
0-24 hr/l-3 days / / / / /4 - '7 days/2nd wk :00.6/02.2 / / / /




:OEN-:APPLIC. 1:APPLIC. 2:APPLIC. 3:APPLIC. 4:APPLIC. 5:
:SITY:HTin/STG. :Hlin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG.:
;--~~==~= =====~===~~================~ ======~: ====================~ ~:========
••••• : •••• CROP
GLXMA:SCYBEANS
* :41: -'" • 11:: I j( * ;It. * I * * .* * .* * ll:. * * I .• .* * •.•. :I< * "': :I< I * *- .• "" •. )I( •.•. ;It. I * * :* :* •. .* :* .•. 'II,; I * :'II * :'; * •. * * * I
I I I I I I I
: : / : / : / : / : / :
lit * J<". : lit •.•. ll:. PEST * *- .• .* *- I * * * * J * * * * * * II; JIl '" I; * * * '" * * * * 1.* * *- * *- * * * 110: 1** * *' *.*.* * J< I .•. :* "': *' .•. * *. * i
XANS r : COMMONCOCKLEBlJR:
IPOHG:LNTIRELEAF MG
AMACH:SMOOTH PIGWEED
fL E 1 N: GOOSEGRASS
CHEAL: C. LAMBSQlJATERS
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
I / / / I
/ / I / /
/ / / / /
( 110)





HERBICIDE EVALUATION IN SOYBEANS-PRE
=======~========================~============================================
EXPERIMENT COMMENTS
KEY TO DATA HEADERS
- -----------------1&7.%XANST CONTROL=COMMON COCKLEBUR CONTROL.
2.%AMACH CONTROL=%SMOOTH PIGWEED CONTROL.
3.%CHEAL CONTROL=%COMMON LAMBSQUATERS CONTROL.
4.%IPOHE CONTROL=%IVYLEAF MORNINGGLORY CONTROL.
5.%ELEIN CONTROL=%GOOSEGRASS CONTROL.
6.%CRSTUN VISUAL=%VISUAL CROP STUNTING.
a.YIELD BU/ACRE=SOYBEAN YIELD IN BUSHELS PER ACRE AT 13 PERCENT
MOISTURE WITH A TEST WEIGHT OF 60 POUNDS PER BUSHEL,(MOISTURE WAS
15 PERCENT AT HARVEST).
SUMMARY
COMMON COCKLEBUR WAS THE PREDOMINANT WEED SPECIE IN THIS EXfJEf~-
IMENT AND WEED PRESSURE WAS MODERATE TO IJEAVY.EXCESSIVE AND PROLONGED
RAINFALL IN LATE-MAY AND EARLY-JUNF RESULTED IN A LOSS OF WEED CONTROL
BY LATE-JUNE.SINCE COCKLEBUR WAS TilE PREDOMINANT WEED SPECIES,IT WAS
USED FOR THE PRE-HARVEST RATING.CANDPY,GEMINI ,COMMAND,PUf~SUIT ,CINCH-
CANOPY,AND LASSO-CANOPY PROVIDED GOOD SEASON-LONG COCKLEBUR CONTROL.
THE PROWL-SCEPTER AND CINCH-CANOPY TREATMENTS CAUSED EARLY-SEASON
CROP STUNTING IN EXCESS OF 20 PERCENT.DUE TO EXTREME DROUGHT,SANDY
AREAS IN REP 1 CAUSED A YIELD REDUCTION IN SOME TREATMENTS SO ONLY
3 REPS WERE HARVESTED IN THIS TEST.
==============================~:~=======================~============~========
APPROVED BY: SUBMITTED BY:
DA TE: DA TE:
Oll )
PROJ. NUM.: INTERIM DATA
FILE NAME: WTPRES6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
HERBICIDE EVALUATION IN SOVBEANS-PRE
RESEARCH BY: R.M. HAYES
COOPERATOR









PESTICIDE ~PPlI-:tX~NST :l~M~CH :lCHEAL :lIPOHG :lElEIN :lCRSTUN:lXANST :VIElD :
TRT. -------------------- C~TION:CONTROl:CONTROl:CONTROl:CONTROl:CONTROl:VISUAl :CONTROl:6U/ACRE:
NO. N~ME FORMU. lBai/~ TVPE:6/03/86:6/03/86:6/03/86:6/03/86:6/03/86:6/03/86:9/25/86:10/07/*:
:::::===:===============:=============================:=:=:=====:===========================::===========:=:===:===:=====~==========
01 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 PRE
02 CANOPY DF 75% 0.38 PRE
03 GEMINI DF 60% 0.75 PRE
04 COMMAND EC 6 1.0 PRE
05 SENCOR DF 75% 0.38 PRE
06 LOROX FL 4 0.75 PRE
07 PURSUIT SC 2.0 0.125 PRE
08 TURBO EC 8 2.0 PRE
09 PURSUIT SC 2.0 0.063 PRE
SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.063 PRE
10 COMMAND EC 6 0.5 PRE
SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.063 PRE
11 POAST EC 1.5 0.1 POST1
AGRIDEX EC 4 1.00 POST1
BASAGRAN SC 4 0.25 POST2
BLAZER SC 2 0.125 POST2
X-77 %A 100\ 0.25% POST2
CULT. 7 DAVS AFTER RAIN
12 CULT. 7 DAYS ~FTER RAIN
13 COMMAND EC 6 1.0 PRE
SENCOR DF 75% 0.188 PRE
14 PROWL- EC 2.4 0.87 PRE
SCEPTER
15 CINCH EC 7 1.0 PRE


































































































PROJ. NUM.: INTERIM DATA
FILE NAME: WTPRES6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
HERBICIDE EVALUATION IN SOYBEANS-PRE
APPL: PRE =05/13/86====:::::=====::::::==::::::====:==========================:========:====:=========:~==========:=======:===::::=====================
PESTICIDE APPlI-:tXANST :tAMACH :tCHEAL :tIPOHG :tELEIN :tCRSTUN:tXANST :VIELD II
TRT. ____________________ CATION:CONTROl:CONTROl:CONTROL:CONTROL:CONTROL:VISUAL :CONTROl:8U/ACRE:
NO. NAME FORMU. L8ai/A TVPE:6/03/86:~/03/86:6/03/86:6/03/86:6/03/86:6/03/86:9/25/86:10/07/*:======================================================:;:;:;;:::;;;:::;:;:;:::::;;:;;;;;;:;::::;:;;;;;;:::;:====================:===
16 LASSO ME FL 4.0 2.0 PRE 95 99 99 91 99 9 85 31.9
CANOPY DF 75% 0.38 PRE
17 PROWL EC 4.0 0.75 PRE 85 99 99 84 91 4 40 28.3
CANOPY DF 75% 0.188 PRE
18 PROWL DF 4.0 0.75 PRE 91 99 99 88 96 0 58 24.4
CANOPY OF 75% 0.38 PRE
19 WEEDY CK 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18.5
20 WEEDFREE 99 99 99 99 99 0 96 31.6
LSD(0.05) = 14 7 9 14 18 8 36 NA
STANDARD DEVIATION = 9 5 6 9 12 5 25 NA




W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
















PREVIOUS CROP: SOYBEANS PLOT SIZECLxW): 10.0x 30.0 SOIL pH :6.5
PREVIOUS TILL: CONVENTIONAL SOIL TEXTURE: SILT LOAM SOIL OM%: 1.0
FERTILITY: 0-40-40 ROW WIDTH: 030 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: RCB
MISC. 1: TOPSIN-M + PENETRATOR 0.5 LB AI + 1 PT/A NUMBER OF REPS: 4
MISC. 2: AT R3 AND R5 GROWTH STAGES. REPORT TYPE: INTERIM
=====~=======================================================================
PLANTING DATE: 06/19/86
HARVEST DATE : 10/31/86
RESIDUE TAKEN: N
CROP CULTIVAR: ASGROW 5474
SEASONAL RAINFALL DURING EXPERIMENT
EARLY: DRY MID: DRY LATE: DRY
=============================================================================
APPLICATION INFO: APPLIC. 1 : APPLIC. 2 APPLIC. 3 : APPLIC. 4 : APPLIC. 5 :
======================================== ======:=============================
APPLI CA TI ON DATE: 07/11/86 1 07/16/86 / / / / / /I
JULIAN DATE/YEAR: J192/86 I J197/86 J 0/00 J 0/00 J 0/00IGEN. APPLIC TYPE:POST1 :POST2
AIR/SOIL TEMP(F) :086/ / / / /
% REL. HUMIDITY :070%
WIND DIR/VELOC. I / / / / /IROOT/LEAF MOIST. 'OPT/DRY OPT/DRY / / /
INCORP. EQUIP.
INCORP. DEPTH in
SPRAYER TYPE C02BACKPACK C02BACKPACK
SPRAYER GPA/PSI 018.0/032 1018.0/032 I / / /,
NOZZLE TYPE FLATFAN8002:FLATFAN8002:
RAIN / IRRIG. in -------------------------------------------------------------0-24 hrll-3 days . /0.60 . / / / /




:DEN-:APPLIC. l:APPLIC. 2:APPLIC. 3:APPLIC. 4:APPLIC. 5:
:SITY:HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG.:SPECIES=============================================================================••••• :•••• CROP
GLXMA:SOYBEANS
.**** I •••• I **llI**:Il:*** 1 ••••• JII:*:Il:.1 ."'******lfll ****** •• * I *1lI******* I
1 I I I I I I
: :10 /V4 :12 /V5 : / : / : / :










:7 /2-3LV:8 /4-5LV / / /
:3 /6LV :4 /7-8LV / / /
2 /4LV '3 /6LV / / /
3.7/4LV 4.5/6LV / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /




W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
SOYBEAN POST BROADLEAF CONTROL (JACKSON)
==================================================~==========================
EXPERIMENT COMMENTS
_______ --: KEY TO DATA HEADERS _
1.%CRINJU VISUAL=%VISUAL CROP INJURY.
2.%XANST CONTROL=%COMMON COCKLEBUR CONTROL.
3.%AMACH CONTROL=%SMOOTH PIGWEED CONTROL.
4.%IPOHG CONTROL=%ENTIRELEAF MORNINGGLORY CONTROL.
5.%SIDSP CONTROL=%PRICKLY SIDA(TEAWEED)CONTROL.
6.%EMPHA CONTROL=%SPOTTED SPURGE CONTROL.
7.WD CTRL AT HARVEST=%TOTAL WEED CONTROL AT HARVEST.THIS RATING
INCLUDES CONTROL OF ALL WEED SPECIES PRESENT.
8.YIELD BU/ACRE=SOYBEAN YIELD IN BUSHELS PER ACRE AT 13 PERCENT
MOISTURE WITH A TEST WEIGHT OF 60 POUNDS PER ACRE.
9.TEST WT CALC.=TEST WEIGHT CALCULATED AT HARVEST.
lO.%MOISTU CALC.PERCENT MOISTURE CALCULATED AT HARVEST.
SUMMARY
WEED PRESSURE WAS EXCELLENT IN THIS TEST,AS EVIDENCED BY THE 48%
YIELD REDUCTION IN THE WEEDY CHECK.EARLY WEED EMERGENCE WAS SLOW DUE
TO VERY DRY CONDITIONS,HOWEVER LATE SEASON WEED COMPETITION WAS QUITE
INTENSE DUE TO RAINFALL SOON AFTER APPLICATION.RESCUE CAUSED VISUAL
SOYBEAN INJURY IN EXCESS OF 30%.SCEPTER PROVIDED POOR CONTROL OF
ENTIRELEAF MORNINGGLORY AND SPOTTED SPURGE.CLASSIC PROVIDED POOR
CONTROL OF TEAWEED AND SPOTTED SPURGE.BASAGRAN+BLAZER PROVIDED POOR
CONTROL OF ALL WEEDS,EXCEPT COCKLEBUR.RESCUE PROVIDED POOR CONTROL OF
ALL WEEDS,EXCEPT MORNINGGLORY.PURSUIT PROVIDED GOOD-EXCELLENT CONTROL
OF ALL WEEDS AND ALSO RESULTED IN THE HIGHEST CROP YIELDS IN THE TEST.
=======================================~======~==~===========================





W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
SOVBEAN POST BROADLEAF CONTROL (JACKSON)
RESEARCH BY: R.M. HAYES COUNTY: MADISON
COOPERATOR: LAST UPDATE: 3/15/87
TOTAL REPS: 4 EXPT. STATUS: 4
APPL: POST1=07/11/86 POST2=07/16/86




PESTICIDE APPlI-:teRINJU:lXANST:tAMACH:lIPOHG:tSIDSP:tEPHMA:VO CTRL:VIELD lTESTVTllMOISTU:
TRT. --------------------CATION:YI~ :CONTROL:CONTROL:CONTROl:CONTROL:CONTROLIATHARY:8U/ACRE:CALC.:CALC. :
NO. NAME fORMU. L8ai/A TYPE:7/25/86:7/25/86:7/25/86:7/25/86:7/25/86:7/25/86:10/31/":10/31/":10/31/":10/31/":
::::=======:=======================:=========================:=:======================:==================:==========================
01 SCEPTER SC 1.5 .0625POST2
X-77 %A 100% 0.25% POST2
02 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.094 POST2
X-77 %A 100\ 0.25t POST2
03 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 POST2
X-77 %A l00l 0.25% POST2
04 PURSUIT SC 2.0 .0625POST2
X-77 tA lOOt .25t POST2
05 PURSUIT SC 2.0 .094 POST2
X-77 %A lOOt .25t POST2
06 PURSUIT SC 2.0 0.125 POST2
X-77 %A 100% 0.25% POST2
07 SCEPTER SC 1.5 .0625POST2
PURSUIT SC 2.0 .0625POST2
X-77 %A 100% .25t POST2
08 SCEPTER SC 1.5 .094 POST2
PURSUIT SC 2.0 .094 POST2
X-77 %A 100% 0.25t POST2
09 CLASSIC OF 25% .0039POST2
X-77 %A 100\ 0.25% POST2
10 CLASSIC OF 25% .0078POST2










































































10 66 35.3 51.9 14.9
16 50 36.2 52.2 14.8
23 74 37.3 53.1 14.2
84 91 42.8 53.1 13.9
87 97 42.3 52.4 14.3
88 97 38.1 53.2 14.3
83 96 41.6 54.6 13.3
90 98 43.4 55.3 13.3
13 63 39.4 53.5 14.1
9 71 38.7 54.1 14.0
3 21 33.6 53.2 13.8
28 50 39.3 54.4 13.6
PROJ. NUM.: H-692
FILE NAME: WPOSTSB6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
SOVBEAN POST BROADLEAF CONTROL (JACKSON)
APPL: POST1=07/11/86 POST2=07/16/86
::::::::=======:::=:================:============:=:=========================================================:::;:::;::::;::::::::::
PESTICIDE ~LI-:lCRIHJU:lXAMST :lAMACH:lIPOHG:lSIDSP:lEPHMA:WO CTRL:VIELD :TESTMT:lMOISTU:
TRT.--------------------CATION:VISUAl:CONTROl:COHTROL:COHTROl:CONTROl:CONTROllATHARV:8U/ACREICALC.:CALC. :
~. IWlE FOR*). LBai/~ TYPE:7125/86:J /25/86 :7125/86: 7/25/86:J /25/86 :7125/86: 10/31r l10/31r110/31r:10/31/":=======================:==============:z:===========:=======:======================================================================:
13 BASAGRAHSC 4 0.75 POST2
321H \A 100\ 5.5\ POST2
14 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 POST2
BLAZER SC 2 0.25 POST2
X-77 %A 100\ 0.25\ POST2
15 SCEPTER SC 1.5 .125 POST4
X-77 \A 100\ 0.25\ POST4
16 PURSUIT SC 2 .094 POST4
X-77 \A 100\ 0.25\ POST4
17 CLASSIC DF 25\ .0078POST4
X-77 \A 100% 0.25\ POST4
18 RESCUE SC 2.06 1.03 POST4






























































3 38 35.1 53.5 13.7
38 83 38.6 54.0 13.6
10 68 38.1 54.8 13.3
84 90 41.7 54.1 13.3
74 78 38.9 54.6 13.3






o 22.4 49.2 15.7
99 39.1 53.5 13.7
42 15.4 20.6 5.4
29 10.6 14.3 3.7
43 28.4 26.8 26.6
PROJ. NUM.:
FILE NAME: WPOEJGS6W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION





R.M. HAYES COUNTY: MADISONLAST UPDATE: 3/15/87
EXPT. STATUS: 4
RELATED FILE: ~~NONE~~





PREVIOUS CROP: SOYBEAN PLOT SIZE(LxW): 10.0x 30.0 SOIL pH :6.0
PREVIOUS TILL: CONVENTIONAL SOIL TEXTURE: COLLINS SIL SOIL OM%: 01.0
FERTILITY: 0-40-40 ROW WIDTH: 030 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: RCB
MISC. 1: TEMIK 0.5 LB AI/A IN FURROW (TOPSIN-M + NUMBER OF REPS: 4





CROP CULTIVAR: ASGROW A5474
SEASONAL RAINFALL DURING EXPERIMENT
EARLY: WET MID: DRY LATE: DRY
================ ===========-========~=======================================
APPLICATION INFO APPLIC. 1 APPLIC. 2 : APPLIC. 3 : APPLIC. 4 : APPLIC. 5 :==~============= =========== =========~==========~~==============~===========
APPLICATION DATE 06/23/86 / / / / / / / /
JULIAN DATE/YEAR J174/86 J 0/00 J 0/00 J 0/00 J 0/00
GEN. APPLIC TYPE POST
AIR/SOIL TEMP(F) 095/ / / / /
% REL. HUMIDITY 050%
WIND DIR/VELOC. / / / / /
ROOT/LEAF MOIST. I WET /DRY / I / /
INCORP. EQUIP.
INCORP. DEPTH in I1
SPRAYER TYPE I1
SPRAYER GPA/PSI 018.0/032 1 / I / /I
NOZZLE TYPE FLATFAN8002:
RAIN / JRRIG. in ----------------------------------------------- ------------
0-24 hr/1-3 days . I / / / /
4-7 days/2nd wk 100.3/ / / / /
3rd / 4th week :0.05/00.6 / / / /
=============~===========~===========~~============================~==========
SP E C • :
CODE :
:DEN-:APPLIC. l:APPLIC. 2:APPLIC. 3:APPLIC. 4:APPLIC. 5:
:SITY:HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG.:SPECIES=====~=====~==================~=============~================================
.~.~~:~ •• ~ CROP
GLXMA:SOYBEAN
*** •• I •••• , * •• ,rr;.*.Jl* 1-':****"-.** IlItllt****.** IlIt* •• ,.,JlI*** I Jll***.***. I
I I I I I I 1
: : / : / : / : / : / :



























































W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
POST JOHNSONGRASS CONTROL IN SOYBEANS
~=~~~=~=~===================~====:==~=========================================
EXPERIMENT COMMENTS
KEY TO DATA HEADERS
1.%ELEIN CONTROL = %GOOSEGRASS CONTROL.
2.%SORHA CONTROL = %JOHNSONGRASS CONTROL.
3.YIELD BU/ACRE = SOYBEAN YIELD IN BUSHELS PER ACRE AT 13 PERCENT
MOISTURE WITH A TEST WEIGHT OF 60 POUNDS PER BUSHELt(MOISTURE WAS
13% AT HARVEST).
SUMMARY
WEED PRESSURE WAS INTENSE IN THIS EXPERIMENTtAS EVIDENCED BY
THE 48% YIELD REDUCTION IN THE WEEDY CHECK. TREATMENT APPLICATION WAS
DELAYED DUE TO PROLONGED EARLY-SEASON RAINFALL.THIS DELAY RESULTED IN
POOR CONTROL FROM SOME TREATMENTS. ASSURE AT 0.125 LBai/A,DPXY 6202-31
AT 0.06 LBai/A,SELECT AT 0.125 LBai/A,FUSILADE 2000 AT 0.188 LBai/A,
AND BAS 517 AT 0.1 AND 0.2 LBai/A PROVIDED ADEQUATE(GREATER THAN 70%)
CONTROL OF GOOSEGRASS AND JOHNSONGRASS IN THIS EXPERIMENT.BAS 517 AT
BOTH RATES PROVIDED THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF CONTROL OF BOTH GRASSES.
REPLICATION ONE WAS NOT HARVESTED BECAUSED SANDY AREAS AFFECTED
SOYBEAN GROWTH OF SOME PLOTS IN THAT REP.
======:=~=====================================================================




=ILE NAME: WPOEJGS6W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
POST JOHHSONGRASS CONTROL IN SOVBEANS











PESTICIDE APPlI-:\ELEIN :~ :VIELD :
RT. -------------------- CATION:CONTROl:CONTROL:SU/ACRE:
O. NAME FORNO. lBai/A TYPE:7/18/86:7/18/86:10/07/*:
;======================================================:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
11 ASSURE EC 0.8 0.06 41lAP 63.8 63.8 10.6
AGRIDEX EC4 1
12 ASSURE EC 0.8 0.125 41lAP 78.8 77.5 13.4
AGRIDEX EC 4 1
13 DPXY6202 EC 0.8 0.03 41lAP 58.8 56.3 11.4
-31
AGRlDEX EC 4 1
~4 OPXY6202 EC 0.8 0.06 41lAP 86.3 75.0 15.4
-31
AGRlDEX EC 4 1
05 BAS 517 EC 1.67 0.1 4WAP 89.8 91.0 15.2
AGRIOEX EC 4 1
06 BAS 517 EC 4 0.2 41lAP 94.0 96.0 15.2
AGRIDEX EC 4 1
07 SELECT EC 2 0.06 4WAP 42.5 76.3 10.9
AGRIDEX EC 4 1
08 SELECT EC 2 0.125 41lAP 82.5 88.5 17.7
AGRIDEX EC 4 1
09 POAST EC 1.5 0.188 41lAP 40.0 68.8 12.7
AGRIDEX EC 4 1
10 POAST EC 1.5 0.28 4WAP 58.8 71.8 11.9
AGRIOEX EC 4 1
11 FUSILAOE EC 1 0.188 4WAP 71.3 86.3 16.4
2000
12 VEROICT EC 2 0.06 4WAP 47.5 37.5 9.2




W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
:::===::=:===::=====:=:=:=======::::====::==============:::::=====:=================:=================================:======:======
POST JOHNSONGRASS CONTROL IN SOYBEANS
APPL: POST =06/23/86
:=:====:=:========:======================:::========:=:===================:::=:=:===================================::==============
PESTICIDE APPlI-:1flEIN :tSORKA :VIElD :
TRT. -------------------- CATION:CONTROl:CONTROl:BU/ACRE:
NO. NAME FORMU. lBai/A TVPE:7/18/86:7/18/86:10/07/*:
13 VERDICT EC 2 0.125 4WAP 85.0 61.3 12.4
AGRIDEX EC 4 1
14 WEEDY CK 0 0 9.2
lSD(O.OS) = 12.7 13.8 NA
STANDARD DEVIATION = 8.8 9.6 NA






% REL. HUMIDITY :055%
WIND DIR/VELOC. : /
ROOT /LEAF MOIST.: MOD/DRY
INCORP. EQUIP. :
INCORP. DEPTH in:
SP~~YER TYPE :C02 TRACTOR
SPRAYER GPA/PSI :012.0/032
NOZZLE TYPE :FLATFAN8002
RAIN / IRRIG. in:-----------------------------------------------------------
0-24 hrll-3 days: / : / : / : / : /
4-7 days/2nd wk: /1.26: / : / : / : /



















W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION




















MISC. 1: TEMIK 0.5 LB AI/A
MISC. 2: BRONCO AT 4 QTS/A
PLOT SIZE(LxW): 10.0x 30.0 SOIL pH :6.0
SOIL TEXTURE: LEXINGTONSIL SOIL OM%: 1.2
ROW WIDTH: 030 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: RCB
IN FURROW NUMBER OF REPS: 4
PRE REPORT TYPE: INTERIM
=============================================================================
PLANTING DATE: 06/19/86
HARVEST DATE : 11/19/86
RESIDUE TAKEN: N
CROP CULTIVAR: ASGROW A5474
SEASONAL RAINFALL DURING EXPERIMENT
EARLY: DRY MID: DRY LATE: OPT
========================~============================================~==~~===
APPLICATION INFO: APPLIC. 1 : APPLIC. 2 : APPLIC. 3 : APPLIC. 4 : APPLIC. 5 :"~==~==================~==~==============================================
/ / / /










SPE C • :
CODE : SPECIES
:DEN-:APPLIC. 1iAPPLIC. 2:APPLIC. 3:APPLIC. 4:APPLIC. 5:
:SITV:HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG.:
=======~=============================~~======================================
JII~lt**I*lt*~ CROP ** •• *. *_.*, ** •••• * •• f .•••••• * •• 1.*** ••••.• , ••••••••• I *..-.:J!t*.:**** II I I I I I I IGLXMA:SOYBEAN I :016/ I / I / I / I / II I I I I I
111 •• **' •• ** PEST ***.*t ••• *. ******:A:A* I ._******* ,.*** ••••• I ******.** I *_*****ll* II I I I ISORHA:JOHNSONGRASS :20 :024/ I / / I / /I I
I :/M2 I / I / / I / /I I I I
I I I / I / / I / /I I I I I
I I I / I / / I / /I I I I I
I I I / I / / I / /I I I I I
I I I / I / / I / /I I I I I
I I I / I / / I / /I I I I I
I I I / I / / I / /I I I I I




W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
JOHNSONGRASS CONTROL IN NO-TILL SOYBEANS
=====~=~=======================================~============================~
EXPERIMENT COMMENTS
KEY TO DATA HEADERS
1,& 2.%SORHA CONTROL=%JOHNSONGRASS CONTROL.
3. YIELD BU/ACRE=SOYBEAN YIELD IN BUSHELS PER ACRE AT 13 PERCENT
MOISTURE WITH A TEST WEIGHT OF 60 POUNDS PER BUSHEL.
4.%MOIST CALC.=PERCENT MOISTURE CALCULATED AT HARVEST FOR EACH PLOT.
5.TEST WT CALC.=TEST WEIGHT CALCULATED FOR EACH PLOT AT HARVEST.
SUMMARY
ENTIRE EXPERIMENT WAS SPRAYED PREEMERGENCE WITH BRONCO(3 QTS/A)
AND ESCAPE BROADLEAF WEEDS WERE CONTROLLED BY HAND HOEING.THERE WAS AN
AVERAGE OF 20 RHIZOME JOHNSONGRASS PLANTS PER METER SQUARE AT THE TIME
OF TREATMENT.SOYBEAN YIELD OF THE BEST TREATMENTS WERE ALMOST 2.5
TIMES HIGHER THAN THE WEEDY CHECK.THIS REFLECTS THE EXTREME INTER-
FERENCE OF JOHNSONGRASS UNDER THESE GROWING CONDITIONS. THIS REPRESENTS
APPROXIMATELY A 60% YIELD REDUCTION,WHICH IS IN LINE WITH OTHER INTER-
FERENCE STUDIES.ALL TREATMENTS YIELDED SIGNIFICANTLY HIGHER THAN THE
WEEDyeJOHNSONGRASS)CHECK,BUT THERE WAS NO DIFFERCENCE BETWEEN TREAT-
MENTS AT P=.05,WHILE AT P=.10 WHIP AND PURSUIT TREATMENTS YIELDED
SIGNIFICANTLY LOWER,WHICH CORRESPONDED TO THEIR POOR JOHNSONGRASS
CONTROL.DPXY6202-31eO.06LBai/A),BAS 517(0.2LBai/A),SELECT(0.06LBai/A)
FUSILADE 2000(0.188LBai/A) ,AND VERDICT(0.125LBai/A)ALL PROVIDED
EXCELLENT JOHNSONGRASS CONTROL THROUGHOUT THE GROWING SEASON.
==============================::=====================================::========





W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
JOHNSONGRASS CONTROL IN NO-TILL SOYBEANS











PESTICIDE APPlI-:~ :tSORHA :VIELD :t MOISTlTEST MT:
TRT. --------------------CATION:CONTROl:COHTROl:8U/ACRElCAlC. :CALC. :
NO. NAME FORMU. L8ai/~ TVPElS/14/86:9/25/86:11/19/*:11/19/*:11/19/*:========:================================================:;:::::::;::::::::::;:::::::;:::::::::;;::;:::::::::::============:========
01 ASSURE EC 0.8 0.06 4NAP
AGRIDEX EC 4 1
02 ASSURE EC 0.8 0.125 4NAP
AGRIDEX EC 4 1
03 DPXV6202 EC 0.8 0.03 4NAP
-31
AGRlDEX EC 4
04 DPXV6202 EC 0.8 0.06 4NAP
-31
~GRIDEX EC 4
05 BAS 517 EC 1.67 0.1 4NAP
AGRIDEX EC 4 1
06 BAS 517 EC 4 0.2 4NAP
AGRIDEX EC 4 1
07 SELECT EC 2 0.06 4NAP
~GRIDEX EC 4 1
08 SELECT EC 2 0.125 4NAP
AGRIDEX EC 4 1
09 POAST EC 1.5 0.188 4NAP
AGRIDEX EC 4 1
10 POAST EC 1.5 0.28 4NAP
AGRIDEX EC 4 1
11 FUSILADE EC 1 0.188 4MAP
2000
AGRIDEX EC 4 4NAP
12 FUSILADE EC 1 0.28 4NAP
2000
AGRIDEX EC 4 4NAP
93 79 28.3 18.7 49.3
91 89 28.8 18.3 49.2
96 87 28.2 18.7 48.9
96 92 35.6 19.1 48.6
93 72 28.9 18.9 48.1
94 97 32.4 18.1 49.3
93 90 34.8 18.9 48.6
97 93 34.6 18.4 48.8
84 69 2J.9 18.3 48.2
93 75 32.5 18.5 49.3
91 98 33.3 18.3 49.2




W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
JOHNSONGRASS CONTROL IN NO-TILL SOYBEANS
APPL: POST =07/29/86
::::::==::=============::======:============================================================:====================:::=:=:::==========
PESTICIDE APPlI-:tsORHA :lSORHA :VIElO :l MOIST:TEST WT:
TRT. -------------------- CATION:CONTROllCONTROl:8U/ACRE:CAlC. :CAlC. II
NO. NAME FORIIIJ.lBai/A TYPE:8/14/86:9125/86:11/19/*:11/19/*:11/19/*:
===:=======:=::::===============================:=:=======::==::====:===:=:====:=======================:============================
13 VERDICT EC 2 0.06 4WAP 84 83 36.3 18.2 50.0
AGRIDEX EC 4 1
14 VERDICT EC 2 0.125 411AP 90 92 29.2 18.9 49.1
AGRIDEX EC 4 1
15 NHIP EC 1 .15 411AP 89 58 26.1 18.6 48.6
16 PURSUIT SC 2 .0625 4l1AP 78 70 26.7 19.0 48.6
X-77 %A 100\ .5\ 4WAP
17 PURSUIT SC 2 .125 4l1AP 79 71 26.5 18.3 49.1
X-77 \A 100\ .5\ 4l1AP
,~18 IIEEDY CK 0 0 14.4 19.7 47.7




W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87





















MISC. 1: TREFLAN 0.75 LB AI/A
MISC. 2: TEMIK 0.5 LB AI/A IN FURROW AT PLANTING
PLOT SIZE(LxW): 10.0x 30.0 SOIL pH :6.5
SOIL TEXTURE: COLLINS SIL SOIL OM%:
ROW WIDTH: 030 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: RCB




HARVEST DATE : 09/29/86
RESIDUE TAKEN: N
CROP CULTIVAR: ASGROW 5474
SEASONAL RAINFALL DURING EXPERIMENT
EARLY: WET MID: DRY LATE: DRY
==============================~================================= =====~======





























% REL. HUMIDITY: %
WIND DIR/VELOC. : /
ROOT/LEAF MOIST.:OPT/
INCORP. EQUIP. :DO-ALL
INCORP. DEPTH in:02 :
SPRAYER TYPE :C02BACKPACK:C02BACKPACK
SP~AYER GPA/PSI : 18.0/032 : 18.0/032
NOZZLE TYPE :FLATFAN8002:FLATFAN8002
RAIN / IRRIG. in:-----------------------
0-24 hr/1-3 days: . / :. /
4-7 days/2nd wk :0.56/1.72 :0.56/1.72






















:DEN-:APPLIC. 1 :APPLIC. 2:APPLIC. 3:APPLIC. 4:APPLIC. 5:
:SITY:HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG.:========~============================~=================~====================~•• ~.~:~.~. CROP
GLYMX:SOy'BEANS
•••• * f .*:-*.1 :It •• "' ••••• t .***.***.1 ********* I ** •••• *** I *****lllJ!t •• j
I' I I I I I
: : I : / : / : / : / :
.~ ••••••• PEST
CASOB SICKLEPOD / / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
/ / / / /
(126 )
DA TE: DA TE:
PROJ. NUM.:
FILE NAME: WCASOBS6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
SICKLEPOD CONTROL IN SOYBEANS AT WTES
=====================================~==============================~========
EXPERIMENT COMMENTS
TREFLAN 0.75 LB AI/A OVER ENTIRE EXPERIMENT.
KEY TO DATA HEADERS
1.%CASOB CONTROL = % SICKLEPOD CONTROL.
2 . ' , , , , , , , , ,
3. ' , , , , , , , , ,
4.YIELD BU/ACRE = SOYBEAN YIELD IN BUSHELS PER ACRE WITH THE YIELD
CORRECTED TO 13% MOISTURE WITH A TEST WEIGHT OF 60 LBS. PER BUSHEL.
SUMMARY
THERE WAS EXCELLENT SICKLEPOD PRESSURE IN THIS TEST AS EVIDENCED
BY THE 24% YIELD REDUCTION IN THE WEEDY CHECK.CANOPY,CANOPY FOLLOWED
BY CLASSIC OR SCEPTER AND LASSO+SENCOR FOLLOWED BY SENCOR+BUTYRAC,AND
CLASSIC FOLLOWED BY CLASSIC PROVIDED THE BEST SICKLEPOD CONTROL AND
PRODUCED THE HIGHEST SOYBEAN YIELDS. SCEPTER PRE EMERGENCE AND SCEPTER
PRE FOLLOWED BY COBRA PROVIDED POOR CONTROL AND WERE AMONG THE LOWEST
YIELDING TREATMENTS.
==~=============~====================:;=======~==============================~




W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
RESEARCH BY: R. M. HAYES
COOPERATOR
TOTAL REPS: 4
APPL: PPI =05/13/86 PRE
COUNTY: MADISON ST: TN COUNTRY: USA
LAST UPDATE: 1/22/87 INITIATED: 05/13/86
EXPT. STATUS: 4 COMPLETED: 09/29/86
=05/13/86 POST1=06/12/86 POST2=07/03/86
SICKLEPOD CONTROL IN SOYBEANS AT WTES
:S:::::::=========:::=======:======:===:::===================:=:==:=:::=====:::::=======================:=:=:================:======
PESTICIDE APPLI-:lC~ :lCASOB :lCASOB :VIElD l
TRT.--------------------CATION:COHTROl:COHTROllCOHTROl:SU/ACRE:
I). 1M FORMU. l8ai/A TYPE:6/04l86lS/12186:9/17186l9/29/86:
::::::=::::========:=:=:============================:::=====================:========:::====================a:=:====================
01 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 PRE 56.3 57.5 45.0 26.6
02 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.25 POSTl 0 71.8 68.8 30.3
03 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 POSH 0 62.5 51.3 30.9
~ SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 PRE 40.0 70.5 58.8 31.9
SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 POST1
05 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.25 POSTl 0 61.0 55.0 31.6
06 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 PRE 74.8 62.0 53.8 29.5
SENCOR OF 75t 0.38 PRE
07 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 PRE 66.3 76.8 69.0 36.1
SENCOR OF 75% 0.38 PRE
SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 POST1
CLASSIC OF 25t 0.008 POST1
CLASSIC OF 25t 0.008 POST2
o 84.5 84.0 35.3
CANOPY OF 75~ 0.38 PRE
CLASSIC OF 25t 0.008 POST1
80.0 91.5 85.5 32.6
ScHeOR OF 75t 0.5 PRE
SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 POSTl
78.8 87.3 83.0 31.3
SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 PRE
COBRA EC 2.0 0.2 POST1
35.0 55.0 53.8 27.7
'"~I 14 L~SSO ME FL 4.0 2.5 PREI SENCOR OF 75\ 0.38 PRE
I SEHeOR OF mo. 25 POD
BUTVRAC SC 2.0 0.2 POD
(128 )
83.0 90.0 87.3 31.1
PROJ. NUM.:
FILE NAME: WCASOBS6
W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
SICKLEPOD CONTROL IN SOYBEANS AT WTES
APPL: PPI =05/13/86 PRE =05/13/86 POST1=06/12/86 POST2=07/03/86
::::=:::=:============;:===:==========::::;:;=====:::;;=;:=:::=====::==::==::::::=:==::==~=::===:==:::=======:=:=:=:===::::=========
PESTICIDE APPll-:~C~ :lCA~ :~AS08 :VIEI.D :
TRT, -------------------- CATIONlCOMTROl:CONTROl:CONTROl:6U/ACRf:
1«1. IWIE FORMU. LBai/A TVPE:6/04/86:8/12/86:9/17I86:9/29/86::==::;=======::=:========:=====;:=::=~===:===:=;=====:=:::::=========:::=====:=:============================:==:=========:==========
15 WEEDYex 0 0 0 26.0
0 99.0 99.0 34.6
21.0 13.8 17.3 7.0
14.6 9.5 12.0 4.9








W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION



















MISC. 1: TREFLAN 0.75 LB AI/A PPI
MISC. 2: TEMIK 0.5 LB AI/A
PLOT SIZE(LxW): 10.0x 30.0 SOIL pH :6.8
SOIL TEXTURE: DEXTER SIL SOIL OM%: 1.0
ROW WIDTH: 030 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: RCBD




HARVEST DATE : 09/29/86
RESIDUE TAKEN: N
CROP CULTIVAR: AS GROW A5474
SEASONAL RAINFALL DURING EXPERIMENT
EARLY: WET MID: DRY LATE: DRY
====~======================================~====================~========~.:===






















% REL. HUMIDITY: %
WIND DIR/VELOC. : /
ROOT/LEAF MOIST.:OPT/
INCORP. EQUIP. :FLEX TINE
INCORP. DEPTH in: 02
SPRAYER TYPE :C02BACKPACK:C02BACKPACK C02BACKPACK1
SPRAYER GPA/PSI : 18.0/032 : 18.0/032 18.0/032:
NOZZLE lYPE :FLATFAN8002:FLATFAN80021FLATFAN8002:
RAIN / IRRIG. in:------------------------------------------------------------
0-24 hr/1-3 days: / / / / ;
4-7 days/2nd wk / / / / /












SP E C • :
COD E :
:OEN-:APPLIC. l:APPLIC. 2:APPLIC. 3:APPLIC. 4:APPLIC. 5;
:SITV:HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG. :HTin/STG,:SPECIES=====~========::==========================::~==================================
••••• :•••• CROP
GLXMA:SOYBEANS
lit •• ". 11t*-'t~ t ",:", .• *_*11:.,., "' •••••• *. 1*:Ir<**.**--. I ***JIl;*1c*** I • **:&!I; Jll:l.,,** :
I I , , I I I
: : / : / : / : / : / :
*. III '" "': fit.:III::III:. PeST * .••. * * 1:111: •. '" Ie I •• lit ••• " JIo. '" 1:111:" •• " "" *- * It I *- '/I< A * •. Ie *-)\. f •• *' ••. Ie" /J. Ie, ••. * Ie. ~:io, It t\::
ABUTH:VELVETLEAF / / / / /
ANVCR:SPURRED ANODA / / / / I
SIOSP PRICKLY SIDA / / / / /
ECLAL ECLIPTA ALBA I / / / /
DATST JIMSONWEED / / / / /
IPOHG IVYLEAF / / / / /
MORNINGGLORY / / / / /
/ / / / /




W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
VELVETLEAF CONTROL IN SOYBEANS
===================~============~=========:=====;============================
EXPERIMENT COMMENTS
TREFLAN 0.75 LB AliA PPI OVER THE ENTIRE EXPERIMENT FOR CONTROL OF
GRASSES AND SMALL SEEDED BROADLEAF WEEDS
KEY TO DATA HEADERS
1,7&13.%ABUTH CONTROL=%VELVETLEAF CONTROL.
2,8&14.%ANVCR CONTROL=%SPURRED ANODA CONTROL.
3,9&15.%SIDSP CONTROL=%PRICKLY SIDA(TEAWEED)CONTROL.
4&11.%ECLAL CONTROL=%ECLIPTA ALBA CONTROL.
5&10.%DATST CONTROL=%JIMSONWEED CONTROL.
6&12.%IPOHG CONTROL=%IVYLEAF MORNINGGLORY CONTROL.
16.YIELD BU/ACRE=SOYBEAN YIELD IN BUSHELS PER ACRE WITH A TEST WEIGHT
OF 60 POUNDS PER BUSHEL AT 13% MOISTURE.(MOISTURE AT HARVEST WAS 12
PERCENT AND TEST WEIGHT WAS 55.04 POUNDS PER BUSHEL).
SUMMARY
THE MAIN OBJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WAS TO EVALUATE NEW HERBI-
CIDES FOR THE CONTROL OF VELVETLEAF IN SOYBEANS. SPURRED ANODA,ECLIPTA
ALBA,JIMSONWEED,TEAWEED,AND IVYLEAF MORNINGGLORY WERE ALSO PRESENT IN
SUFFICIENT POPULATIONS TO BE RATED.MORNINGGLORY PRESSURE WAS SPORADIC
IN REPS 1 AND 2.POPULATIONS OF ALL OTHER WEEDS WERE MODERATE AND
DISTRIBUTED EVENLY. THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF OVERALL WEED CONTROL WAS
OBTAINED WITH COMMAND AT 1.0 LBai/A.ONLY 3 REPS WERE HARVESTED IN THIS
EXPERIMENT,BECAUSE SEVERE DROUGHT CONDITIONS AFFECTED SOYBEAN
DEVELOPEMENT IN THE FOURTH REP,WHICH HAD A SANDY AREA IN IT.
=============================~:-=================~================~===========








W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
RESEARCH BY: R.M. HAYES
COOPERATOR
TOTAL REPS: 4
APPL: PPI =05/12/86 PRE
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION









PESTICIDE MlPlI-:WUTH :lAHYCIl :tsIOSP :lEClAl :tDATST :UP{MfG :WUTH :WM:R :tSIDSP lWTST :lEClAl :UPOHG
TRT. -------------------- CATIOH:CONTROl:CONTROllCONTROl:CONTROlICONTROl:CONTROl:COHTROlICONTROlICONTROllCONTROllCONTROlICONTROl
NO. fW( FORMU. l~ i/A TYPE:6/12/86: 6/12/86: 6/12/86: 6/12/86: 6/12/86: 6/12/86: 8/12/86: 8/12/86: 8/12/86: 8/12/86: 8/12/86: 8/12/86
:::;::::::::;::;::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::=:===:=:=:=====================:=============:====~===========================
01 COMMAND EC 6.0 0.5 PPI
02 COMMAND EC 6.0 1.0 PPI
03 CANOPY DF 75t 0.25 PPI
04 CANOPY DF 75t 0.38 PPI
05 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 PPI
06 PURSUIT SC 2.0 0.125 PPI
07 L~XOHE DF 75t 0.38 PPI
08 COBRA EC 2.0 0.25 PRE
09 P'JRSUIT SC 2.0 0.125 POST2
X-77 %A lOOt 0.25t POST2
10 6ASAGRAN SC 4.0 0.75 POST2
32tN %A lOOt 5t POST2
11 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 POST2
X-77 tA lOOt 0.25% POST2
12 CLASSIC DF 25t 0.012 POST2




























































































































































































W EST ERN TEN N E SSE E A G R I
UNITS: LBai/A
PRINTED: 03/15/87
E X PST A T ION
RESEARCH BY: R. M. HAYES
COOPERATOR
TOTAL REPS : 4
APPL: PPI =05/12/86 PRE





PESTICIDE ~I-:WUTH :tMYCR lt5IOSP lYIElO :
TRT. --------------------CATION:CONTROl:CONTROlICONTROlISU/ACRE:
1«). IWlE FOR*). LBai/A TYPE:9/18186:9/18186:9/18/8619/29/86:
===::::====================================::============:::::::::::=::::::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::==:::::::::::::::::::
01 COMMAND EC 6.0 0.5 PPI
02 COMMAND EC 6.0 1.0 PPI
03 CANOPY DF 75t 0•25 PPI
04 CANOPY DF 1St 0.38 PPI
05 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 PPI
06 PURSUIT SC 2.0 0.125 PPI
07 LEXONE DF 75t 0.38 PPI
08 COBRA EC 2.0 0.25 PRE
09 PURSUIT SC 2.0 0.125 POST2
X-77 tA lOOt 0.25t POST2
10 BASAGRAHSC 4.0 0.75 POST2
32tN \A 100\ 5\ POST2
11 SCEPTER SC 1.5 0.125 POST2
X-77 \A 100\ 0.25\ POST2
12 CLASSIC DF 25\ 0.012 POST2
X-77 \A 100\ 0.25\ POST2
13 WEEDY CK
14 IIEEOFREE
LSD(0.05)=
STANDARDDEVIATION=
COEFF.OF VARIABILITY=
96
99
80
87
71
91
85
46
95
85
61
80
o
99
27
19
25
93 98 33.0
99 27.8
95 28.4
96 31.5
99 30.0
99 29.0
85 31.5
78 29.4
55 28.8
99
91
93
80
74
85
86
95
84 93 28.7
67 76 28.4
51 16 27.2
o
99
27
19
24
o 23.9
99 32.1
17 NA
12 NA
15 NA
(133)
